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EDITORIAL 

In the last issue I asked that, whenever possible, text be submitted either on floppy disk or as copy typed on 
a carbon-ribbon electric typewriter or daisywheel printer, This will speed up production since it will avoid our 
having to retype all contributions. Unfortunately, very few of those who submitted material for this issue followed 
the instructions, even though it is clear that many could have (dot matrix copy, obviously produced on a computer, 
was sent as hard copy only). While I will not, for now, refuse to accept material that is not on disk or cannot 
be scanned optically (this would be manifestly unfair to those without access to a word processor), I will certainly 
consider doing so in future if those who can supply material on disk or suitable for scanning do not do so. The 
typing this time was done almost entirely by Pamela Willoughby (and she is now taking care of most matters 
relating to subscriptions). I am extremely grateful for her help, for without it this issue would still be in the 
pre-production stage. We remain jointly responsible for all editorial decisions. 

The number of illustrations being submitted, and the work required to make them ready for publication, is also 
becoming troublesome. Very few contributors are actually following the guidelines (see the "Notes to Contrib- 
utors" on the inside front cover of this issue). This time, several illustrations submitted were not publishable quality 
and had either to be deleted or returned to the author for resubmission. This plays havoc with our production 
schedule, and so in future, unless there seem to be mitigating circumstances, illustrations that do not follow the 
guidelines will simply be rejected. Also, please submit only those illustrations that are absolutely essential. 

Please remember that NA is a newsletter, not a journal, and that it is edited and produced by two people who 
have many other calls on their time. 

1988 SAAAM MEETINGS 

Just prior to going to press, we received notification from Garth Sampson (Department of Anthropology, Southern 
Methodist University, Dallas TX 75275, USA) that the next SAAAM meetings will be held in conjunction with 
the annual meeting of the Society for American Archaeology in Phoenix, Arizona next April. A copy of that 
announcement is included here. Those wishing further information should write directly to Sampson. Publication 
of the next issue will be delayed until after the meeting so that a report can be included. Therefore the deadline 
for submission of material to be included in NA No. 30 is 1 May 1988. 

David Lube11 
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THE DEPRESSION SITE, TSODILO 
HILLS, NORTHWEST BOTSWANA 

L.H. Robbins 
Department of Anthropology 
Michigan State University 
East Lansing, Michigan 48824-1118 

The Depression site is a painted rockshelter situated 
in the Tsodilo Hills in the Kalahari. Tsodilo is a well 
known rock art centre which has also recently yielded 
significant new infomation about the Early Iron Age 
of Southem Africa (Denbow and Wilmsen 1986). The 
Depression site takes its name from numerous small 
holes of unknown purpose which have been ground 
into certain areas of the shelter walls. Excavations 
have been carried out at the site by A.C. Campbell, 
former Director of the National Museum of Botswana, 
and L.H. Robbins. Approximately 5 metres of arti- 
fact-bearing deposits occur at the site. These deposits 
span a time ranging from as recent as (at least) the 17th 
century on back into the Upper Pleistocene. Charcoal 
from a hearth found 15 cm below the surface yielded 
an uncalibrated date of 370 * 75 BP (Teledyne I 
13,182). A quartz crescent was found in direct associ- 
ation with the charcoal that was dated. Another date of 
8730 + 90 BP was obtained from charcoal recovered 
from a depth of 135-150 cm (Beta 17644). This dated 
level included numerous flakes, mostly of quartz, 
some utilized pieces and a small scraper. The final date 
reported (charcoal sample) came from between 185- 
205 cm. It was 13,740 + 490 BP (Beta 16831). This 
date is the oldest thus far obtained on a rockshelter in 
Botswana. Quartz flakes, several small cores, includ- 
ing a bladelet core were recovered from this level. 
Retouched pieces include an awl, crescent and a burin. 
The bladelet core and crescent clearly indicate that 
microlithic technology was in use in the late Pleis- 
tocene in this part of Botswana. This information adds 
to the growing body of evidence documenting early 
use of microliths in southern Africa. 

At this point it is not possible to present further 
stratigraphic details on the artifacts except to note that 
the upper metre is rich in Late Stone Age material, 
especially crescents and small scrapers. Grindstones 
and anvils/nutting stones were also prevalent. Stone 
artifacts were made from quartz, which is locally 
abundant, and chert. Much of the chert appears to have 
been brought into Tsodilo from elsewhere. In addition 
to the lithics there is pottery (including some decorated 
sherds of Early Iron Age affinities), iron, a few bone 
artifacts, ostrich egg shell, charred mongongo nut 
shells and some fauna. While fauna is not well pre- 
served, it includes mainly small animals such as tor- 
toise, springhare, grey duiker, steenbok and warthog 

(R. Klein, personal communication). No domestic an- 
imals were found. 

A detailed study of the artifacts is underway at 
Michigan State University and further details and 
dates will be forthcoming. 
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THE MANDARA ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
PROJECT 1984-87 

Nicholas David and Judy Sterner 
Department of Archaeology 
University of Calgary 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2N 1N4 

The Mandara Archaeological Project is designed as 
a long- term study comprising (1) an investigation of 
the culture history of the diverse peoples of the north- 
em Mandara mountains and adjacent plains of north 
Cameroon, and (2) an associated ethnoarchaeological 
enquiry into the nature and uses of style in material 
culture. The former began to be carried out in summer 
1984 and the latter throughout 1986. Students, staff 
and other personnel from the Universities of Calgary, 
Yaounde, and Simon Fraser have been involved in this 
ongoing project. The research was carried out under 
SSHRC Grant Nos 410-83-0819 and 410-85-1040, 
SSHRC Leave Fellowship No. 451-85- 1231 granted 
to N. David, Ministry of Higher Education and Scien- 
tific Research (Cameroon) permits, and in collabora- 
tion with the Institute of Human Sciences (Cameroon) 
and the Institut Fransais de Recherche Scientifique 
pour le DBveloppement en Coophition (ORSTOM). 

1984 Season 
Project members were N. David (Director), N. 

Jones, S. MacEachern, I. Robertson, M. Reeves, and 
J. Sterner. M. Wilson (Co-investigator) had special 
responsibility for its geological and paleontological 
aspects. MM Martin Poulibe and Thomas Ngoune, 
former students at the University of Yaounde, also 
participated in the later stages. 

Since our chosen area had not previously been the 
subject of systematic archaeological research, and in 
order to familiarize ourselves with the area and its 
peoples for later ethno-archaeological studies, two 
kinds of survey were carried out, probability (stratified 
random) and judgmental. The former was developed 
by study of the 1:200,000 and 150,000 maps of the 
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Mora and Mokolo (see map) prefectures at the north- gary mainframe computer. The variables were then 
em end of the Mandara mountains, and definition of grouped in order to produce a manageable number of 
a 2000 km2 area that comprised the maximum of ethnic strata. A sample of 39 squares was then randomly 
and topographic variation. Each UTM (Universal chosen for survey, the selected within each 
Transverse Mercator) kilometre square was described stratum varying according to our estimates of its ar- 
in terms of ethnicity and seven geographic variables chaeological potential. Of the 39 squares we were in 
and the data were entered into the University of Cal- the event able only to survey 33. The judgmental 
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survey concentrated on areas that were either in close 
proximity to the probability squares and could there- 
fore be surveyed on the same day, or were of known 
historic significance or of special geomorphological 
importance. Information on sites found, soils and veg- 
etation, modem land use, numbers of compounds of 
various ethnic groups and other characteristics of in- 
terest were recorded for both types of surveys. 

S w e y  collections include mainly surface, occa- 
sionally also subsurface materials. Where coherent 
sites were not found in a survey square a general 
collection was made. Samples number 39 from the 
probability survey and 34 from the judgemental. Pre- 
liminary analysis of these materials, and especially the 
pottery, was carried out in the field. The ceramic 
collections were described in terms of their preserva- 
tion, paste and temper, thickness, firing, morphology 
and surface treatment and decoration. Standardization 
of description was maintained by reference to a 'li- 
brary' of sherds later shipped to Calgary. 

Co-investigator M.Wilson provided information on 
the geological environment of archaeological sites lo- 
cated during the 1984 survey. He also studied various 
classes of geological deposits in order to understand 
climatic and environmental events that have affected 
the area during the past 10,000 years. His understand- 
ing of geomorphological processes on a large scale 
enabled him to advise the archaeologists regarding 
likely archaeological visibility of different cultural 
phases in different areas. 

Test excavations 
Site 506A, Blabli 

Two sites, one Neolithic and one Iron Age, were 
selected for test excavations. The Neolithic site (506A 
- UTM 1240.31413.2) is located about 1 km north of 
the Bama ridge and represents a camp over a hectare 
in extent that was probably occupied for a relatively 
brief period of time. The single cultural horizon is 
about 20 cm thick and is both over- and underlain by 
fluviolacustrine deposits. It is this that makes the site 
especially interesting since, at some time after the 
Neolithic occupation, this part of the Chad basin must 
have been subjected to flooding on a relatively large 
scale. Unfortunately we obtained no charcoal, and the 
three TL dates run on pottery from the site give erratic 
results, the earliest being 1940 4 190 bp (Alpha- 
1875), the other two much later: 1560 2 140 bp (Al- 
pha-1877) and 640 2 70 bp (Alpha-1876). However 
the sherds sampled have anomalously high uranium 
and thorium contents, possibly reflecting post-deposi- 
tional mobilization and concentration of these ele- 
ments in the site. According to Dr J.J. Stipp of Alpha 
Analytic Inc. (pers. comm.), there is a growing (but 
still sparse) accumulation of data suggesting that 

where thennoluminescence dates appear far too 
young, they are generally accompanied by anomalous- 
ly high dose rates. Given the nature of the occupation 
and the likely time of arrival of iron technology in this 
region, we reject the two later dates, and accept the 
earliest one only as a minimum age estimate. We may 
note that the earliest reliable date for the Neolithic of 
neighbouring Bomo is abdut 3000 bp and that al- 
though the appearance of irbo is very poorly dated, 
Connah (Three thousand years in Africa, 1981) sug- 
gests the fvst centuries ADIBC for this important 
event. 

The pottery from this site, while not yet studied in 
detail, is finely made and decorated mainly with comb 
impressions. It is stylistically very close to the 
Bomoan materials, and cultural similarity is con- 
fumed by the presence of ground and polished stone 
axes and one terracdta figurine of Bos. Wilson has 
identified bones that could be of domestic cattle 
among the faunal remains, and is confident of the 
presence of domestic sheeplgoat. 

Site 523, Mehe Jiddere 
This site, to the northeast of Meme (UTM 1215.41 

426. I), is well located for a mixed fanning community 
on the edge of an area of alluvial flats that offer pas- 
turage and fields for the growing of sorghum in the dry 
season. Wet season arable land and wood for building 
and fuel are also plentiful. Water, probably stagnant 
for part of the year, is nonetheless immediately avail- 
able, and the channels that run by the site offer some 
opportunity for fishing. Mehe Jiddere is the largest of 
four Iron Age mound complexes found in this locality. 
It comprises at least 17 mounds that vary from less that 
1 m to over 4 m height and from 15 m to 50 m in 
maximum dimension. These cover an area of about 7 
ha, representing, if they are all more or less contempo- 
rary, a very large village or even a town. 

The Fulani inhabitants of Mehe Jiddere hamlet at- 
tribute the site to the 'Sao' (i.e. earlier peoples not 
sites were not found in a survey square a general 
collection was made. Samples number 39 from the 
probability survey and 34 from the judgemental. Pre- 
liminary analysis of these materials, and especially the 
pottery, was camed out in the field. The ceramic 
collections were described in terms of their preserva- 
tion, paste and temper, thickness, firing, morphology 
and surface treatment and decoration. Standardization 
of description was maintained by reference to a 'li- 
brary' of sherds later shipped to Calgary. 

Co-investigator M.Wilson provided information on 
the geological environment of archaeological sites lo- 
cated during the 1984 survey. He also studied various 
classes of geological deposits in order to understand 
climatic and environmental events that have affected 
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the area during the past 10,000 years. His understand- 
ing of geomorphological processes on a large scale 
enabled him to advise the archaeologists regarding 
likely archaeological visibility of different cultural 
phases in different areas. 

Test excavations 
Site 506A. Blabli 

Two sites, one Neolithic and one Iron Age, were 
selected for test excavations. The Neolithic site (506A 
- UTM l240.3l413.2) is located about 1 km north of 
the Bama ridge and represents a camp over a hectare 
in extent that was probably occupied for a relatively 
brief period of time. The single cultural horizon is 
about 20 cm thick and is both over- and underlain by 
fluviolacustrine deposits. It is this that makes the site 
especially interesting since, at some time after the 
Neolithic occupation, this part of the Chad basin must 
have been subjected to flooding on a relatively large 
scale. Unfortunately we obtained no charcoal, and the 
three TL dates run on pottery from the site give erratic 
results, the earliest being 1940 2 190 bp (Alpha- 
1875), the other two much later: 1560 +. 140 bp (Al- 
pha-1877) and 640 + 70 bp (Alpha-1876). However 
the sherds sampled have anomalously high uranium 
and thorium contents, possibly reflecting post-deposi- 
tional mobilization and concentration of these ele- 
ments in the site. According to Dr J.J. Stipp of Alpha 
Analytic Inc. (pen. comm.), there is a growing (but 
still sparse) accumulation of data suggesting that 
where thermoluminescence dates appear far too 
young, they are generally accompanied by anomalous- 
ly high dose rates. Given the nature of the occupation 
and the likely time of arrival of iron technology in this 
region, we reject the two later dates, and accept the 
earliest one only as a minimum age estimate. We may 
note that the earliest reliable date for the Neolithic pf 
neighbouring Bomo is about 3000 bp and that al- 
though the appearance of iron is very poorly dated, 
Connah (Three thousand years in Africa, 198 1) sug- 
gests the first centuries ADlBC for this important 
event. 

The pottery from this site, while not yet studied in 
detail, is finely made and decorated mainly with comb 
impressions. It is stylistically very close to the 
Bomoan materials, and cultural similarity is con- 
f m e d  by the presence of ground and polished stone 
axes and one terracotta figurine of Bos. Wilson has 
identified bones that could be of domestic cattle 
among the faunal remains, and is confident of the 
presence of domestic sheeplgoat. 

Site 523, Mehe Jiddere 
This site, to the northeast of Meme (UTM 1215.41 

426. l ) ,  is well located for a mixed farming community 

on the edge of an area of alluvial flats that offer pas- 
turage a& fields for the growing of sorghum in the dry 
season. Wet season arable land and wood for building 
and fuel are also plentiful. Water, probably stagnant 
for part of the year, is nonetheless immediately avail- 
able, and the channels that run by the site offer some 
opportunity for fishing. Mehe Jiddere is the largest of 
four Iron Age mound complexes found in this locality. 
It comprises at least 17 mounds that vary from less that 
1 m to over 4 m height and from 15 m to 50 m in 
maximum dimension. These cover an area of about 7 
ha, representing, if they are all more or less contempo- 
rary, a very large village or even a town. 

The Fulani inhabitants of Mehe Jiddere hamlet at- 
tribute the site to the 'Sao' (i.e. earlier peoples not 
recognized as ancestors). Enquiries among the Wan- 
dala carried out by ourselves and the ethnologist Her- 
mam Fork1 (pers. comm.) elicited no more precise 
information. Of especial interest is a variably dense 
scatter of iron slag and other fragments associated with 
iron working over much of the site. The nearby, mod- 
em village of Manaouatchi presently has a large and 
active group of Wandala smiths, the main suppliers of 
iron tools to the region's many peoples. Mehe Jiddere 
may be an Iron Age precursor. 

Two test excavations, a 3 X 1.5 and a 3 X 1 m 
trench, were made respectively on ~ d u n d  I, the 
largest at the site and located at its northern end, and 
on the much smaller Mound VII, 400 m to the south. 
A further 1 X 1 m pit (Z) was excavated between 
Mound I and its nearest neighbour. Mound I gave a 
sequence over 4 m in depth - the base was not quite 
reached - consisting essentially of midden deposits 
without clear stratification in its upper part, and of an 
extremely complex series of pits, other features, mid- 
den and disturbed structural remains below. Mound 
VII offered a similar but shorter and less complex 
sequence. Pit Z revealed over a metre of deposits 
containing quantities of cultural materials, overlying a 
virtually sterile clayey sand. The quantity of prehis- 
toric artefacts present at the site must on this evidence 
be truly enormous. 

I4C dates, all run on charcoal, are listed below: 

Unit: layer Lab. No. Date bp 

I k 2  (30-45 cm) $2677 230 + 100 (ad 1720) 
IA:3 (60-75 cm) Ly-3818 1160 + 140 (ad 790) 
IA4: (90-105 cm) S-2676 575 + 95 (ad 1375) 
IA4: (150-165 cm) Ly-3819 1600 + 110 (ad 350) 
VIIA:l (20-35 cm) Ly-3817 790 + 100 (ad 1160) 
VIIA:3 (0-15 cm) S-2674 1020 '- 165 (ad 930) 

The dates appear to fall into two series with differ- 
ences between the laboratories. The Lyons series is 
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acceptable; the Saskatchewan dates all seem too young 
in view of (a) the lack of oral traditions or historical 
information about its occupants, (b) the considerable 
depth of the deposits, and (c) the paucity of substantial 
architectural remains that might account for a very 
rapid buildup of the mounds. Why this should be so is 
unclear. 

Very large amounts of pottery, iron slag and burnt 
clay, the latter including (probably forge) tuykre frag- 
ments and pieces of burnt daub, some of which are 
probably pieces of forges, constitute the majority of 
cultural remains. Stone grinding equipment is present. 
Preliminary inspection of the artefact series indicates 
that there are differences between the small find inven- 
tories of Mounds I and VII, including the presence of 
ceramic lip plugslear spools in the latter. These may be 
indicative of socidethnic diversity at the site, or that 
parts of it were occupied at different times. Pottery se- 
quences from both mounds show generalized and 
specific resemblances to other Iron Age materials col- 
lected from surface sites on the plains around the 
northern fringes of the Mandara. 

G. LeMoine has completed a preliminary analysis 
of the numerous highly fragmented faunal remains. 
Ovicaprids are the dominant group in the assemblage; 
bovids, canines, and various rodent and fish species 
are also present. The fauna suggests that the economy 
remained unchanged during the occupation of the site. 
Taphonomic observations were also recorded. 

1986 Season 
The 1984 season provided the foundation for the 

second and more ambitious ethnoarchaeological phase 
in 1986. MAP 1986 was designed to investigate vari- 
ous aspects of stylistic behaviour and the nature of 
style itself in order to contribute towards the develop- 
ment of a theory of style that will be of predictive value 
to archaeologists. 

N. David, J. Sterner, M. Reeves and I. Robertson 
conducted fieldwork from January to midJuly. K. 
Gavua (assisted by his wife A. Amevenu), D. Lyons 
and S. MacEachern were in the field from January un- 
til the end of November. David and Sterner were based 
in Mokolo, Gavua and Amevenu in Soulede, all in the 
southern part of our research area, the others in Mora 
to the north. 

David (initially assisted by Sterner) conducted com- 
parative studies of material culture among six ethnic 
groups in the central Mandara highlands (the Cuvok, 
Mabass, Hide, Wula, Gemjek and several Mafa vil- 
lages). He focussed mainly on domestic architecture, 
pottery, basketry, ironworking and disposal of the 
dead. It became apparent that while linguistic relation- 
ships were generally a good predictor of the degree of 
similarity in material culture, there was one group of 

languages (comprising those of the Wandala, Podok- 
wo, Glavda, Ngosi, Hide and Mabass) where this was 
very definitely not the case. The nature of this absence 
of fit leads to a new reconstruction of regional culture 
history that is supported by linguistic geography but 
which is beyond the range of oral traditions. Further- 
more this research is of some theoretical interest in 
that, for reasons that we can as yet formulate only im- 
perfectly, expression of ethnicity in this region in- 
volves playing, as it were, games with material culture 
such that while types, elements and motifs are general- 
ly shared, they are used to mean quite different things 
in the various ethnic contexts. 

Of special importance was the detailed recording 
and vide taping of a re-enactment of a traditional 
Mafa s d' It. This included the building of the furnace, 
makidg of charcoal, gathering and cleaning of mag- 
netite ore, construction of the tuyere and bellows com- 
plex, the smelt itself and the subsequent concentration 
and welding of the iron droplets and lumps produced, 
followed by the forging of a traditional hoe. The work 
was carried out in collaboration with linguist and eth- 
nomusicologist Yves Le Bleis and cameraman the 
AbM Henri Auge. I. Robertson, an amateur black- 
smith in his spare time, also assisted. 
K. Gavua conducted an intensive study of several 

classes of material culture in its social context in the 
Mafa villages of Soulede and Bao. Several other Mafa 
and non-Mafa villages were visited for comparative 
purposes. Pottery, ironworking, domestic architec- 
ture, and disposal of the dead were some of the do- 
mains investigated. With A. Amevenu a study of tradi- 
tional and modem clothing was made. Of special 
interest is how trends in the development of cosmolog- 
ical and religious ideology, increasing interaction with 
external peoples, and changes in the modes of learning 
have influenced variability in the material culture. 
This work will form the core of Gavua's doctoralthesis 
which will also include an extensive testing of Mary 
Douglas's ideas on 'Natural Symbols' (London, 1973) 
and the covariation of various realms of cultural be- 
haviour with sociological factors such as the degree of 
order in social classification and the intensity of social 
pressure exercised on the individual by the group. If 
pervasive stylistic patternings can be demonstrated in 
material culture and correlated to such sociological 
factors, there are obviously important implications for 
archaeological inference in areas that have in the past 
proved relatively recalcitrant. 

J. Sterner carried out similar work among the previ- 
ously unstudied Sirak Bulahay. Her primary focus was 
on all aspects of ceramics. In common with many of 
their neighbours, the Sirak produce a wide variety of 
domestic and sacred pots. Procurement of raw materi- 
als, pot manufacture and firing, pot types and names, 
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distribution, associated ritual and ultimate discard 
were studied in detail. These vessels, whether sacred 
or domestic, have very specific functions and 
meanings (which may change during their lifetimes) in 
their society. They articulate the human world with 
that of the spirits. Iron working and several other 
classes of material culture were also examined. 

The ceramic study later concentrated on the 
meaning of pottery decoration. David and Gavua were 
finding similar patterns and explanations among other 
ethnic groups. This led to our asking the fundamental 
but rarely posed question 'Why is pottery decorated ?' 
on which we concentrated substantial effort while in 
the field and which has since resulted in several 
seminars and one major paper. 

S. MacEachern's work focussed on the functioning 
of ethnic units in the northern Mandara mountains. 
Preliminary analysis indicates that. the lineagk or 
territorial lineage group, and not the 'ethnic group' as 
usually defined, was traditionally the primary unit of 
identification and cooperation. Interaction between 
lineage groups was, to a great extent, determined by 
proximity. Analyses of artefact (especially ceramic) 
distributions support this conclusion. 

Ethnohistorical data indicate that some of the 
montagnard groups are the cultural descendants of a 
proto-group, which also included the ancestors of the 
now dominant Wandala plainsmen, living in the 
Nigeria - Cameroon border area. Information on the 
position and breakup of this group supplements 
David's culture- historical research to the south. 
Repeated breakup and coalescence of small ethnic 
units eventually resulted in the present cultural milieu. 
Analysis of these processes will be part of 
MacEachern's doctoral research. 

D. Lyons' research was on the taphonomy of style 
and concentrated on the multi-ethnic village and 
former Wandala capital of Doulo. Doulo was an ideal 
laboratory for observing taphonomic processes by 
which expressions of style and their meanings are 
transformed as material culture is produced, 
distributed, used, recycled and discarded, and 
ultimately enters the archaeological record. A number 
of classes of material culture were chosen, these 
included village and compound organization, 
architecture, disposal of the dead, bodily adornment, 
as well as bone, pottery, stone and iron tools. This 
work will form the basis of her doctoral dissertation. 

I. Robertson compiled a census of blacksmiths and 
ironmongers in the Mora area. Critical data 
concerning ethnic affinity, geneology, learning 
networks, product distribution tactics, market 
competition, and product specialization were 
recorded. Formal variability in finished tools, and the 
forging techniques that were used to produce them 

were also made a focus of study. This was 
accomplished through direct observation in the market 
and workshop, and by first hand experience as an 
apprentice smith in the Wandala smithing centre at 
Manaouatchi. This town, which played an important 
role in the historic iron industry, continues to 
manufacture tools for Islamic plains dwellers 
(including the Wandala), as well as 'pagan' mountain 
peoples. 

The form of the most important item in the smith's 
repertoire, the hoe, is determined not only by the 
terrain in which it is destined to be used, but also by 
views held by the smiths concerning consumer 
preferences; these latter are strongly correlated with 
perceived ethnic affiliation. By way of contrast, men's 
sheath knives are stylistically pan-ethnic, with the 
most salient expressions of formal variability relating 
primarily to local micro-traditions of blacksmithing. 
From the maker's perspective, the relative success of 
this item is not determined by the possibly differing 
tastes of local ethnic groups, but lies instead in 
maintaining a high standard of workmanship both in 
general execution, and in the application of a relatively 
standard set of decorative elements. These 
observations have an obvious implication for the 
analysis of archaelogical materials. Different classes 
of artifact, even when produced by the same class of 
specialist craftsmen, need not share the same stylistic 
referent, and the really critical factors that underlie 
artifact form may be drawn disproportionally from 
either side of the production system boundary. 

M. Reeves focussed on the domestic architecture 
and facilities of the Kanuri and Shuwa Arabs, but also 
looked at pottery, dress, hairstyles, and other forms of 
bodily adornment. The Kanuri are sedentary fanners 
while their Shuwa neighbours are pastoralists. While 
interaction between the two groups is frequent, each 
maintains a distinct ethnic identity that is expressed 
insocial institutions as well as architecture but not in 
many other domains of material culture. 

Other completed and ongoing work 
In 1984 N. Jones, with the assistance of M. Poulibe, 

carried out in Mora a limited study of modem pottery 
made by Kirdi Mora, Mafa, Kanuri and other potters 
in order to record in a preliminary fashion some of the 
correlations between attributes that presently charac- 
terize ethnic groups. Jones later formalized an at- 
tribute system to describe the variation present, and 
subjected the samples from the probability survey to 
cluster analysis using Ward's 6 hierarchical method in 
the CLUSTAN package. Provisional results show a 
fair degree of spatial correlation with and interesting 
deviations from the distributions of the main ethnic 
groupings. 
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In the fall of 1985, Alain Marliac (ORSTOM - 
Paris) spent 3 weeks at Calgary as a visiting scholar. 
This was part of the ongoing accord between the Uni- 
versity of Calgary and ORSTOM. Marliac gave sever- 
al lectures on his archaeological work in the north of 
Cameroon, consulted with project members and 
worked on the ceramic collection with N. David. 

In 1986 G. LeMoine took advantage of a short stay 
in the area to make a small collection of the bones of 
domestic and wild fauna to form part of a comparative 
collection at Calgary. In collaboration with other pro- 
ject members she also studied butchering patterns 
among several ethnic groups. 

D. Mueller, under the direction of Dr. A. Katzen- 
berg (Archaeology, University of Calgary), is analyz- 
ing diet composition and change at site 523. Prelimi- 
nary results of isotopic analyses show promising 
results and further samples are being analyzed. This 
work forms the subject matter of his Master's thesis. 

E. Wahome, under the direction of N. David, is 
analysing ceramic materials from sites 506 and 523 for 
his M.A. thesis. The typology devised by N. Jones is 
being utilized and elaborated upon as part of this 
study, The ethnographic observations and collections 
made by project members in 1986 will also aid in his 
analysis of ceramic style through space and time. 

M. Wilson, now of the University of Lethbridge, 
assisted by M. Albery (Calgary), carried out an inde- 
pendent but related geoarchaeology project in July 
1986. This specifically addressed geological processes 
and influences on archaeological visibility in the 
northern Mandara region and the Mora plain. 

N. David, in collaboration with University of Cal- 
gary Communications Media Production staff, is cur- 
rently editing the video materials on ironworking for 
production of a 50-minute documentary provisionally 
entitled 'Dokwaza: last of the African iron masters'. 
Funds for editing and production have been provided 
by the Canadian National Office of the United Steel- 
workers of America. Analysis of furnace materials and 
iron will be undertaken by D. Killick of Yale Univer- 
sity. 

Publications and papers presented to date 
Nicholas David, Judy Sterner and Kodzo Gavua 1986. 
Why is pottery decorated: a preliminary answer. Re- 
sumes de Commurzications - Mega-Tchad 86-2: 13. 
Paris: ORSTOM-LATAHICNRS-LACITO. 
N. David and Scott MacEachern In press. The Man- 
data Archaeological Project: preliminary results of the 
1984 season. In D. Barreteau and H. Tourneux (eds) 
Recherches comparatives et historiques duns le bassin 
du Lac Tchad. Paris: ORSTOM. 
S. MacEachern 1986. 'Mandara Archaeological Pro- 
ject 1984. Design and implementation of an ar- 

chaeological survey in North Cameroon'. Paper pre- 
sented at the Colloque sur 1'Archkologie 
Camerounaise, Yaoundb, Jan. 1986. 
N. David 1986. "Le projet archbologique Mandara 
1984. Fouilles et conclusions gbnbrales'. Paper pre- 
sented at the Colloque sur 1'Archbologie Camerou- 
naise, Yaoundb, Jan. 1986. 
Michael C. Wilson In press. Geoarchaeological re- 
search in the Lake Chad Basin and Mandara Moun- 
tains of Cameroon, West Africa. In D. Barreteau and 
H. Tourneux (eds) Recherches comparatives et his- 
toriques dans le bassin du Lac Tchad. Paris: 
ORSTOM. 

David and Sterner gave seminars at the Universities 
of Cambridge, Oxford and University College Lon- 
don/Institute of Archaeology in the fall of 1986. 

Many of our preliminary results were presented in 
symposium entitled 'Ethnicity and Style' that was held 
during the Canadian Archaeology Association meet- 
ing in Calgary, April 1987. After an introductory 
statement by N. David, papers were presented by: 
A. Holl (U. de Paris X - Nanterre), "Of house and 
hearth: archaeology of empty pastoral camps in north- 
ern Cameroon"; 
D. Lyons, "Ethnicity and compound structure at Dou- 
lo, near Mom, north Cameroon"; 
J. Sterner, "Who is signalling whom?: ceramic style 
among the Sirak Bulahay"; 
M. Thompson (U. Calgary), "Of fish and men: ethos 
vs ethnocentrism in interpretation of Mimbres repre- 
sentations"; 
K. Gavua, "Mafa architectural style: emblems and 
assertions"; 
S. MacEachern, "Wives, wars and water pots: ethnic- 
ity and archaeology in northern Cameroon", and 
I. Robertson, "'Metal' templates and blacksmithing 
traditions of the northern Mandara, Cameroon". 

K. Gavua presented a paper entitled "Culture stud- 
ies and rural development in Africa, with special ref- 
erence to the Mafa, Cameroon" at the Canadian Asso- 
ciation of African Studies conference in May 1987 at 
Edmonton. 

At the 11th Congress of the IUPPS (Mainz - Sept. 
1987) N. David presented a paper entitled 'Three as- 
pects of ethnicity and style in the work of the Mandara 
Archaeological Project 1986'. J. Sterner also present- 
ed a paper entitled 'Ceramic taphonomy among the 
Sirak Bulahay '. 

At the 20th Chacmool Conference to be held in 
Calgary in November 1987, J. Sterner is chairing a 
session entitled 'The expression of conflict in non-mil- 
itary material culture'. Four members of the MAP 
team, MacEachern, Lyons, Gavua and Sterner, are 
contributing papers. 
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RAPPORT SUR LA MISSION DE 
PROSPECTION ARCHAEOLOGIQUE 

A EBOUDIE (DEPARTEMENT DE 
L'OCEAN SUD-CAMEROUN, 3-9 

JANVIER 1985) 

Joseph-Marie Essomba 
Departement d'Hlstoire 
Universitk de Yaounde 
Yaounde, Cameroun 

But de la mission 
La mission a CtC effectute dans le cadre du pro- 

gramme de recherche rCalisC au CREA sur la prChis- 
toire et archkologie du Cameroun, sous la respons- 
abilitC de Joseph-Marie Essomba. C'est une mission 
de reconnaissance qui a CtC organis6 sur EboudiC, 
village situC B 24 km dans l'arrondissement de Campo, 
et B 50 km au sud de Kribi. I1 nous a CtC indiquk 
l'existence prks de ce village d'un abri sous-roche qui 
pouvait Ctre intbressant sur le plan de la recherche 
archbologique. L'Cquipe qui a effectuk la mission Ctait 
composCe de: Professeur Benjamin Swartz, Professeur 
d'ArchCologie, DCpartement d'Histoire, Universitd de 
YaoundC; Dr. Joseph-Marie Essomba, Charge de 
cows 21 l'Universit6 de Yaoudd, DCpartement 
d'Histoire et Chercheur au CREA, Chef de la mission; 
Fosso Dogmo Basile, Etudiant en Histoire, Option 
archkologie, 3e A.; NizesCtC Bienvenu Denis, Etudi- 
ant en Histoire, Option archCologie, 3e A.; Adala, 
photographe au CREA; Etoundi, guide; et Fouda, 
Chauffeur. 

Deroulement de la mission 
Partie de Yaounde le 3 janvier 1985, l'Cquipe est 

arrivCe le 4 janvier B EboudiC, petit village de p6cheurs 
ouvert largement sur l'ocBan Atlantique, B 24 km de 
Campo, dans le secteur Mamelles. Le village compte 
plus de mille habitants et est pup16 de "Yassa" qui 
semblement avois une parent6 avec les "Yanda", une 
tribu beti de l'interieur. On rencontre aussi des pyg- 
mCes dans le secteur. L'activitk principale ici est la 
p&che, et la venue du poisson fum6. On cultive du 
manioc et de la banane plantaine. 

Sous la conduite dYEtoundi et dlEvina R e d ,  origi- 
naire d'Ebodi6, nous nous somrnes rendus au lieu oil 
se trouve la grotte, la colline de BudubwailalC (colline 
du rocher) ainsi que l'appellent les "Yassa" d'EbodiC. 
La grotte de BudubwailalC appartient elle- mCme 21 
l'ensemble du pic des Mamelles et elle se trouve B une 
dizaine de kilometres du village d'Ebodi6. C'est un 
grand abri sous-roche s'Ctirant surplus d'une centaine 
de metres de longueur avec une dizaine de metres de 
profondeur au lieu de la cavitC principale. La cavitC 
principale s'Ctire sur plus de 13,60 m de long, sur 3,2 
m d'ouverture de sortie et sur 11,60 m d'ouverture de 

grande entrde (voir croquis Ctabli par B. Swartz). Une 
visite principale de la grotte a Ctd effectuke. Elle Ctait 
clairsemde de huttes de pygmCes, tant h l'intdrieur 
qu'h l'exterieur; huttes constitubes de branchages de 
feuilles d'dcorces d'arbre, ancien campement de pyg- 
mdes qui l'ont quittC probablement en 1984. Ils sont 
partis habiter un autre campement prks du village, B 
EboudiC, oil nous leur avons rendu visite. Le Pro- 
fesseur Swartz a fait une Btude spCcifique des struc- 
tures de l'ancien campement des pygmCes de la grotte 
de Budubwailald (voir annexe par le Professeur B. 
Swartz). 

Sur le plan archCologique, un premier sondage avait 
BtC effect& 21 l'angle gauche de la grande cavit6, et h 
plus de 50 cm de profondeur sur un mi? de 50 cm de 
c6tC. La fouille a CtC exCcutCe par les Ctudiants Fosso 
et NizesCtd sous notre conduite, pendant que le Profes- 
seur Swartz notait les structures des huttes laissCes par 
les pygmCes. Auparavent aucun remarque de surface 
n'a CtC effectuC sur le plan industries lithiques. Le 
premier sondage effectuk n'a rien livrC. Juste des 
gravillons dans un sol gkologique humide, dur et dif- 
ficile B fouiller avant d'atteindre le sol vierge, h partir 
de 50 cm de profondeur. 

Un deuxihme sondage avait CtC effectuk au cours de 
la joumCe du 5 janvier, prhs du centre de la grande 
cavitC, B 5 m de l'entrde principale et sur le c6t6 droit. 
Le sondage ici a Ctd effectu6 dans un carrC d'un metre 
de c6tC. La fouille a CtC effectub par nos Ctudiants 
Fosso et NizesCtb. Une fois de plus, le sondage s'est 
avCrC vain B plus de 60 cm de profondeur. 

Nous avons, parallement B cette fouille test, men6 
des enqu&tes B Ipinyege qui se trouve B 7 km environ 
d'Ebodi6, sur l'existence probable d'autres grottes- 
dans cette localitk. Ipinyege se trouve Ctre, comme 
EboudiB, un village de gcheurs. Notre guide, en 
l'occurence, le jeune Evina Rent, nous a conduits 
chez Mediko Samuel, Yasso Cgalement Mediko Sa- 
muel semble ne rien savoir de ces grottes B gravures 
mysthieuses dont on pa le  dans le secteur d'EbodiC. 
I1 est rapport6 que dans cette "grotte mystCrieuse", on 
retouve des traces de pieds et de mains! Par ailleurs, 
il nous a CtC dit que jadis, une femme d'Ebodi6 Ctait 
partie en for& pour chercher des feuilles et s'etait 
CgarCe. Le lendemain, les villageois partis B sa re- 
cherche la retrouverent dans une grotte qui renfermait 
des lits, des bols, des artefacts en pierre. Mais un fois 
amvCs au village, ils oublierent completement le 
chemin vers la grotte. Ce qui est certain, c'est qu'il 
existe une grotte dans les environs d'EbodiC, en dChors 
de la grotte de BudubwailalC et cette grotte a CtC visitie 
par Mr Remfact Emmanuel (GCographe), sous la con- 
duite de Betsogo Pascal dlEbidiC. Malheureusement, 
il ne nous a pas CtC possible de savoir oil se trouve cette 
grotte. 
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NOW awms d I'cnqu&e jusqu'auprbs des Pyg- 
d e s  dont k uqenmt se trouve 8 7 km environ du 
village d'EhdiC. Les 5 hottes, dont 3 petites et 2 
grandes. LLS W e s  ici sont construites en nattes de 
raphia an coanaire de celles de BudubwailalC dont les 
elements sont &s branchages entrelids par des limes, 
aux c6tCs eouverts par &s larges et longues feuilles 
d'blombo oa nolobo (en langue Yassa), avec toiture 
parfois en &me d'artne. Notre enqdte auprbs du 
chef pygmbe d'Ebodit, Monsieur Mba, n'a pas eu 
grand sncds aa sujet de "la grotte mystdieuse". Ceci 
relbve probabkment de l ' h t  d'esprit des pygdes  qui 
ne sont pas owerts. Monsieur Mba nous a fait savoir 
que c'est em qui avaient habituC Budubwailalb. Ils 
sont patis & 18 lors des &mikes pluies, c'est-&-dire 
vers novembn 1984. A entendre les Yassa, les pyg- 
d e s  sont tds dservbs sm l'existence & "la grotte 
mystQieusem. Elle serait probablement leur lieu de 
sacrifices et & rites dont ils ne veulent pas devoiler 
l'existence. 

Si notre pmpection n'a pas eu de rdsultat i W a t  
sur le plan archdologique, il y a eu un intCr€t anthro- 
pologique an niveau de 1'6tude de l'habitat py@s et 
leur culture mathielle. Le professeur B. Swam dome 
ici en annexe une analyse plus developpde & cette 
culture mateelle des pygxdes 2a Budubwailald. 
Disons tout simplement qu'en dehors des ClCments que 
nous avons mentiombs plus haut de ces huttes, leur 
intCrieur contient une ou deux "lits"; som & couchage 
& dimensions variables, reposant sur quatre pieux 
enfoncCs au sol, & fa~on  rectangualaire et sur lesquels 
sont dispods des branches plies. De I'extCrieur, des 
objets de vannerie et une nasse en decomposition et qui 
aurait semi pour la *he ont CtC trouv6s. Le Yassa 
nous ont donnC ce vocabulaire de leur langue sur 
BudubwailalC et les huttes: rocher, pierre (Clale), 
grotte (budu), pygm& (ikoya, plu lekoya), hutte 
(mba), feuille (ekii), ecorce (ekokobo), nasse (Ckou- 
lou). L'Ctude des cultures matbrielles &s huttes pyg- 
d e s  dCveloppde ici par le Professeur B. Swam et leur 
techniques peuvent etre comparCes 8 celles des autre 
pygmCes au Cameroun et d9Afiique Centrale au 
niveau & l'occupation de l'espace et de la masse de 
matCriaux utilids. 

Un autre intCr€t de cette mission de prospection, 
c'est I'encadrement scientifique apportC aux Ctudiants 
en archdologie. Ils ont Ct6 initids 2a la prospection dam 
un abri sous- roche et 8 la mdthode d'enquCte sur le 
terrain. 

Table 1 
Inventory of pygmy structures 

Pavilion 
Dome Huts 
'Yfabelled" Hut 
Lean-to 
Enclosures 
Milling Stations 
Tables (covering surfaces) 
Rack or stand 
Chairs 
Rack OI chair 

Isolated pole bed (in cave) 

Table 2 
Estimated total extent of living area in m2 

Huts (9) 21.1 
Pavilion 10.5 
Lean-to 4.5 
Enclosures (2) 11.7 

47.8 

LE PROJET ARCHEOLOGIQUE DE 
HOULOUF (NORD CAMEROUN): 
CAMPAGNE DE FOUILLES 1987 

Augustin Holl 
Department d7Ethnologie et de Prbhistoire 
Universite de Paris X-Nanterre 
200, Avenue de la Republique 
92001 Nanterre, France 

Introduction 
Le projet archCologique de la rdgion de Houlouf a 

6t6 ClaborC en 1982 et s'est Clargi et complexifiC dans 
les annCes 1985-861. Initialement, il s'agissait surtout 
de fouiller d'un seul tenant une portion du tell de 
Houlouf, afin de mettre en Cvidence, dans la totalitd de 
la sCquence archCologique 21 mettre au jour, les modi- 
fications successives de la structuration de l'espace 
domestique telles qu'elles se manifestent h travers les 
diffkrents niveaux d'occupation. Cette perspective de 
recherche est maintenue et, d'ores et ddjh, trois sols 
d'occupation ont Ctb kudiCs, portant la fouille h une 
profondeur de 2.60 m. Plus rCcemrnent le projet Hou- 
louf s'est Clargi pour inclure une prospection systkma- 
tique de toute la rCgion comprise entre le fleuve 
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Logone et la zone des dkpressions fermkes de 
l'hinterland dite yabrtf, soit une superficie approxima- 
tive de 400 km2, 2I laquelle se sont ajoutks un pro- 
gramme de sondage de tous les sites rkpertoriks et 
l'analyse dans la perspective archkologique de 
quelques villages abandomks de pasteurs-nomades, 
que l'on pourrait appeler "ethnoarch601ogie des habi- 
tats pasteurs". En d'auues termes, la fouille de Hou- 
louf fait d4sormais partie d'un ensemble plus large, 
appelk, faute de mieux, rkgion de Houlouf. Cette 
come note sera donc un bref rksumk de l'etat actuel 
des recherches dans ce secteur de l'extreme nord du 
Cameroun. 

La fouille de Houlouf 
Le site du Houlouf est un tell du forme subcirculaire 

de 450 m de diametre qui domine la plaine environ- 
nante d'environ une dizaine de metres (Lebeuf et Holl 
1985). 11 est entourk d'une importante muraille en terre 
de 3 2I 4 m de largeur D la base dont certaines portions 
sont encore conservkes. L'accks au village s'effectue 
par six portes ou ce qu'il en reste. 

La zone fouillke couvre une superficie de 120 m2 
dans laquelle trois niveaux d'occupation ont kt6 mis au 
jour. Les sediments archkologiques se composent pour 
l'essentiel de matkriaux argileux provenant de 
l'accumulation dans le temps des matkriaux de con- 
struction, surtout de la brique crue (Holl 1987). Leur 
couleur dominante est le brun-gris et ils comportent 
parfois d'importantes quantitks de cendres. 
L'epaisseur des couches varie de 0,60 m dans le 
niveau I1 il 0,90 m dans le niveau 111. Les sols 
d'occupation se matkrialisent gknkralement par des 
"planchers" rubkfiks, des rkcipients in situ et des struc- 
tures domestiques c o m e  des foyers, des silos et des 
fosses 21 detritus. 

En termes de structuration de l'espace domestique, 
le niveau I comprent cinq aires d'activitks: une aire 
d'inhumation composke d'une trentaine de tombes, 
une aire de cuisine marquke par un foyer, des jarres de 
stockage, des rkcipients contenant des graminkes 
sauvage et du sel vkgktal et une fosse 2I detritus; une 
aire de forge comportant un fond de fourneau et un 
foyer 2I tuykres; une aire de fabrication de sel vkgktal 
et un autel domestique. Le niveau I1 comprend trois 
tombes secondaires, deux tombes primaires dont l'une 
est en pleine terre et l'autre en jarre, une aire de 
fabrication trks intensive de sel vkgktal, des foyers et 
des fosses 2I dktritus. Le niveau I11 comprend des restes 
de sols rubkfies de trois habitations circulaires, un 
fond de bas-fourneau de mktallurgiste, des petites fos- 
ses remplies de bouse de bovin ou de crotin de cheval 
et cinq tombes primaires en pleine terre, Les datations 
au radiocarbone de ces skquences d'occupation ne sont 
past encore disponibles; cependant, compte tenu du 

matkrial archkologique mis au jour et dont l'ktude est 
en cours, ces trois niveaux s'kchelonneraient entre le 
XVIe et le XVIIIe sikcles. 

La prospection arch6ologique 

La zone prospectke couvre une superficie de 400 
km2 centrke sur le tell de Houlouf (12" 2' N 14" 55' E). 
Les deux dernikres campagnes de recherches ont per- 
mis de complkter l'inventaire des sites faisent partie de 
la rkgion, tout en prkcisant somrnairement, leur con- 
texte kcologique. Le nombre de sites rkpertoriks 
s'k18ve 21 13, rkpartis dans trois microzones 
Ccologiques: les dkpressions intkrieures ou yakrk qui 
ont la particularitk de disposer de grandes mares plus 
ou moins permanentes et de vastes ktendues herbeuse 
dkpourvues d'arbres; la zone exondke en permanence 
qui est recouverte d'une savane arbustive et, enfin, la 
vallke du fleuve Logone. La premiere microzone citke 
comprend cinq sites au lieu de deux cornmes nous 
l'avions kcrit dans note prkcedente note dans cette 
revue (Lebeuf et Holl 1985: figure 1): c'est ainsi que 
du sud au nord il y a Angush, Mischiskwa, Amachita, 
Sororo et Madaf. Ce sont gknkralement des petits tells 
dont les longueurs varient de 150 m (Sororo) 2I 60 m 
(Arnachita) et les hauteurs de 10 m (Angush) 21 1 m 
(Mischiskwa). La zone exondke en permanence com- 
prend quatre sites: du N.-0. au S.-E., Deguesse, Hou- 
louf, Blk et Marafin. Les longueurs de ces sites varient 
de 180 m (Deguesse) il 600 m (BM I) et les hauteurs 
de 10 m (Deguesse) 2I 5 m (Marafh). L'ensemble du 
site du B16 est un complexe de cinq buttes couvrant 
une superficie totale de 30 ha. Sur un plan thborique, 
on peut envisager l'hypothkse selon laquelle la zone 
exondke en permanence constituait un pale 
d'attraction dans laquelle les populations prkhis- 
toriques se seraient prkfkrentiellement concentrkes au 
cours des temps, laissent ainsi derribre elles des ves- 
tiges trks abondants et trks denses. Cette hypothkse est 
rendue trks vraisemblable par la dynamique de 
l'kcosystkme qui rend cette zone exondke en petma- 
nence susceptible d'&tre habitke ?t tout moment de 
1'annCe. Les opkrations de sondages envisagkes per- 
mettront de tester la validitk de cette hypothkse. Trois 
sites ont kt4 rkpertoirks dans la troisikme microzone, 
celle de la vallke du fleuve Logone: il s'agit de Kabk, 
un site disposant d'une muraille en terre semblable h 
celle de Houlouf, Yakoualk et Madana dont les 
longeurs varient de 400 m (Kabk) 2I 200 m (Yakoualk) 
et les hauteurs de 5 m (KabC) ?I 3 m (Madana). La 
distribution des sites ainsi rkpertoriks permettra de 
tester l'hypothese des variations saisonnikres dans 
l'occupation prkhistorique de la rkgion de Houlouf, 
qui est un des points essentiels du projet archkologique 
en cours. 
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Les sondages 
Pour tester l'hypothbse generale enoncee plus haut, il 
faut disposer d'un corpus de donndes archeologiques 
autre que le materiel de surface, dQment situd en con- 
texte fiable et bien datd. C'est la raison pour laquelle 
des etudes systdmatiques de tous les tells d6couverts 
dans la r6gion de Houlouf sont en cours. Ces recherch- 
es ndcessitent la mise au point d'un ensemble de 
d thodes  d'exploitation des domdes de surface en vue 
de mettre en evidence la variabilit6 et la compldmen- 
taritd intersites (Holl, sous presse). Ce premier volet 
est complCt6 par des sondages dont les superficies 
varient 9 mZ (Madaf) 2i 18 m2 (Deguesse). 

Dans l'ensemble des sites autres que Houlouf, qua- 
tre ont d6jh fait l'objet d'6tude du materiel de surface 
et de sondages: ce sont Madaf, Deguesse, Mischiskwa 
et Amachita. L7Cpaisseur des sCdiments arche- 
ologiques varie de 4,80 m (Deguesse) 2i 1,80 m (Arna- 
chita) en passant par 3.50 m (Madaf) et 2,00 m (Mis- 
chiskwa). Le nombre de niveaux d'occupation par site 
varie de 9 (Deguesse), 3 (Madaf, Mischiskwa) et 1 
(Amachita). Dans l'dtat actuel de recherches, deux des 
sondages ont livrd des informations archdologiques 
trbs prdcieuses; il s'agit de Mischiskwa et Amachita, 
tous sites localids dans les d6pressions de l'hinterland 
(yaCr6). 

A Mischiskwa, un fond de bas-fomeau de reduction 
de fer a Btd mis au jour entre 0.90 et 1,20 m de 
profondeur. Sa particularit6 provient d'une part du fait 
que c'est la premikre structure cohCrante de reduction 
du fer trouvCe dans un contexte stratigraphique clair 
dans un tell de la plaine tchadienne; et d'autre part 
parce que cette structure dtait encaclree par deux sepul- 
tures en "pots'' d'enfants lges de six A sept ans, for- 
mant globalement un axe N.-S., chacune des tombes 
Ctant situCe 2i une distance de 0,50 m du foumeau. Les 
ossements tasses dans les fonds des pots prksentaient 
des traces bien marquees de carbonisation. I1 ne s'agit 
nullement de cremation; il semble plut6t que les osse- 
ments se soient carbonis& au contact des temperatures 
trks 6levCes dCgag6es par le bas-foumeau en action. 
Quant aux comportements sociaux ayant entrain6 cette 
structuration des vestiges, on peut envisager deux hy- 
pothhses pour tenter de les cemer. Selon la premikre, 
il pourrait s'agir d'un sacrifice d'enfants lib 2i la trans- 
formation du minerai de fer, processus mbtaphorique- 
ment similaire 2i l'accouchement, ce qui aurait im- 
plique la mise A mort d'enfants. Selon la seconde 
hypothbse, des enfants morts Ctaient r6cupkr6s et rit- 
uellement associds 2i la reduction du minerai de fer 
pr6lev6 des markcages tout proches. Dans les deux cas 
de figure le resultat archeologique est le m&me alors 
que sociologiquement la difference entre les deux pro- 
cedures est trks grande. La premiere hypothbse parait 
tout h fait vraisemblable au sultan de Logone-Birni 

(communication persomelle) qui nous a en outre sig- 
nald l'existence dans le pass6 de sacrifices d'enfants 
dont les corps dtaient introduits dans les murailles des 
cites. Arch6ologiquement I'association entre fourneau 
de mbtallurgiste et tombe d'enfant est confortee par la 
ddcouverte dans le niveau III de Houlouf d'un bas- 
foumeau de forgeron h proximit6 duquel(0.10 m) un 
cAne d'un enfant de six-sept am a 6t6 mis au jour. 
Pour I'instant la question est pos6e et aucune argumen- 
tation satisfaisante ne se d6gage; ce point ndcessiterait 
des enquetes ethnohistoriques plus approfondies. 

A Amachita, une batterie de six silos ?I grain a CtC 
mise au jour et ce site ne possbde qu'un seul episode 
d'occupation. La decouverte est interessante dans la 
mesure oil elle atteste de l'existence des structures de 
stockage massif dans les sites de yaCrt5 qui sont consid- 
BrCs c o m e  des habitations temporaires de saison 
sBche dans notre modkle global. 
Le materiel archCologique pr6levCs des quatre 

sondages dkjb effectues est en cous d'analyse; dks que 
les dates 14C seront disponibles, nous pourrons envis- 
ager l'explication des modalitds d'interaction entre les 
diffkrents sites de la region de Houlouf qui jusqu'h 
pr6sent comportent de trbs fortes similitudes stylis- 
tiques au niveau de leur culture materielle. C'est pour 
nous aider 2i determiner la nature de ces formes 
d'interaction qu'un programme d'ethnoarcheologie 
des camps abandonnes de pasteurs-nomades a kt6 mis 
sur pied en 1987. 

Ethnoarch6ologie des camps pasteurs 
L'orientation principale de cette recherche vise h 

construire un ensemble coherent d'infkrences arch6 
ologiques qui nous permettront d'identifier des assem- 
blages de pasteurs-nomades en mCme temps que les 
traits stylistiques essentiels de leurs cultures ma- 
tkrielles. Cette perspective de recherche est d'autant 
plus stduisante que si l'on se fie aux donnees arch$ 
ologiques (Connah 1981) et historiques disponibles 
(Tijani 1986), il y a eu plusiers formes de cornmu- 
nautCs pastorales dans la plaine tchadienne au cours 
des trois derniers millknaires. I1 a exist6 une tconomie 
mixte de chasse-p&che-cueillette/pastoralisme au 
cours du nkolithique et, plus recement,  l'arrivie 
dans la zone au XIIIe-XIVe sikcle des pasteurs- 
nomades arabes-shuwa, qui se sont toujours efforcis 
de maintenir et de conserver leur sp6cificitC 
Cconomique et culturelle (Tijani l986:67). En termes 
archCologiques, on peut donc logiquement s'attendre 
h ce que "l'identiti? pastorale" se manifeste dans les 
elements de la culture materielle que l'on retrouverait 
dans les camps abandonnkes de pasteurs-nomades. 

Deux villages comptant chacun vingt-cinq habita- 
tions ont Ctd dtudies au cours de la campagne 1987; il 
s'agit de Alaya situ6 au nord de la region de Houlouf 
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et de Danguerchem situk au sud. L'organisation de ces 
deux villages est semblable: les habitations sont dis- 
postes en pkriphkrie de la zone occupte, en forme de 
cercle ou d'ellipse determinant ainsi un espace com- 
munautaire central dans lequel se trouve les enclose a 
bestiaux. Toutes les habitations s'ouvrent sur cet es- 
pace central. La taille des habitations est trbs variable 
(de 11 3 m de diambtre); elles sont toutes circulaires 
et la plupart sont occupkes par des families: dans ce 
cas, elles disposent de foyers dont la construction est 
plus ou moins soignke. D'autres, dtpourvues de struc- 
tures domestiques, servent a abriter des jeunes ani- 
maux, veaux, chevreaux et cabris, qui ne peuvent pas 
encore aller paitre dans les patwages kloignks. Les 
kltments de culture matkrielle abandonnks dans les 
campements se rkpartissent entre poterie, vaisselle 
kmaillke, objets en plastique et armes en fer. L'analyse 
des donnkes qui est en cours nous permettra de mieux 
saisir les spCcificitks des villages pasteurs et de com- 
plkter ainsi logiguement le projet archkologique de la 
region de Houlouf. 

Perspectives de recherche 
En fin de compte, le projet archkologique de Hou- 

louf vise a comprendre puis expliquer les processus 
des transformations socio-culturelles qui ont eu lieu 
dans ce petit secteur de la plaine tchadienne au cours 
des trois derniers rnillknaires. L'ktude ainsi enterprise 
va se focaliser sur quelques points essentiels que nous 
allons knumerer rapidment: le fonctionnement de 
l'kcosystbme et ses multiples implications sur la struc- 
ture de l'habitat regional et l'exploitation des res- 
sources; l'kmergence des diffkrenciatoins artisanales 
entre les sites et leurs possibles relations d'kchanges; 
la mise en placew des structures sociales inkgalitaires 
d'aprbs la hitrarchie des sites, les ~ O M C ~ S  mortuaires 
et l'bdification des centres de decision politiques. Pour 
ce faire, il sera nkcessaire de confonter de multiples 
catkgories de donnkes, historique, ethnographique, 
ethnohistorique, afin de tester les potentialitks du 
raisonnement archtologique dam l'analyse des pro- 
cessus des transformations socio-culturelles, 

Notes 

'Nous remercions J.-P. et A. M.-D. Lebeuf grace aqui 
les diffkrentes campagnes de recherches dans la region 
de Houlouf ont pu se rkaliser; 1'Institut des sciences 
humaines du Cameroun pour son aide logistique et 
M.-H. Delamare-Holl et P.-A. de Labriffe pour leur 
prkcieuse collaboration sur le terrain. 
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FIELD REPORT OF 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXCAVATIONS 

AT I N 0  I (NKOL-1) 

B.K. Swartz Jr. 
Department of Anthropology 
Ball State University 
Muncie, Indiana 47306, USA 

Serving as a member of "the Archaeology and His- 
tory of Pre-Colonial Cameroon" Research team, I con- 
ducted archaeological excavations at NKO-1 (UY) 
from June 9th to 15th, 1985. The site is known to the 
local Eton inhabitants of the vilage of Nkol-Nguele as 
Ino. Two localities are known by this name, a present- 
ly used cemetery (Ino I - BKS) and a village site 
presently used as a ceremonial centre (not visited) (Ino 
I1 - BKS). Our excavations centred on the former. 
Members of the excavation crew were Nkol-Nguele 
villagers Gaston Eyana, Bartheleamy Mbala Obama, 
and Dima Bella. Eloi Monounga served as my inter- 
pretor. Others assisted on a voluntary basis from time 
to time. I wish to acknowledge the assistance and 
hospitality given to me by the Chief of Pongsolo, 
Alphonse Zogo Ndomo. 

The purpose of the investigation was to discover if 
differences occurred in the manufacture of Eton pot- 
tery made by potters in the village of Nkol-Nguele and 
that made by their ancestors who inhabited Ino in 
precolonial times. A square was excavated adjacent to 
a locality in which a "witchdoctor", Mballa Abolo 
(1860-1920) lived. This area is marked by a large pot 
(nkak), a small pot (udok) and a recipocally worn 
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milling stone and a rough quartzite handstone. Such 
equipment is used in the preparation of medicine. 
Mballa Abolo was the wife of Ombama Omballa, the 
great-uncle of crew member Eyana Gaston. A refuse 
heap attributed to her activities was located some 16 
m south and 12 m west of the living area. There was 
little surface indication of such a feature at this spot, 
but a rise of dark soil was found 16 m due south of the 
living area. Subsequent excavation was undertaken at 
this locale. 

Ino I is located up slope about 2.25 km in a north- 
ernly direction from the central road that passes 
through Nkol-Nguele. The area was irregular terrain 
and tropical undergrowth. The terrain slopes off to the 
south and west, which are open farm areas. The exca- 
vation just west of the living area was designated Pit 
1. It measured 2 by 2 m and was dug in 10 cm levels. 
Pottery was found near the surface, but not at the 
bottom of the level. Dirt was shovelled twice before 
removal from the pit for thorough inspection. Pits 2 
and 3 were established in the refuse area located to the 
south. Pit 2 was dug in four 1 by 1 metre sections. The 
west side was dug to 40 cm, the northeast section to 
20 cm, and the southeast section to 10 cm. The north- 
east quarter of Pit 2 was dug to 40 cm. All dirt was 
shovelled on to .25 cm mesh screen and thoroughly 
trowelled. Damp soil conditions and fine screen mesh 
precluded effective screening most of the time. 

Soil profiles of Pit 2 revealed three strata, (1) sod, 
(2) midden, and (3) yellow sterile clay. The maximum 
depth of the midden deposit was about 40 cm. There 
was some evidence for separation by slight colour 
alteration of the midden. Quartzitic rock was abundant 
within the midden. Pottery sherds were found on the 
surface, in the sod, and in the upper portions of the 
midden. A large flat circular rock was exposed in the 
0 to 10 cm level on the border of pits 2 SW 114 and 2 
NE 114. Pottery recovered used five contemporary 
roulette designs. Two variants of the currently used 
fishtail pattern were also observed. In addition a 
unique pattern, totally unknown to the present vil- 
lagers, was encountered (Table 2). Potters recognized 
no archaic decoration or deisn feature on the standing 
nkak and udok. There certainly appears to have been 
changes in Eton pottery decoration techniques since 
the turn of the 20th century. 

AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF 
CAVES IN THE S M  REGION 

B.K. Swartz Jr. 
Department of Anthropology 
Ball State University 
Muncie, Indiana 47306, USA 

On the basis of reports of a large cave (undoubtedly 
k o h ,  see below) received at the University of 
Yaound6, B.K. Swartz Jr. and Jean Pierre Wamier 
visited the Essago family at Abam village near Saa, 72 
km north of Yaound6, Central State, Cameroon, on 
November 24, 1984. We were told that the caves were 
too distant to be visited this day. The following cave 
names were mentioned at this time and tentatively 
transcribed by Warnier: kon or koAn (see below), 
ebdgb mdlb, fitdi (see below), and kkasi. 

On December 7, 1984, Swartz again visited the 
area, along with third year archaeology student Fosso 
Dongmo Basile. They were guided to local caves by 
Robert Teme Ngono and Athanase Ebogo. Walking on 
trails for an hour and a half (excluding stops) a large 
valley at the Mongouma river was encountered. The 
first site was a shallow rockshelter called kbAm. It was 
essentially an inclining wall along a large escarpment 
about 18 m in length. The overhang ranges from 6 to 
8 m in length and is about 30 m in height. One faces 
to the west if looking out from the interior. Soil is a 
sandy silt and some appears to have been introduced 
from elsewhere. Moisture has penetrated to all areas. 
No debitage or portable artifacts were noted. A recent 
hearth of characoal and an adjacent bed lining of 
leaves was present, while older gray ash was nearby. 
Athanase (born ca. 1921) states that the rockshelter 
was used by his grandparents. Adjacent to the south is 
a small cave called a d 8  bil6gi, 15 m in length, 2 m 
in height, with a 5 m overhang. One faces 220" look- 
ing out from the cave entrance. The deposit is damp 
and no evidence of occupation is present on the sur- 
face. 

About 200 m further down in the river valley a small 
cave, about 15 m in width was located, called ndza. 
It is small, about 5 m square and 2 m in height. Sand 
was introduced into the nether interior. Unusually 
shaped micaceous rocks, some appearing to be 
ground, are associated with the sand. The cave faces 
out at 330". 

About 350 m south of kbAm is a small cave, near a 
high rock outcrop, called ateb-yega. Its dimensions 
are about 6 by 6 m, the mouth 2 m in height. No 
occupation was present. 

Before going halfway on the trail to this area an 
escarped mountain peak can be seen to the right. A 
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Table 1 
Basic Category Frequency of Remains from NKOL-1 

Sherds Decorated Rim Rock 3 cm 3-10 cm 10 cm Bone Shell Glass Scoria 
Total (snail) 

Pit 1 
surface 7 5 
0-10 cm 3 1 5 

Pit 2, SW1/4 
surface 10 1 
0-10 cm 22 8 
10-20 cm 2 
20-30 cm 1 

NW1/4 (material missing) 
NE1/4 

SE1/4 (nothing recovered) 

Pit 3, NE1/4 
0-10 cm 3 
10-20 cm 4 1 
20-30 cm 

Site, surface (sherds only) 
Vessel 1 27 9 
Other 2 1 17 

Totals 130 45 

Table 2 
Roulette Design Analysis of Pottery from NKOL-1 

beaked bicycle motor grain fishtail archaic archaic archaic unreported unidentifiable 
tire tire fishtail fishtail (uniden- design 

A B (fine tified 
line design 

Pit 1 
surface 4 1 
0-10 cm 3 2 

Pit 2, SW1/4 
0-10 cm 1 

NEv4 
0-10 cm 

Pit 3, NE1/4 
10-0 cm 

Site, surface 
Vessel 1 1 
Other 

Totals 5 1 2 1 21 3 9 1 1 3 
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large cavern, well known in the region, called kodn, 
is in this escarpment. It is difficult of access and local 
people were reluctant to guide us there because of its 
importance as a ceremonial centre. The guides in- 
formed us that more, some larger, caves were present 
further on. 

In 1982 Martin Elouga visited a cave called lbwh, 
located about 4 or 5 km from Abam village. This cave 
was formed by a rock collapse. The floor is compassed 
of fractures rock - no soil deposit. Elouga recovered 
one complete broken (189 by 86 by 40.5 mm.) and one 
tip (115 broken by 83.5 by 29 mm) of two lanceolate 
percussion trimmed blanks manufactured from coarse 
metamorphosed rock with extensive mica inclusions. 
A fuller report of this find will be given in his projected 
dissertation, "Prospection archkologique dans la LkkiC 
(avec une Ctude particulihe du site de Nkometou)". 

THE FARAFRA OASIS 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROJECT 

(Western Desert, Egypt) 
First Reconnaissance Survey 1987 

Barbara E. Barich 
Dipartimento di Scienze dell'Antichita 
Universia di Roma "La Sapienza" 
Via Palestro 63, 
00185 Rome, Italy 

Fekri A. Hassan 
Department of Anthropology 
Washington State University 
Pullman, WA 99164-4910, USA 

The University of Rome "La Sapienza" has initiated 
a project in the Farafra Oasis, one of the northern oases 
of the Egyptian Western Desert (Fig. 1). Barich is in 
charge of archaeological research, while Hassan is 
responsible for geomorphological and palaeoenviron- 
mental reconstructions. 

The Farafra Oasis is currently the only one about 
which we do not have sufficient information. The only 
available information consists of a few unprovenanced 
artifacts collected by E.S. Zaghoul during his geolog- 
ical studies (pers. comm.). Given this lack of informa- 
tion, our immediate goals focus on: (1) assessment of 
the archaeological potential of the oasis, (2) establish- 
ment of the chronology and palaeoenvironmental set- 
ting of the archaeological remains, and (3) comparison 
of our findings with those reported from neighboring 
oases (Hassan 1976, 1980; Mills 1984; Wendorf and 
Schild 1980). 

Our second set of goals aims at interpreting the 

significance of the density, concentration and spatial 
distribution of archaeological finds as a means of inter- 
preting prehistoric economic conditions, settlements, 
population and social organization. 

From a broader perspective, our investigation may 
provide information that could clarify the nature of 
cultural connections between the Nile Valley and the 
Sahara. The position of Farafra. together with some of 
its outer areas (e.g., Ain Dalla), very close to Libya 
and in the center of the eastern Sahara, is likely to be 
a significant geographic factor. The connections will 
be assessed in terms of the similarities and differences 
in lithic technology and style (Close 1987) and a model 
of a unitary Saharan economy (Barich 1987), as well 
as in terms of the role of oases in the cultural geogra- 
phy of the Sahara (Hassan 1986, 1987; Hassan and 
McDonald 1987). 

Our first reconnaissance survey in 1987 (10-25 
February) was undertaken to: (1) familiarize ourselves 
with the general layout of the oasis; (2) provide a 
general geoarchaeological framework to guide out ar- 
chaeological survey; and (3) locate and characterize 
archaeological occurrences'. We discovered many 
promising sites, collected material for radiocarbon 
dating, constructed a preliminary morphostratigraphic 
sequence and outlined the major lithologic and ge- 
omorphic units in the region. The work was conducted 
from our base at Qasr el-Farafra, and we explored the 
area at the base of the eastern footslopes of El- Quss 
Abu Said, the area of Ain el-Wadi, and the strip from 
Qasr Farafra to Ain Dalla. 

Geomorphology 
The depression of Farafra extends over an area of 

10,000 km2, and is the largest oasis depression in the 
Western Desert. It is best described in terms of its 
major geomorphic provinces, which include: (1) the 
Abdalla Plateau in the north; (2) the Dalla plateau in 
the Northwest; (3) an eastern plateau; (4) the El-Quss 
Abu-Said Plateau; (5) the valleys of Wadi Hemis and 
Wadi El-Maqfi; (6) the Qarawin depression in the east; 
(7) the Qasr el-Farafra depression sensu stricto; (8) 
Wadi el-Obeiyid west of the El-Quss Abu-Said 
Plateau and the Ain Dalla depression in the west; and 
finally (9) the Abu Minqar pediplain in the southwest. 

Our survey has consistently revealed a close associ- 
ation of archaeological sites with playas. They include 
a number of extensive deposits below the footslope of 
the eastern escarpment of the El-Quss Plateau and 
several small playas in the center of the depression, 
including a small playa east of Gebel Gunna Bahari. 
An extensive playa also occurs in the Ain el-Wadi 
region. A large playa is reported by Saghoul near Bir 
Murr, but we have not examined this area yet. We 
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Fig. I. Farafra (Western Desert, Egypt). Location map. 

encountered a very large playa on top of the El-Quss 
Plateau on the road to Ain Dalla. There are no playa 
deposits in the area we examined near A h  D d a ,  but 
the floor of the depression there consists mostly of 
Sebkha and weathered powdery (fishjish) chalk. 

Playa sediments consist mostly of silt and sandy silt 
with evidence of frequent dessication, indicated by 
mud cracks and intercalations of aeolian or reworked 
aeolian sand. Veinlets of fibrous gypsum are common. 
The surface of playas is often dissected into hum- 
mocks and residual hills shaped by wind into yar- 
dangs. 

There are evidently several generations of playas: 
the oldest is situated in the area west of Qasr el- 
Farafra, the Bir Nuss, on a bedrock surface with small 
conical residual hills (Playa IV). Sediments include 
imbricated gravel intercalations together with re- 
worked gypsum clasts indicating that the playa was 
formed under conditions of alternating wet and dry 
climate. 

At Bir Nuss, at a level below that of the old playa, 
is a very even flat playa surface, covered in places with 
small patches of tufa which was most likely a spring- 
fed playa. Radiocarbon dating of the tufa will establish 
its age, but considering its dissected surface, it may be 
provisionally considered one of the youngest playas. 

There are also extensive playa deposits sculptured 
into yardangs farther away from the footslopes of the 

escarpment. In places erosion has removed the playa 
deposits and the residual lag covering the bedrock 
consists mostly of coarse pebbles and granules. This 
residual lag is covered in some places with bright 
yellow drift sand of recent age. This playa is younger 
than the old Bir Nuss playa, but appears to be older 
than the tufa playas. 

Examination of the area southwest of Qasr el- 
Farafra also revealed at least two generations of 
playas. An older playa, characterized by tan yellow 
silt, is perhaps equivalent in age to the intermediate 
playa northwest of Qasr el-Farafra. A younger playa, 
characterized by coarse, white limestone sand and 
granule clasts, is situated near Ain E-Ram1 in a depres- 
sion excavated in the older playa. 

Archaeology 
Thirteen sites and site complexes have been located 

in association with playas. These can be referred to the 
following topographic regions (Fig. 1): (a) northwest 
of Qasr el-Farafra, (b) southwest of Qasr el-Farafra, 
(c) northeast of Qasr el- Farafra, (d) Ain Dalla. 

In each of these regions, systematic collections of 
artifacts have been made. In five sites (FA 111, FA 
VIAin E-Raml, FA VWSite A and B, AD XIIIJSite B), 
the collection was carried out in a sample area covered 
by a grid of one meter squares, material found was 
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0 1 2 crn - 
Fig. 2. Farafra (Western Desert, Egypt). Lithic tools from Qasr el-Farafra region. 
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0 2 c m  - 
Fig. 3 .  Ain Dalla (Western Desert, Egypt). Axeltranchets with unifacial retouch. 
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mapped, and each artifact labeled, identified and de- 
scribed on the spot.' 

Regional variability has been observed, with a clear 
contrast between the Ain Dalla and the area around 
Qasr el-Farafra. At Farafra the sites are always associ- 
ated with playas, in some cases in situ. In the Ain 
Dalla area, except for Playa XI, the sites are in Se- 
bkha. 

Differences are also revealed from our preliminary 
study of the artifacts. The Qasr el-Farafra artifacts are 
made almost exclusively on several varieties of chert. 
Cores and debitage flakes are common, while blades1 
bladelets, chipslchunks and some burin spalls are 
present. Regular blades were produced from single 
platform prismatic cores (Fig. 2-1). The debitage indi- 
cates that blank production took place at sites FA I11 
and FA VII/B. 

Among the tool classes, denticulates on blades pre- 
vail with a few examples on cores or chunks. The 
retouch rarely involves the entire edge. True notches 
are absent. Only one example - a "single blow" 
notched piece - was recovered. The second most com- 
mon class are side scrapers on secondary or tertiary 
blades, and they are often concave with proximal or 
distal retouch. Pieces with continuous retouch on 
blades are also present. A single example of a distal 
end scraper on a core was collected. The presence of 
bifacial retouch was either limited to some areas of the 
ventral or dorsal surfaces, or covering both surfaces as 
in leaf-shaped arrowheads with rounded bases (Fig. 
2-2), or lanceolate arrowheads. 

Finally, the association of ceramics with lithic im- 
plements in the Farafra region is important, even 
though they are not ab~ndant .~  In fact, of the numer- 
ous potsherds recovered, only five can be authenticat- 
ed as prehistoric, and only one (from Ain.E-Raml) is 
decorated. Grinding stones are not represented, but 
ostrich eggshell fragments (and, exceptionally, some 
beads) have been recovered throughout the area. 

As for the Ain Dalla region, the following observa- 
tions concern Playa XI, areas XI1 and XI11 in the two 
A and B artifacts concentrations. In the latter, where 
the artifacts were in situ, the pieces were collected 
from a grid. Charcoal was also collected for dating 
from one of the intact hearths. 

The raw materials consist predominantly of chert 
from greyish cobbles, a.variety of agate and some rare 
examples of sandstone. The best manufactured tools 
were made on a beautiful variety of reddish-brown 
flint.4 As in the Qasr el-Farafra region, the products of 
debitage are numerous (21 cores, 73 flakes, 9 core 
trimmings), indicating on site flintknapping. There is 
no indication of significant reworking of artifacts, and 
even though all are from surface occurrences, they are 
extremely fresh. 

The tools, from the whole area including Playa XI, 
present a typological structure better defined and more 
coherent in comparison with the area described above. 
Some bifacial items recall the assemblages from Siwa 
(Hassan 1976), Fayum (Caton-Thompson 1952) and 
Baharia (Hassan 1980; Caton-Thompson and Gardner 
1934). The most characteristic types are: (1) knifelside 
scraper with bifacial retouch; (2) axe or tranchet with 
invasive unifacial retouch (Fig. 3-1,2); (3) bilateral 
knifelsickle on a flake with a concave bulb; (3) disc 
with obverse invasive unilateral retouch. 

In addition to these, which can be particularly for 
comparative purposes, other more common types in- 
clude perforators on blades or chunks, numerous den- 
ticulates on flakes, notches, side scrapers, scaled 
pieces and arrowheads. Of the latter, the leaf-shaped 
variety recalls a similar one from the Farafra region 
(Fig. 2-2). Finally, upper and lower grinding stones 
were numerous, but ceramics are so far absent. 

Discussion 
Ain Dalla, where we would like to extend research 

during the next campaign, shows a distinctive set of 
raw materials and tools; specifically the axeltranchet, 
sickleslside scrapers, discs and arrowheads. This as- 
semblage suggests, tentatively, affinities to Mid-Late 
Neolithic sites in the Fayum and Kharga (Caton- 
Thompson 1952). The assemblages from the Qasr el- 
Farafra region, which are constituted mostly of deb- 
itage, do not allow precise comparison. Nevertheless, 
some of the Ain Dalla elements (leaf-shaped arrow- 
heads and diminutive axeltranchets) appear at Qasr 
el-Farafra. The abundance of grinding stones at Ain 
Dalla, along with the absence of ceramics, testifies to 
an economic orientation different from that in the Qasr 
el-Farafra region. 

Notes 

' We acknowledge the participation in the survey of 
Mr. Abdel Moneim Mahmoud (Ain Shams Universi- 
ty, Cairo) and Mr. Sayed Yamani (Inspector, Antiqui- 
ties Service, Dakhla). We are indebted to Mr. Thabit 
for logistic support and to Dr. Ali Kholi for facilitating 
our mission and for the privilege of his enjoyable 
company during our trip to Farafra. 

The archaeological materials are stored in Dakhla at 
the Inspectorate of Antiquities. 

' Even though ceramic fragments are present every- 
where, they clearly belong to the Roman period. 

The raw material analysis, now in progress, will 
permit us to define the exact provenance. 
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PREHISTOIRE DU GABON: DEUX 
TYPES D'OUTILS DU 

PALEOLITHIQUE INFERIEUR 
DECOUVRETS DANS LA REGION DE 

KANGO, AUX ENVIRONS DE 
LIBREVILLE 

Michel Locko 
Universitb Omar Bongo 
B.P. 13275, Libreville, Gabon 

La rCgion de Kango est une centaine de kilometres 
au sud de Libreville (capitale du Gabon) sur la route 
LibrevilleLambarCnd. Ce secteur du dCpartement du 
Komo prdsente une richesse archCologique exception- 
nelle. A la lumitre des premieres donnkes, il est per- 
mis d'envisager, pour cette rCgion, une trbs longue 
occupation allant vraisemblablement du PalColithique 
infdrieur jusqu'h 1'Qge du fer (prdsence de scories asso- 
cides h la cdramique sur le site de Komo O.D.). 

Dans ce note, nous n'evoquerons que la ddcouverte 
de deux types d'outils caractdristiques du Pal& 
olithique infdrieur. I1 s'agit d'un hachereau et des 
rabots de type oldowayen. 

Le hachereau de Kafild (Fig. l a )  
A KafdlC, petit village proche de Kango, un 

hachereau a CtC rCcolt6 dam les alluvions anciennes du 
fleuve Komo. Description de la pitce: longeur maxi- 
mum 141 m., largeur maximum 92 m., et tpais- 
seur maximum 47 m. I1 s'agit d'une piece en quartz- 
ite, obtenue sur un Cclat de galet. La face supCrieur 
prdsente encore une petite portion de cortex. Le tran- 
chant fait 83 m. 11 est oblique droit par rapport B 
l'axe de la pike. Les bords sont paralltles. La base du 
hachereau prCsente une forme plutbt arrondie. Selon la 
classification de J. Chavaillon (1965), cet outil entre 
dans la catdgorie des hachereaux Cpais. Sa section est 
triangulaire. 

D'une manike gknCrale, ce type d'outil est carac- 
tkristique, en Afrique, des industries acheulkenes. 
Pour un trts grand nombre de prkhistoriens. la prCs- 
ence du hachereau dam un assemblage lithique est un 
Clement suffisant pour rattacher cette industrie B 
1'AcheulCen (Balout 1955; Leakey 1936; Descamps 
1979; Biberson 1961; Tixier 1956). Fossile directeur 
important, le hachereau de KafClC signaleriat donc la 
prCsence d'un AcheulCen ancien dans la rkgion de 
Kango. Toutefois, dans un travail rCcent, il a CtC mon- 
trC que les hachereaux existent d&s l'oldowayen et 
persistent jusque dans la "Middle Stone Age" ou Palk- 
olithique moyen (Locko 1982). Mais la technologie de 
cette pibce (hachereau obtenu sur eclat de galet recou- 
vert d'une portion de cortex), sa forme et sa section la 
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Fig. 1 a) Hachercau de KafelC (L 141mm. 1 92mm, e 47mm): 
b) Rabot (L 90m, 1 75mm, e 73mm); 
C) Rabot (L 175mm. 1 87mm. e 97mm). 

rendent proche des pikes archaiques. Ensuite, elle est 
associte une proto- hachereau et enfin elle s'inscrit 
dam un contexte de d6pots d'alluvions anciemes du 
Komo. Ces dbpots, qui restent dater avec pr6cision, 
doivent probablement &re d'un quartmaire ancien. 

Les rabots ou grattoires dpais sur galets (Fig. lb, c) 
Les rabots constituent une cat6gorie typologique 

parmis les mieux repr6sent6es dans les assemblages 
lithiques de Kango. Cet outil peut &re assirnil6 un 
grattoir 6pais sur galet. Mais nous pr6f6rons la terme 
de rabot, qui paraft mieux rendre compte de la mor- 
phologie de cet objet et de sa fonction pr6sum6e. 

Cet objet se pr6sente gbn6ralement de la manibre 
suivante: une face plane sur laquelle repose le galet et 
a partir de laquelle ont 6t6 port& des chocs pour d6- 
&her &s 6clats contingus et crber un front de rabot. 
On observe gbnkralement des traces d'utilisation sur 
une partie du p&imbtre de l'objet. Les cas d'utilisation 
totale du pourtout de l'objet sont rares. La plupart du 
temps, cet outil pr6sente un angle d'enlbvement suface 
plane proche de 90". Le bord obtenu est donc trbs 
abrupt. La platefoxme de base, qui constitute la face 
plane, peut &re une cassure ou une surface pr6par6e 
par l'enl6vement d'6clats; 80% des cas r6pondent 21 
cette dernibre categone. Les plateformes ont toutes 6t6 
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prdpardes. I1 n'y a aucune face plane naturelle. Gdn- 
dralement, les klats ddtachBs pour obtenir la plate- 
forme de base sont de grandes dimensions (minimum 
6 cm.). Cet objet pourrait donc en quelque sorte avoir 
dtb d'abord un nucldus. 

Le poids des rabots est impressiomant: il s'agit de 
pibces lourdes , atteignant au minimum 400 grammes. 
Toutefois, le poids de certains se situe seulement a150 
g. Et nous connaisons des pibces de plus de 1000 g. 
Parfois, les enlbvements (sur la hauteur du galet) se 
recoupent et se prdsentent en gradins. Ce ddbitage en 
gradins semble correspondre ici A un rkdffutage du 
front du rabot BmoussC. Dans ce cas, le galet est trbs 
largement entam4 dans sa hauteur. Mais parfois, des 
enlhvements uniques ont perrnis d'entamer presque 
toute la hauteur. Selon nous, A en juger par les dcail- 
lures, les traces d'utilisation sur le front et par 
l'existence d'une plateforme de base, ces objets ser- 
vaient probablement 2i raboter et h gratter. Mais il est 
possible qu'ils aient connu d'autres usages: nucleus, 
percuteurs (on note parfois des marques de percus- 
sions). Quoiqu'il en soit, cet outil est typologiquernent 
trbs Blabord et c'est, B notre avis, l'outil caractBristique 
des industries de la rBgion de Kango. 

Typologique, il est tres proche de ceux que nous 
avons pu observer sur les sites de Gombord I et de 
Garba IV A Melka KonturC (Ethiopie). Autrement dit, 
dans ces sites, cet outil est caractCristique de 
l'oldowayen (PalColithique archayque). Les rabots de 
Kango rappellent Bgalement les "heavy duty scrapers" 
d'olduvai et enfin les rostro-carenBs des industries 
Kafouemes de C. Van Riet Lowe (Chavaillon and 
Chavaillon 1976; Leakey 1971). Cette ressemblance si 
forte entre les rabots de Kango et ceux des sites 
oldowayens de 1'Afrique Orientale nous permet de les 
rattacher au PalBolithique infkrieur d'Afrique. 

Au total donc, le hachereau de KafCld et les rabots 
(grattoirs sur galets) sont B l'heure actuelle deux in- 
dices probants d'un Paldolithique trbs ancien au 
Gabon, sembable h celui de Melka Konturd ou 
d'olduvai. 
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LES SOURCES ARCHEOLOGIQUES 
DE LA METALLURGIE DU FER AU 

GABON 

Michel Locko 
B.P. 13275 
Libreville, Gabon 

L'objet de cette note est de faire le point des don- 
nBes archdologiques du travail du fer au Gabon. I1 sera 
surtout question de recenser les sites ou les traces 
d'activitk mCtallugique ont Btd signalkes. 

En effet, des tbmoignages nombreux d'un travail du 
fer ancien ont CtC rnis en Bvidence ces dernikres an- 
nCes. Ces decouvertes sont le fait de deux Cquipes. La 
premiere est celle de 1'UniversitB Omar Bongo et dont 
fair partie I'auteur. La seconde est animBe par le Cen- 
tre International des Civilisations Bantu (CICIBA) et 
regroupe des chercheurs d'horizons divers. 

Pour l'heure, les indices de travail mktallurgique 
ont BtB signalCs la plupart des rBgions du Gabon. Nous 
les Btudierons donc par province en privilkgiant 
surtout le Haut-Ogooud oii des fouilles sBrieuses sont 
menBes chaque annee par 1'Bquipe de 1'Universitk 
Omar Bongo, dirig6 par le Doyen L a m e  Digombe, 
sur le site de Moanda, avec le concours du Professeur 
P. Schmidt de Brown University. 
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Fig 1 : Prlnclpaux sites de la metallurgie 
d u  Fer au Gabon 

CONDO 

ECHELLE 1 /3000000* 

50 100Km 

1 : MBOMA, 2 : MASSANGO, 3 : MOANDA, 4 : MIKOULOUNGOU, 
5 : LEBOMBI, 6 : LAC BLEU DE MOUILA, 7 : YOMBI, A : E S t u a l r e . B : M O y e n - G ~ ~ ~ ~ e ,  

8 : MANDILOU CARRIERE 111, 9 : DITOUBA, 10 : MBILAPE I", C:Ogoou'-Marltlme~D:Ngounlc 
11 et 12 : slteS de KANGO, 13 : La Sabllgre, 14 : OVENG, E:Nyanga'F:Haut-Ogoou' 
1 5  : MBOMA, 16 : OYEM , 17 : MELEN I et 11, 18 : AKOLTANG, G : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' - ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ' : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' -  
19 : ELARMITANG, 20 : OTOUMBI. 1vlnd0,I:Woleu-Utem 
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Le Haut-Ogooud 
Cette province (Fig. 1) recble de nombreux sites h 

industries mCtallurgiques. Ils sont gCnCralement re- 
comaissables par la prksence de scories jonchant le sol 
et pouvant s'btendre sur les superficies relativement 
importantes. On y relbve parfois des traces de fer 
fondu. Les fragments de tuykes et les petits tertres de 
forme circulaire suggbrent gCnQalement la prbsence 
de fourneaux de fonte du minerai. Tous les sites de 
cette rCgion, comus 2I ce jour, sont ici recends. 

Omoy 1 :  Ce site est au nord du petit village 
d'Omoy, c. 2,5 km du carrefour avec la route de 
Lastourville. Sur la crete, la piste a entam6 sur 
quelques centimbtres la terre vCgCtale et permet 
l'observation des tessons, des Cclats de pierre taillCe et 
des scories de bas foumeaux. 

Massango: Ce site surplombe la rive droite de la 
LCkCdi, prbs du pont de la route de Mounana 21 Moan- 
da. Le charbon de bois associC 2I des scones a indiquC 
une date de 1600250 BP (AD 350). 

Moanda: Au coeur meme de la ville de Moanda, 
c'est pour l'instant le gisement le plus important de 
1'Lge du fer au Gabon, avex les sites de Moanda I, I1 
et 111. L'intCrbt pnncipale rCside dans la technologie 
observCe qui semblent indiquer une haute connais- 
sance de la mktallurgie du fer avec l'addition inten- 
tionelle du manganese et des foumeaux trbs QaborCs, 
Les dates sont parmi les plus anciennes du Gabon. 
Pour Moanda I: 4722 159 BC (Beta 14427) et 290 BC 
(Beta 17043); pour Moanda 11: 4702148 BC (Beta 
14428), 230 BC (Beta 17044) et 190 BC (Beta 17045). 

Mboma: Ce site est situ6 h 29 km h l'est de Moanda 
sur la route de Franceville. I1 a rCvelC des tkmoignages 
trbs intkressants de la mktallurgie du fer. Des restes de 
charbon de bois prClevCs sous un large morceau de 
scone ont foumi une date de 270270 AD (Beta 9077). 

Ybnb: Sur la route Franceville-Boumango, au 
niveau de YCnC, des traces de bas fourneaux ont CtC 
observCs. 

Eyorrga: En bordure de la route KellC-AkiCni, prbs 
du village d'Eyouga, des tessons de poteries dCcor6es 
sont associCs 2i des scories. 

Baniaka: Prbs de la riviere Baniaka, des traces 
d'ancienne mktallurgie ont CtC rdpCr6es: il s'agit essen- 
tiellement de scories. 

Lbbombi: De nombreux foyers appartenant 21 1'Lge 
du fer y ont signalCs. La prCsence d'anciennes struc- 
tures d'habitat (fonds de cabane, fosses h dktritus, 
foyers, amas de ckramique) en fait un des sites les plus 
importants du Haut-OgoouC. Le site a connu six 
sibcles d'occupation, de 980 AD h 1550 AD (Beta 
9080 et 9078). 

Mikouloungorr: A 14 km h l'est de LCbombi ce site 
a permis l'observation des restes des tuybres, foyers, 

scories et debris trbs abimCs d'objets en fer. Une date 
de 720270 AD a kt6 obtenue par le laboratoire de Gif 
sur Yvette. 

Au total, le Haut-Ogoou6 apparait cornrne une r6- 
gion d s  riche en vestiges mCtallurgiques. Par ailleurs, 
mis 2i part les sites de fonte de fer proprement dits, il 
faut signaler la prdsence de nombreux sites 
d'exploitation du minerai dans les itabirites. C'est le 
case de Koumbi, de Magnima, de Djima, etc. 

Province de la Ngouni6 
Bien que largement perturb& le site du "Lac Bleu", 

situC h c. 6 km au nord de la capitale provinciale 
Mouila, a pennis l'observation de quelques structures 
encore in situ. Il s'agit de 4 grandes concentrations de 
scories et des debris de four pour la fonte du fer 
(tuybres, briques en terre cuite, restes de poteau). 
Deux dates au radiocarbone ont pu dtre obtenues sur 
les charbons provenant du foumeau: 30280 AD (Beta 
12208) et 280290 AD (Beta 10301). Une troisibme 
date, d'une extreme importance et liCe 21 une grande 
concentration & scories situCe 2I quelques metres du 
foumeau, a domC une date de 200290 BC (Beta 
12207), suggCrant donc une connaissance de la mCtal- 
lurgie bien avant notre &re. 

Province de l'Ogoou6 Maritime 
MalgrC des recherches importantes menCes par 

1'Cquipe de 1'UniversitC Omar Bongo, seul le site de 
Mbilap& IV, dont un niveau en place a fourni des 
scones et une trbs belle ckramique, peut Etre rattach6 
h l'Lge du fer, remontant ici au 6e s avant notre ere: 
2460250 BP (soit 510 BC; Beta 17239). 

Province de 1'Estuaire 
Des tkmoignages d'un iige du fer ancien existent en 

abondance dans cette rCgion. Sur le site de la Sablihe, 
des objets en fer et des scones indiquent une activit6 
mktallugique autour de 800+60 AD. Au m6me en- 
droit un niveau cCramique et scories aurait donnC une 
date de 540250 BC (Gif 6678). 

Dans la rkgion de Kango, des fosses-dCpotoirs ont 
foumi deux dates intCressantes: 510270 BC (Beta 
14825) et 320260 BC (Gif 6906). 

Enfin, le site d'Oveng a signal6 une activitk mCtal- 
lurgique au dCbut de notre ke: 300270 AD (Gif 
6424); 210260 AD (Beta 14833); et la fin du ler 
sibcle avant notre &re: 20270 AD (Beta 14832) (Clist, 
Oslisly et Peyrot 1986). 

Province de Moyen Ogooue et Ogoou&Ivindo 
Dans ces deux provinces les tdmoignages relatifs au 
travail du fer semblent minces. Par ailleurs, ils ont CtC 
ma1 rapportds par les auteurs (Clist, Oslisly et Peyrot 
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1986). Nous disposons & dates, mais les sites ne sont 
pas signales de mani&re prbcise. Pour le Moyen 
OgoouB, le site d'otoumbi a connu une activitb mdtal- 
lurgique autour de 1970270 BP (Gif 6423). 

Woleu N'Tem 
La production dtallurgique a laisse & nombreuses 

trace dans cette province. Un travail de prospection 
rbcent a Btb entrepris par un Btudiant de l'Universit6 
Omar Bongo. Des sites importants, qui mbritent d'€tre 
fouill6s et dates assez rapidement ont btb signal&. 
L'equipe de l'Universit6 Omar Bongo a dbjh com- 
mence 1'6tude de ces sites: Mbomo I (restes de haut 
fourneaux, scones et restes de fer fondu); Missel6 
(scones); Melen I (4 structures de haut fourneau et 
scones); Melen 11 (fours demeurds en place, I'un d'eux 
fait 236 cm de diamktre et scories); Akoltang I1 
(fourneau d'un diam&tre de 140 cm et de nombreuses 
scories); Elarmitang (tuykres, scories, bnques cuites 
et restes de fourneau); Nko, Efoulam et Bibass 
(scories). 

Pr&s de l'a6roport d'Oyem, une ancienne forge a btb 
r6p6rde par l'equippe du CICIBA. Elle remonterait au 
3e si&cle de notre &re: 240260 AD. 

Conclusion 
Le Gabon presente c o m e  un pays trks riche en 

vestiges pal6om6tallurgiques. 11 constitue donc une 
zone trks importante dans 1'Ctude & l'bge du fer an- 
cien. Les dates obtenues B travers le pays signalent une 
tr&s haute antiquitb, et peut-&re some-nous encore 
t&s loin de grandes surprises susceptible de conduire 
h une grande revision chronologique de l'bge du fer en 
Afrique. Les sources archbologiques de l'bge du fer 
ancien sont tr&s nombreuses et constituent une masse 
documentaire tr&s apprbciable. 

Addendum 
I1 faut ajouter aux sites signal& dans l'article trois 

nouveaux autres prospectks par l'bquipe de 
1'Universitb Omar Bongo: Ditouba, province de la 
Nyanga, date de 1220260 BP (Beta 20065). Yombi et 
Mandilou carrikre 111, province de la Ngounii?, date 
respectivement h 1910280 BP (Beta 20063) et 
1860290 BP (Beta 20069). 
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DECOUVERTE DES PREMIERES 
GRAVURES RUPESTRES AU GABON 

LES PETROGLYPHES 
D'ELARMEKORA 

Richard Oslisly 
BP 4482, Libreville, Gabon 

Situation ghgraphique 
Pr&s du village d'Elarmekora, dans la moyenne vallCe 
del'Ogoou6, un pointement rocheux de grandes dalles 
de schiste, domine le fleuve (alt. 252 m.). C'est en 
1981 que P. Oberson, dkcouvrit sur une des dalles des 
cercles concentriques graves (Fig. 1). Tout denikre- 
ment, une mission de recherches menCes dans la r6- 
gion a permis & dbcourir environ 180 nouvelles 
gravures. 

Description 
Toutes ces gravures rupestres ont btb realisties par le 

technique du piquetage, h l'aide vraisemblablement 
d'un instrument mbtallique. Des milliers de petites 
cupules creusCes dans la roche dbterminent de nom- 
breuses figures souvent regroupees en fresques. 

Nour remarquons un grand nombre de figures gC- 
ometriques de la famille des triangles et des cercles; 
apparaissent aussi de trks belles figurations 
zoomorphes reprdsentees par des petits animaux de 
type rongeurs, des lbzards et des poissons. Ces 
gravures se regroupent sur quatre zones sur un axe 
ouest-est. 

Zone A. C'est la plus riche en nombre (1 18 figures) 
et en formes. La famille des triangles est ?i 75% reprC- 
sentee par des pointes de lances avec ou sans hampes. 
Le type zoomorphe est reprbsente h 24% (Fig. 1). 

Zone B. Plus h l'est, une dalle rocheuse prfisente 
une surface gravbe de 21 figures, essentiellement des 
triangles et lances. 

Zone C. Elle fonne l'eperon rocheux et offre sur de 
grandes dalles de nombreux cercles concentriques im- 
bnqubs les uns dans les autres (Fig. 2). une rosace et 
h quelques metres de lB trois figures 1Czarifonnes. 

Zone D. Dans la partie orientale et en contre-bas, 
nous avons relev6 35 figures dont 13 cercles concen- 
triques aux sillons imbriques les uns dans les autres et 
19 cercles simples. 
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Fig. 1. Figurations zoomorphes. 

Fig. 2. Groupe de cercles concentriquu. 

Conclusion 
Vraisemblablement nous sommes en pdsence d'un 

art contemporain de 1'Age de fer; en effet les pi- 
quetages si rCguliers semblent avous CtC rCalisCs 
l'aide d'instruments dtalliques, la form des cercles 
concentriques est aussi le d6cor bien particulier d'une 
cbramique de l rge  de fer (Groupe III ou Okanda). 

L'art rupestre, d6ja reconnu au Cameroun (Bidzar), 
en Rdpublique Centrafricaine (Djebel &la, Mbomou, 
Lengo), au Zaire (Kantiapo), eli Angola (Calola, Tchi- 
tundu-Hulo), l'est aussi au Gabon par la d6couverte 
&s p6troglyphes d'Elarmekora. 
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HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
RESEARCH IN GHANA 1986-1987 

Christopher R. DeCorse 
Department of Archaeology 
University of Ghana 
P.O. Box 3, Legon, Accra, Ghana 

Archaeologists'in North America and Europe, as 
well as other parts of the world, have in recent years 
shown an increased interest in sites of the more recent 
past where a large amount of contextual information is 
provided by documentary sources. Such a trend can 
also be seen in Africa though as yet only a limited 
number of projects have been carried out (Posnansky 
and DeCorse 1985). Of particular interest are studies 
which examine the interaction that has occurred be- 
tween European and Islamic cultures and the people of 
sub-Sahakan Africa. Recent work by the writer in 
Ghana has focused on the African settlement at Elmi- 
na, the site of the first European tradepost established 
in sub-Saharan Africa. A small excavation was also 
undertaken at the ruins of Daccubie, a Danish planta- 
tion destroyed by the Asante in 1811. In addition, 
several projects aimed at the preservation and restora- 
tion of historic monuments have recently been initiat- 
ed in Ghana by various organizations. 

Excavations at Elmina 
Nine months of excavation at the site of Elmina 

were concluded on December 20, 1986. Work carried 
out during the first five months of the project has been 
reported previously (NA 28: 15-18). Subsequent re- 
search concentrated on the mapping of surface fe$ 
tures, the continued excavation of one of the larger 
stone structures (Locus B), and the extension of a third 
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trench (51 Trench), which sampled an additional sev- 
en or eight structures. Including the initial test trench- 
es, a total of 216 square metres were excavated. Fifty- 
four square metres were also cleared of surface soil to 
expose foundations. 

Although there was a sizable settlement at Elmina 
prior to the arrival of the Portuguese in the late fif- 
teenth century, the majority of the excavated material 
dates to the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (pre- 
1873). During this period Elmina Castle was con- 
trolled by the Dutch and Elmina town enjoyed its 
greatest prosperity with a population of between 
twelve and fifteen thousand people. The remains of 
more than thirty stone structures have now been locat- 
ed in the area of the old town on the basis of surface 
indications and excavation. 

The excavation at Locus B uncovered a large multi- 
room structure with stone walls and stone flooring 
(Fig. 1). Archaeological data indicates that the build- 
ing was probably built during the eighteenth century 
and occupied until the destructuion of the Old Town 
by the British in 1873. Following the British bombard- 
ment the majority of the structure apparently remained 
intact enough for household goods to be salvaged as 
only a few broken pieces of imported ceramics, glass, 
local pottery and cannon ball fragments remained on 
the living floors. Some of the stone flooring was also 
removed, perhaps for reuse in buildings in the New 
Town. The situation in the rooms adjoining the south- 
em side of the Locus B structure was different. This 
portion of the dwelling had burned and collapsed, 
precluding any salvage, and so preserving a wealth of 
artifactual material and details about the building's 
construction. The building at this point was clearly 
two stories high, with a wooden floored second storey 
and a flat, timber and clay ("wattle and daub") roof. 
The floor on the ground level was sand and clay, while 
the stone walls were plastered with daub. The bottom 
floor was evidently a kitchen area as it produced a 
wide assortment of local ceramics, as well as Eu- 
ropean trade goods. From the collapsed upper storey 
came the remains of wooden boxes (the contents of 
which had burned away), shell beads, glass toiletry 
bottles, and pieces of a fancy brass barreled pistol. 

No detailed maps exist of the Old Town but eigh- 
teenth and nineteenth century illustrations provide 
views of a tightly packed settlement, with the majority 
of the town's more than 1000 stone buildings crowded 
close to the Castle. The market was also located near 
the Castle in the central part of the peninsula. The 
crowded nature of the town was confirmed by excava- 
tion. The structures excavated frequently adjoin each 
other filling most of the available space and leaving 
only narrow alleys and cul-de-sacs between buildings. 
Other buildings were extended over the shoreline on 

thick foundations of shell-mortared stone. Some were 
extended still further with less permanent wooden 
platforms. 

Although special burial grounds are presently found 
outside of coastal settlements, oral traditions and exca- 
vated material indicate that burial commonly took 
place within the town in the past. Human remains were 
recovered from over 50 percent of the units excavated 
at Elmina. Most represent unarticulated burials dis- 
turbed by more recent interments and construction. 
Grave goods, including a wide variety of beads and 
European ceramics, were associated with the more 
intact burials and these illustrate the close chronolog- 
ical control that is made possible by European trade 
materials. Among the more interesting finds was a 
Rhenish gray stoneware jug with the cipher of the 
English monarch Queen Anne (1702-1714, see Figure 
2). Associated with the same burial was an intact 
Chinese export porcelain saucer of the early eighteenth 
century, decorated in underglaze blue with a chocolate 
brown glaze on the exterior. Two late nineteenth cen- 
tury brick tombs were uncovered providing evidence 
of the site's continued use as a burial ground following 
the destruction of the town. Both tombs had been 
broken open and the contents removed during the late 
nineteenth or early twentieth centuries. 

Elmina, encompassing St. George's Castle, Fort St. 
Jago, nineteenth century buildings in the New Town, 
the Old Town site, and various other redoubts and 
watchtowers, represents a unique collective monu- 
ment presenting great potential to the history, archae- 
ology, and tourist industry of Ghana. The site of the 
Old Town has, until recently, suffered little damage 
from development. The Castle, Fort St. Jago, and 
many of the nineteenth century structures are still quite 
well preserved. However, steps toward preservation 
and restoration need to be taken soon, particularly on 
many of the privately owned structures. The collapse 
of the nineteenth century Bridge House in 1980 illus- 
trates the dire condition of some of the buildings. It is 
hoped that funding from local and international organ- 
zations can be obtained to aid in the preservation of 
these important monuments. 

The Daccubie archaeological project 
Between March 13 and 24, 1987 the writer directed 

the field training program for the final year archaeolo- 
gy students from the University of Ghana, Legon. This 
year's project was at the ruins of Daccubie, a Danish 
plantation destroyed by the Asante in 18 11. Participat- 
ing in ths program were BA I1 students Emmanuel 
Danso Abeam, Vincent Amissah, Marilyn Dzogbe- 
nuku, Cofie Odaty, and Samuel Tettey. Senior techni- 
cian Bossman Murey and Raphael K. Nobo, driver, 
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Fig. 2. 
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were also present. Funding for the project was provid- 
ed by a Departxnent of Archaeology Research Vote. 

Although only operating for four years prior to its 
destruction, Daccubie was among the largest and most 
productive of the European plantations established in 
southern Ghana during the late eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries (Jeppesen 1966). The plantation 
was established at the instigation of Danish Governor 
Sch6ming who directed the planting of more than 
50,000 coffee trees and other useful crops (Winsnes 
n.d.). The plantation included a "beautiful" stone 
house which was situated on a spur of the Akwapin 
mountains surrounded by the houses of the African 
workers. 

The ruins of the Daccubie plantation building were 
planned by A.W. Lawrence in 1956 who misidentified 
them as the site of Kpompo, a smaller plantation which 
had been located one or two kilometres to the south 
(Lawrence 1963236-88; Jeppesen l966:8 1-82). When 
Lawrence planned the site the mud-mortared walls still 
measured eighteen feet high and lintels and notches for 
roof supports could still be discerned. The ruins are sill 
quite substantial (Figure 3), but a significant amount 
of deterioration has occurred in the last 30 years. 
White washed plastering is still present in some 
places, but many of the walls have completely col- 
lapsed. Of the African settlement which contemporary 
writers state surrounded the plantation house no trace 
could be found. Perhaps clearing of the thick vegeta- 
tion that surrounds the site would reveal additional 
features. 

Twenty-four one metre square units were excavated 
by the field school students providing a selection of 
local and European ceramics, tobacco pipes, glass and 
nails. Excavation indicated that the flat roof of the 
plantation building was of timber and clay construc- 
tion similar in technique to examples noted at Elmina 
and other coastal sites. 

Ways of preserving the site are currently being ex- 
plored. As the site is located close to Accra, it has 
some potential for tourism but the access roads would 
have to be greatly improved. The Ghana National 
Committee of the International Council on Monu- 
ments and Sites visited the site and with the help of 
Shell Ghana is seeking a way of controlling the vege- 
tation. 

Restoration and preservation efforts 
Several restoration and preservation projects on na- 

tional monuments were initiated during 1986 and 
1987. The Ghana National Museums and Monuments 
Board, though facing funding and supply difficulties, 
is responsible for the preservation and restoration of 
more than twenty European forts and castles in coastal 

Ghana, as well as mosques, shrines and traditional 
dwellings throughout the country. Work at two sites, 
Fort Amsterdam and Elmina Castle, is being carried 
out by the Museums and Monuments Board with fi- 
nancial assistance provided by the Foundation for the 
hservation of Castles and Forts in Ghana. the Foun- 
dation was created in December 1985 to promote inter- 
est in the history of the forst and castles in Ghana, and 
to generate funds to assist the Ghana government with 
their maintenance and restoration work. People inter- 
ested in learning more about the Foundation may write 
to: Westzijde 14,1506 E E Zaandam, the Netherlands. 

Work at Elmina Castle and Fort Amsterdam is being 
supervised by Isaka Alhassan (Senior Conservator of 
Monuments), Paul Gyim (Inspector of Monuments), 
and Loverage Amoh (Senior Inspector of Monuments) 
of the Ghana National Museums and Monuments 
Board. Fort Amsterdam, located in the village of 
Abanzi on the main coastal road, is among the most 
scenic of the old European tradeposts. Although vari- 
ous projects have been undertaken at the site, includ- 
ing extensive work by A.W. Lawrence in the 1950s, 
it is today in a ruinous state. Remedial repairs to 
stabilize weakened parts of the Fort have been carried 
out. The Foundation eventually hopes to raise enough 
money for a full restoration of the Fort provising six 
bedrooms and a common room. At Elmina it is hoped 
that funds will be raised for the renovation of the old 
officer's mess or dining hall and the Governor's 
kitchens. This represents only a small part of the 
amount of work that needs to be undertaken at Elmina. 

Additional work at Elmina Castle and Fort Amster- 
dam was canied out between February and April 1986 
by a team of Delft University students. Erik Jan Brans, 
Nanette de Jong, Joke Hofman, Arjen Joustra and 
Diederik Six completed detailed mapping projects of 
both structures. Misters Six and Joustra hope to pre- 
pare reports on the restoration prospects for the build- 
ings. 

1986 and 1987 also saw increased activity on the 
part of the Ghana National Committee of the Interna- 
tional Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS). A 
new slate of officers was elected incuding D.S. 
Kpodo-Tay (Chairman), E.A. Asante (vice-chair- 
man), A. Van Dantzig (secretary), and E.K. Agorsah 
(vice-secretary). ICOMOS is an auxiliary organzation 
concerned with the conservation, protection, rehabili- 
tation, and enhancement of monuments. Its aims are 
to provide linsk between public and private institutions 
at the national and international level, and to facilitate 
the acquisition and dissemination of knowledge about 
monuments. Activities held during 1986-87 included 
field trips to Fort Amsterdam and Elmina to visit the 
Delft University students in the field, and a visit to the 
Daccubie ruins. People interested in learning more 
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about ICOMOS may contact Mr. J.K. Awusie (ICO- 
MOS acting secretary), Development Office. Univer- 
sity of Ghana, Legon, Accra, Ghana. 
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LEWA DOWNS PALAEOLITHIC SITE 

Nyaga Mzalendo Kibunjia 
Division of Archaeology 
National Museums of Kenya 
P.O. Box 40658 
Nairobi, Kenya 

Excavations are planned for the Lewa Downs pre- 
historic site. Lewa Downs is a Palaeolithic site, sadly 
neglected in the literature, which is located on the 
northern foothills of Mount Kenya at an elevation of 
about 1690 metres above sea level. Its SASES number 
is GqJn-1 and it has variously been referred to as 
Lewa, Lewa Downs Swamp or Shackleton's Lewa 
Site. It lies on latitude 0' 13' 12" N and longitude 37" 
25' 50" E. 

The site lies on the Lewa Downs estate near the 
turnoff to Isiolo on the Nanyuki-Meru Road, Kenya 
(Fig. 1). It is in a sedimentary basin which most likely 
is a site complex and cove& an area of about 10,000 
m2. In this and the surrounding areas several other 
Early Stone Age occurrences have been reported but 
no closer investigation or a systematic survey and 
documentation of these sites has been done. No exca- 
vations have been carried out at Lewa or any of the 
other sites (Shackleton 196454; Simainen 1984:24). 

The modem vegetation in this basin is that of open 
grassland growing on black cotton soil. These grass- 
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lands support an abundant game population at a nearby 
National Game Reserve. Erosion on the basin where 
this site is located has exposed several hundred arte- 
facts typical of the Acheulean Culture. Most of these 
artefacts now lie in derived positions on the ground as 
at the earlier discovered sites of Olorgesailie. There 
are, however, chances of recovering some artefacts in 
situ since the undisturbed archaeological stratigraphic 
context seems to extend from 0 to 15 cm. 

The tool types represented include handaxes, 
cleavers, a few choppers, large blocks of phonolite 
and basalt with flakes removed, hammerstones and 
partly finished tools and flakes. The presence of such 
large numbers of unfinished tools on the one hand, and 
flakes on the other, suggest that this was probably a 
factory site and was occupied for a long time. Most of 
the bifaces (handaxes and cleavers) are of enormous 
size and are made on huge end-struck flakes. The tool 
making method of striking a large flake as a blank has 
been regarded as the distinguishing innovation sepa- 
rating the Acheulean from the 'core-tool' cultures of 
the Oldowan. The dominant raw material is the phono- 
lite and basalt whose source could have been the near- 
by lava ridge. 

No dates are yet available for this site. L.S.B. 
Leakey (193 l),  during the early periods of research in 
Kenya, assigned it to the Nanyukian or Kenya Faure- 
smith. Detailed analyses of handaxe morphology by 
the present author (Kibunjia 1986). using Roe's 
(1964) methodology, suggest that it belongs to the Up- 
per Acheulean. Fossil animal bones and teeth collect- 
ed from the eroding surface at the site are typical of 
Middle Pleistocene fauna. They include such animals 
as Pelomvis (extinct buffalo), Elephas recki and Hip- 
parion. These, however, are the initial tentative ob- 
servations of the site and detailed research is necessary 
to confirm these statements. 
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AKITES: A NEW ROCK PAINTING 
SITE IN WEST KENYA 

Osaga Odak 
Institute of African Studies 
University of Nairobi 
PO Box 30197, Nairobi, Kenya 

Recently, a new rock painting site was discovered 
in West Kenya by Mr. Stephen Omuse, a local resi- 
dent. While looking for a suitable camping site within 
the hills he came across a well formed rockshelter with 
an overhang whose floor is bare rock. Looking at the 
wall and roof he noticed paintings in red colour. Sub- 
sequently he showed the site to Mr. Robert Soper, an 
archaeologist then of the Institute of African Studies, 
University of Nairobi. 

The small village of Asinge sub-location in South 
Teso within which the site is found is called Akites. So 
is the local hill of which the painted rockshelter is part. 
Other adjacent hills are Apegei and Lukolis. The three 
groups of hills together form part of the Great West 
Kenyan range which extend across the KenyaNganda 
border into Tororo Hills in eastern Uganda. These 
Kenyan hills could possess more shelters with rock art; 
this calls for reconnaissance. 

The paintings in red (Fig. 1) are found on the walls 
and the roof of the shelter whose total painted surface 
is 4.5 m2. The paintings appear immediately from the 
bottom of the shelter near the floor and extend up to 
the roof. Most of the figures painted, especially those 
near the floor and the centre, have faded away with 
time although one section of the wall still has several 
figures in good shape. 

As one faces the wall, the section of the painted sur- 
face with high concentration of figures is on the right. 
This is the part where there are still better preserved 
paintings. This is also the part with many red patches 
indicative of an earlier concentration of figures. Here 
the average density of 660 cm50 one individual figure 
was recorded. The left section is sparse with figures at 
a density of 1714 cm2 to one figure. 
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Generally, the first section of the panel is dominated 
by two large figures, one of which is angular and tends 
towards rectangular construction. There are also sev- 
eral individual circles and an arc. Further, an apparent 
zoomorph is noticeable as well as a group of vertical 
parallel lines. Remaining are patches of red paint 
which could have been individual figures, but have 
faded away. The second section has three circles and 
four other figures, besides a few red patches as de- 
scribed above. There is no superposition in any part of 
the painted wall. 

The people of Akites area are the Nilotic speaking 
Ateso of Ikomolo clan whose history is inseparable 
from the Teso history in Western Kenya (Were 1967; 
Lawrence 1957). When asked about the authorship of 
the Akites painting, the local people assert that it was 
done by their predecessors who, according to the cited 
sources, were the Bantu speaking Ababukusu section 
of Luyia community. This is unlikely for the 
Babukusu do not seem to have the tradition of rock 
painting. At least no rockpainting site was been found 
in places currently occupied by the Ababukusu or 
which is directly attributable to them. Moreover, the 
paintings themselves appear ancient and the history of 
Teso invasion into the areas formerly occupied by the 
Bukusu is relatively recent. 

Stylistically, the Akites paintings appear to resem- 
ble those of Nyero (see Posnansky and Nelson 
1968:147-166) in the Teso part of Uganda and Lolui 
(Soper 1983). Other comparable sites are Itone in 
Mfang'ano Island and Ngora, also in the Uganda sec- 
tion of Tesoland. All these sites are within and around 
the Lake Victoria basin. The Akites could well be part 
of the Lake Victoria style of rock art. This may be 
confirmed when the area is thoroughly surveyed and 
the tracings and photographs which were taken are 
analyzed. 
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DELORAINE AND THE RIFT 
VALLEY SEQUENCE 

J.E.G. Sutton 
British Institute in Eastern Africa 
P.O. Box 30710, Nairobi, Kenya 

Deloraine Farm at Rongai, lying at 2,000 metres a 
few minutes south of the Equator in the elevated 
stretch of the Kenya rift, is important because it is the 
only substantial site from the earlier half of the Iron 
Age in this region to be investigated and dated, The 
excavations of Mark Cohen in 1969 and of Neville 
Chittick and Stanley Ambrose in 1978 (reported in 
Azania VII and XIX) yielded concentrations of animal 
bones in which cattle predominate, together with re- 
mains of iron-working and plentiful unique pottery 
which is very diferent from that of the later Iron Age 
Sirikwa in the same region. This likely age, based 
largely on charcoal samples, is in the latter part of the 
first millenium AD. While this seems to represent the 
local early Iron Age (in the nonBantu bulge), it is 
worth explaining that culturally (and ceramically) it 
looks very different from the better known early Iron 
Age of broader, mostly Bantu, regions of eastern and 
southern ~ f r i c a  (represented by Urewe, Kwale and 
related wares). 

Although clearly an Iron Age settlement, the pres- 
ence of flaked obsidian at Deloraine suggested that the 
technology of the community may have retained some 
Late Stone Age elements, perhaps for special purpos- 
es. The pottery forms and decoration while distinctive 
in several respects, reveal an ancestry in the pre-Iron 
("pastoral Neolithic") Elmenteitan of the same region. 
Altogether the evidence indicates a fair measure of 
cultural and economic continuity in the highland pas- 
tures (of a sort definitely not apparent with the coming 
of iron in the Bantu regions to east, west and south). 
The best parallels known for this Deloraine pottery are 
some sparse finds from burial cairns not only in the rift 
itself, but also in the highlands nearby to the west (see 
Ambrose in Azania XIX, p. 98; and Sutton, Archaeol- 
ogy of the Western Highlands, 1973, ch. IV). The 
groups of large cairns in the latter region, containing 
also cattle bones and obsidian blades, were thought 
when excavated in 1963 to predate iron. But that con- 
clusion does not necessarily have to stand. 

Equally important is the question of continuity in 
the other direction. The later Iron Age is represented 
in the region by the "Sirkwa Holes", which on strati- 
graphic grounds are demonstrably later than the large 
cairns. The Sirikwa pottery (sometimes called Lanet 
ware or class C) is in its fabric and its twisted-string- 
roulette decoration very different from that of the 

cairns and of Deloraine. In NA 27, in which the new 
excavations at Hyrax Hill Site 11, about 30 km away, 
were recorded, I suggested a date for the Sirikwa 
Holes from about the 14thJ15th centuries down to the 
18th, with the Hyrax Hill examples probably belong- 
ing towards the earlier end. The latter idea was based 
partly on the rather archaic look of the Sirikwa pottery 
at Hyrax Hill (the rim-necks on one of the vessels 
recalling some Deloraine and Elmenteitan pieces). 
This expectation now seems confmed by three radio- 
carbon readings, on good charcoal samples from the 
dung-and-rubbish mounds associated with the Hyrax 
Hill Sirikwa holes, the mean of the two of them falling 
about 500 years ago, and the other as much as SO0 
years. If the last one is reasonably reliable, it should 
bring the early Sirikwa culture within a few centuries 
of Deloraine. 

It was in the hope, if not of actually closing the gap, 
at least of illuminating the issues of cultural continuity 
and change, that a team from the British Institute in 
Eastern Africa returned to Deloraine this year (with the 
encouragement of Miss Pamela Scott, the resident, 
and the cooperation of the manager and staff of the 
estate, and a pennit arranged by the Kenya National 
Museums). For on the hill less than a kilometre from 
the early Iron Age site, there is a group of Sirikwa 
holes, and the chance of comparing sites of different 
Iron Age periods and their adjustments to the local 
environment seemed worthwhile. Beside that, on the 
southeastern edge of the early site, only a hundred 
metres from the excavations of 1969 and 1978, are 
some marked depressions resembling large Sirikwa 
holes, raising the possibility of obtaining material of 
both periods stratified and preserved under identical 
conditions. 

The last hope was not realised in our excavations, 
although they proved in another way much more re- 
vealing about the early Iron Age occupation and why 
it occurred right here, as well as about the environmen- 
tal history of the site. Cuttings laid at right angles 
across one of the depressions quickly dispelled the 
notion that it might be a large Sirikwa hole, through 
the lack of a fence or any stock-enclosure features or 
associated houses, or again of any Sirikwa pottery. 
Instead, the middle of the depression and the gully 
leading downhill from it revealed a hard, once water- 
logged, clay. It represents an old spring, similar to 
three minor springs nearby at the same level which 
remain active. This one which we excavated produces 
no sign of moisture nowadays even in wet weather; it 
appears to have been useless for a long time. Upcast 
material and an uneven natural profile obtained in our 
cuttings show that, before the spring finally gave up, 
attempts had been made to deepen it, or rather to 
provide small pools or troughs to extend its life or to 
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maintain its use in the dry season. 
The occupation in the early Iron Age extended to the 

very edges of this spring depression; hence a lot of 
rubbish (grindstones, plentiful potsherds and food 
bones) had slipped in. More was recovered in relative- 
ly undisturbed situations by excavating just above the 
depression; the concentrations here indicate an area of 
habitation as well as dumping, but no postholes or 
specific construction features could be detected. Cul- 
turally, the material seems to belong to a single period, 
and is broadly consistent with that obtained in the 
previous excavations. A detailed study of the pottery 
has been conducted by Andrew Reid, who supervised 
an important part of the excavation. 

Not all of this extensive site with its remarkable 
concentrations of material need have been occupied at 
the same time. Possibly the activity was spread over 
several decades, conceivably as much as a century or 
more, with homesteads now on this, now on that part 
of the site. But some of these must have contained 
large families, together perhaps forming a community 
using this favoured spot by the springs as its permanent 
base, supported by a mixed pastoral-agricultural econ- 
omy. The nature of the settlement with its plentiful 
grindstones and pottery, as well as the quality of the 
soil, argue for the presence of fields close by. It is too 
early to say what seeds or other organic mat&als may 
be identified from the flotation samples, but it is worth 
recalling one specimen believed to be eleusine (finger 
millet) recovered from the previous excavation. Apart 
fiom possible recovery of specific crops, the purpose 
of the sifting and flotation exercise is to gain broader 
environmental information about the site. 

Preliminary sorting of the bones (mostly by Graham 
McEleamey, following some valuable instruction by 
Bernard Mbae) shows, like the collections from 1978, 
a heavy dependence on domestic animals and, more 
than that, a marked preponderance of cattle. There are 
also some goathheep, but the proportion is small, 
especially in comparison with Sirikwa or recent settle- 
ments in the region. The preliminary picture we have 
therefore is of an early Iron Age beef- and milleteat- 
ing community. 

The bones testify to slaughtering and eating of cattle 
at the settlement. They were not necessarily kraaled 
there. In fact the nature of the settlement argues 
against the stalling of more than a few or young stock, 
since that would have required special feeding ar- 
rangements. While the springs and any streams or 
swamp issuing from them would have been useful for 
cattle, equally so would have been the permanent 
Molo river only two kilometres distant. There is plenty 
of good pasture around, both in the plain by and be- 
yond the river and in the lightly wooded slopes of 
Londiani mountain above the springs. With or without 

keeping herds of cattle close to the springs, there is a 
strong suggestion that the failure of some of the latter 
was largely the result of their exploitation during the 
life of the settlement, especially through destruction of 
vegetation for firewood needs as well as cultivation 
and pasturing. 

Other animals lived nearby and came to drink at the 
springs where they died or were perhaps killed. Buf- 
falo, warthog, elephant, zebra, giraffe and several 
antelopes are represented in the faunal collections. 
But, important though they be for enviromental recon- 
struction, their numbers are small in relation to those 
of cattle, and their contribution to the diet would have 
been limited. Perhaps some of them were killed by 
hunters who laid in wait in the thick vegetation around 
the springs. This might be suggested by the occasional 
piece of iron arrow, as well as various obsidian tools, 
flakes or waste pieces. Interestingly, however, the 
best of the obsidian crescents mostly turn up deep 
among the occupation materials if not in the basal 
soils, where they may have derived from an earlier 
pre-iron period. This likelihood of an older substratum 
of hunting activity is supported by the extensive scatter 
of obsidian blades, flakes and scrapers at Deloraine, 
for a couple of kiometres below and sideways from 
the springs. It cautions against assuming too readily a 
marked measure of continuity of lithic technology into 
the Iron Age. 

The dozen or so Sirikwa holes a kilometre about the 
Deloraine springs are cut into a redder, apparently 
more acidic, volcanic soil. Very few bones have sur- 
vived in the hollows or in the attached houses or 
mounds, so that it it not possible to directly compare 
the economy with that of the early Iron Age settlement 
down the hill. However, using the example of other 
Sirikwa sites studied, and especially that of Hyrax Hill 
across the plain by Nakuru, a few observations may 
help. The paucity of grindstones, the smaller amounts 
of pottery, and the situation not immediately adjacent 
to water, suggest a smaller or less fixed settlement and 
a more pastoral economy for the Sirikwa than for the 
earlier Deloraine community - or at least a more defi- 
nitely pastoral, stock-protection purpose for the actual 
Sirikwa holes. More than that, the larger proportion of 
goats and sheep kept by Sirikwa at Hyrax Hill, where 
they exceeded cattle in number (though not, in 
weight), alongside the apparent reduction in grain cul- 
tivation may be an indication of greater dairy special- 
ization. 

In other words, there are hints of a shifting emphasis 
to smaller Zebu milk cattle early in the present miile- 
nium, with increased numbers of small stock satisfy- 
ing the appetite for meat as beef supplied (and hunting 
too) were reduced. In fact there may be a general 
distinction in these high equatorial grasslands be- 
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tween, on the one hand, the early food producing 
populations from some three thousand years ago till 
one thousand or less (that is both sides of the LSA-Iron 
Age transition), and on the other hand the more spe- 
cialised pastoralism of the later Iron Age, including 
both the Sirikwa ascendancy and the succeeding Maa- 
sai one. This is of course a very impressionistic long 
view which, to say the least, will require refinement, 
especially as more bone collections become available 
for detailed analysis. It is not meant to deny the role 
of milking or of small stock in pre-Iron Age food-pro- 
ducing economies of the highlands, or again the pres- 
ence of an essentially Zebu brand of cattle there and 
then (as Fiona Marshall has demonstrated). Within the 
later Iron Age moreover, one very obvious change 
occurred about three centuries ago - what might be 
called the "Maasai revolution" - with sharpened social 
and military organization together with more sophisti- 
cated herding practices and changed defence m n g e -  
ments, phasing out the Sirikwa system. There is a 
strong suggestion therefore of a progrssive heighten- 
ing of the pastoral ethos alongside increasing competi- 
tion for the finest pastures. This tentative historical 
picture does not imply a reduction in agriculture in the 
broader region, but rather polarisation over time, with 
the highland cultivators becoming more specialist in 
the fertile forest edges to both east and west, and some 
of them developing intricate imgation systems in suit- 
able areas along the rift wall during the Sirikwa period. 

Our excavations in 1987 of Sirikwa holes and at- 
tached houses at Deloraine were not extensive, but go 
further to c o n f m  the point reiterated in my note on 
Hyrax Hill (in NA 27) that the houses stood consistent- 
ly outside the fenced but unroofed hollows. The slight 
foundation trenches of the small round houses argue, 
as at Hyrax Hill, for rather flimsy domed structures, 
not solid cone-on-cylinder houses. In one case the 
trenches, interior as well as exterior, were cut through 
slabs of lava just below the ground surface, and the 
marks of a small iron adze or hoe are clearly visible, 
perhaps similar to that found- by Posnansky at the 
Sirikwa site of Lanet in 1957 (see Aiania 11). 

Postscript: radiocarbon 
"Preliminary results" on charcoal samples from the 

1987 excavations at Deloraine have just been provided 
by the Harwell laboratory. For the early Iron Age site 
around the former spring (DEL 11) these come out 
around the 8th or 9th centuries AD, thus confirming 
expectations and Ambrose's considered view. Note 
that the abbreviation DEL I has been reserved for the 
site of the excavations of 1969 and 1978 by Cohen, 
Arnbrose and Chittick. This and DEL I1 comprise in 
effect one continuous site. The sample from the Sirik- 

wa site on the hill (Dm III) seems to be about six 
centuries old, placing it close to Hyrax Hill (Site 11) 
and towards the earlier end of the Sirikwa period. 

A full report on the Delaaine excavations is being 
prepared for Azania and will include the confirmed 
radiocarbon details. The excavatim of 1985 and 1986 
at Hyrax Hill will be similarly reported. 

THE KAPTHURIN PROJECT, 
BARINGO: THE 1985 SEASON 

F. Van Noten, E. Cornelissen, J. Gysels, J. 
Moeyersons and H. Uytterschaut 
Koninklijk Museum voor Midden-Afrika 
B-1980 Tervuren, Belgium 

The 1985 season consisted of two parts. The first 
ran from February to June and consisted of the study 
of the material formerly excavated at the C- and A- 
sites, as well as of further excavations at the C-site. 
The second covered August and was restricted to fur- 
ther work at the L-site. Further prospection of the 
Kapthurin Formation from a palaeontological point of 
view carried out during this part of the expedition was 
disappointing. During the fxst week devoted to 
prospection, very few new fossils came to light in spite 
of the abundant and heavy rains earlier in the year, and 
compared to some 200 bones and bone fragments lo- 
cated and collected in 1984. 

The L-site (GnJh-23) (Excavations directed by F. 
Van Noten, archaeologist and H. Uytterschaut, 
palaeontologist)(Figs. 1-3) 

Work was started at this site in 1984 after a hominid 
incisor had been discovered there. In 1984 excavations 
carried out by H. Uytterschaut had a palaeontological 
purpose. In 1985 more extended and more detailed 
excavations were carried out and more artifacts were 
discovered in addition to the palaeontological discov- 
eries. F. Van Noten directed the excavations and took 
care of the archaeology; H. Uytterschaut took care of 
the palaeontology. They were assisted by S. Brewster, 
undergraduate in archaeology at Cambridge, U.K. 

The continuation of the Lion site excavations was 
successful. Fig. 1 shows the squares excavated in 1984 
and 1985. ID5-D9 was the extension of the excavation 
started in 1984 on the occasion of the recovering of a 
hippopotamus pelvis and a hominid incisor. Ii2-I11 A4 
was started when Richard Boiwo (field assistant) 
found a hippopotamus femur condyle at the surface 
(Figs. 2 and 3). 

Squares El-E9, excavated in 1984, are indicated on 
Fig. 1 as "partially excavated" because the sterile clay 
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Fig. 2. View of the excavations in one part of the Lion site. 
The hippopotamus femur is visible in the central square 
(K3: see Fig. 1 for location). 
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Fig.6. GnJh-17,Picklike implements. 

Fig. 3 .  Detail of the partly excavated hippopotamus cranium in 
square 12 at the Lion site. 
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layer was not reached. In squares ID5-D9, excavated 
in 1985, the mean depth was higher. Afterwards, the 
excavation of squares Ii2-I11 A4 was started, but not 
completed. 

Near D l ,  a step trench has been dug in order to 
establish the stratigraphical relation to the Grey Tuff 
which could be seen a few metres to the N.E. of the 
site. Two fresh artifacts have been found in situ in this 
step trench. 

Artifacts and bones, both in situ, have been found 
in ID5-D9 and in Ii2-I11 A4. Among the artifacts, a 
handaxe, a pick, a polyhedral, a chopper and a number 
of flakes could be seen. Among the bones, especially 
those of Hippopotamus are to be mentioned. They 
were excavated in situ and determined as a tusk (in 
ID9), a femur (IK3), a skull (Ii2) and a rib (1112). All 
these skeletal parts appeared to be nearly complete. 
Furthermore the excavation revealed fragments of 
fish, vertebra of Sqlramata (snake), teeth (canine and 
incisor) of pigs, a molar of a hyena, various teeth and 
bone framents of antelopes, skeletal remnants of Ro- 
dentia and a number of bones not yet determined (with 
possibly skeletal material from primates). 

During the sieving of the surface material from ICS, 
we found the missing part (half of root and small piece 
of crown) of the hominid incisor, found in 1984. 

The last day of the excavations, the bottoms of all 
pits were covered by a layer of large rocks on to which 
was put fine sand. The hippo skull, only partly recov- 
ered, has been protected by two sieves, after which the 
pit was also filled in with fine sand. 

The C-site (Gnlh-17) (Excavations directed by 
E. Cornelissen, archaeologist)(Figs. 4-6) 

During this season further excavations were con- 
ducted at the C-site. Three dimensional measure- 
ments, analyses and drawings were recorded for the 
material excavated in 1985. 

The C-site is situated on a north facing canyon wall 
above the Mokoyuonia, an affluent of the Ndau River. 
It consists of a superficial concentration of artifacts 
belonging to a recent facies of Acheulean and occurs 
on a spur about halfway between the top of the plateau 
and the bed of the Mokoyuonia. The canyon wall cuts 
the horizontally extending geological layers. The main 
purpose of the excavations was to locate the strati- 
graphical context of the source from which the arti- 
facts on the surface might have derived. In this regard 
step trenches C and B were dug (Fig. 4). 

Trench C starts at the edge of the plateau, descends 
in northeastern direction, following the slope over 46 
metres and ends at the top of a Bedded Tuff ridge. Two 
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senes of layers can be distinguished: an upper series 
consists of different strata of boulder and gravel lens- 
es; the lower series shows different strata of weathered 
Bedded Tuff. Within the top of the lower series, which 
attains a thickness of 10 m, thin lenses of fine gravel 
indicate a non-continuous deposition of the tuff. Im- 
mediately below the upper series four artifacts were 
excavated of which one is a crude handaxe. They are 
slightly weathered and are ma& of the same raw ma- 
terial as the artifacts on the surface slope. Sieving did 
not yield any other material. 

From the base of Trench C a small ridge of Bedded 
Tuff was removed over a lateral distance of 12 metres. 
Two faunal remains, of which one has preliminarily 
been identified by J. Kimengich as a bovid, were 
found, but no artifacts were seen in association. 

At the eastern end of the removed Bedded Tuff a 
second step trench B was dug through the underlying 
sediments over a distance of 11 metres. Again two 
series of layers could be distinguished. The upper 
series consists again of strata weathered Bedded Tuff, 
but contains some (6) artifacts. In the dark brown silt 
and clays with no apparent stratification (the lower 
series) 12 artifacts were found. 

These floodplain deposits are the same as those 
observed in 1984 in the lower trenches. The contact 
between the two series is tongue shaped and indicates 
some movement at the time of the deposition of the 
Bedded Tuff. This might explain the presence of the 
artifacts in the upper series. All artifacts are made of 
the same raw material and are nondiagnostic flakes 
and flake fragments. 

To summarize, the upper part of the slope does not 
reveal any significant artifact bearing horizon from 
which the artifacts on the surface might have eroded. 
Knowing this, a third trench was subsequently dug 
through a dense concentration in the artifact scatter on 
the eastern slope, running over a distance of 14 metres 
to the west. The main stratigraphic features are given 
in Fig. 5. Lenses of gravel appear in the dark brown 
silts and clays at the same depth as the lenses observed 
in a trench in 1984 (sector X). In both trenches fresh 
artifacts were occasionally found above and in the 
lenses but in Trench A an enormous quantitiy of arti- 
facts is situated underneath. In sector X this depth is 
not yet reached, but it might be expected to fund the 
horizon there as well. The density of artifacts increases 
to the east. At this spot the horizon is unfortunately 
truncated by erosion and exposed at the surface. The 
vertical dispersion reached about 30 cm and vertical 
displacement has obviously taken place. Almost all 
the artifacts are found in an oblique or in an upright 
position. This might be explained by dessication 
cracks in the loamy sediment. The bulk of the assem- 
blage consists of flakes, flake fragments and a few 

cores. Tools represent only 0.10% among them there 
are two pick-like implements (Fig. 6). Under this ar- 
chaeological layer a second horizon tends to appear. It 
is clear that more excavations are needed in trench A 
in order to identify the second horizon and in order to 
fmd out whether in sector X the same horizon is 
present at the same stratigraphic position. Research in 
the future will also be focussed on refitting the industry 
because of the similarity between the in situ artifacts 
and the artifacts on the surface, which are made of the 
same raw material. Low percentages of tools and other 
diagnostic features make a comparison on typological 
groups rather insufficient in view of testing the C-site 
on the presence of one or more archaeological occupa- 
tions. 

The A-site (GnJh-15) (Excavations directed by J. 
Gysels, archaeologist) 

No further excavations were undertaken at the site 
as so much material had been excavated during the 
previous campaigns that it became necessary to start 
the descriptive analysis of the lithic assemblage. This 
work is reaching its completion and needs to be contin- 
ued in 1986. 

A representative sample of the artifacts has been 
drawn by Miss G. Bastiaensen. We are now in the 
possession of more than 400 artifact drawings. The 
refitting of the industry has been prepared and will be 
started in 1986. 

MPS-site (GnJh-36) (Tested by F. Van Noten) 
At this site, located in 1984, 4 one square metre 

testpits were dug. In each of these pits flakes, some 
eroded, others fresh, were excavated. More work is 
planned at the site in 1986. 

The Geology (Jan Moeyersons, 
geomorphologist)(Fig. 7) 

The further study of the geology, on the base of the 
field data of 1984 led to the establishment of an ide- 
alised stratigraphical column, which serves as a 
chronological framework for the industries of the var- 
ious sites. This column (Fig. 7) is accompanied by 
several interpretations of geological and palaeoenvi- 
ronmental importance. It is the result of an exchange 
of ideas between different Belgian researchers at the 
occasion of a small symposium organized on Septem- 
ber 30th, 1985. 
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PROSPECTION ARCHEOLOGIQUE 
AUX ALENTOURS DE DIA, MALI 

1986-1987 

R.J. and S.K. McIntosh 
Department of Anthropology 
Rice University 
Houston, TX 77251, USA 

Introduction 
Dia est reconnue par la tradition orale comme le 

centre ?i partir duquel les Soninkks commerqants se 
sont disperses dans tout Soudan Occidental. Les 
Soninkks sont rkputks pour avoir fond6 plusieurs 
villes, c o m e  Sansanding et Jennk, dans le Delta 
intkrieur du Niger. La chronologie de ces mouvements 
des commerqants Soninkks est incertaine. Mais 
maintenant, grace aux recherches archkologiques me- 
nees sur l'ancien site de Jemb-jkno, on sait que Jenne 
kt6 fond6e c. 250 BC. Beaucoup plus tard, lors de la 
naissance de l'empire du Ghana (avant AD 700), 
d'autres sources confirment que les Sonink& control- 
laient le commerce dans le Delta intkrieur du Niger et 
au delh. On a choisi de faire de la prospection et de la 
fouille h Dia h cause de sa position sur la bordure 
occidentale du Delta intkrieur. Ce site promettait de 
foumir des renseignements 21 la fois sur les ktablisse- 
ments humains dans la plaine d'inondation h climat 
changeant, et sur l'impact de Empire du Ghana sur 
cette rkgion. 

Les recherches 21 Dia font parties de nos travaux A 
longue terme sur les origines du commerce et de 
l'urbanisation le long du Moyen Niger. Nos fouilles de 
1977 et 1981 h Jennk-jBno ont dkjh foumi une 
chronologie de ce phknombne dans la partie sud-ouest 
du Delta intkrieur. Cependant, les changements dans 
le mode d'ktablissement (la taille et leur distribution 
gkographique) documentks autour de Jennk-jkno par 
survol archeologique ne peuvent &re bien compris que 
si l'on peut documenter le developpement des contacts 
cornmerciaux et culturels dans un context suprardgion- 
al. Afin d'obtenir des donnkes comparables des en- 
quCtes utilisant des mkthodes parallkles doivent &re 
menkes dansl plusieurs 1ocalitCs du Moyen Niger. A 
Tombouctou, Gourma-Rharous (Mangabkra) et h Dia 
se sont dkroulCs respectivement en 1983-1984 et 1986- 
1987 a renforck notre croyance que le Moyen Niger, 
durant le premier millknaire, reprksentait l'une des 
sphbres commerciales et culturelles les plus importan- 

tes de lYOuest africain. Les recherches h Dia ont kt6 
aussi entreprises pour verifier: (1) si le Macina avait 
les m&ms modeles d'ktablissements humains (h 
savoir une urbanisation partant de l'occupation des 
petits sites voisins groupks h celle des grands sites 
isolks), et (2) si la ckramique traditionelle de Dia ktait 
similaire h celle de Jemk et de Tombouctou. 

Dia apparaft comme un endroit propice pour la 
recherche h cause de la grande densitk des sites an- 
ciens, visibles sur photographie akrienne. En plus, sa 
situation sur les bordures occidentales du Moyen 
Niger la met en meilleure position pour des recherches 
plus ktendues sur: (1) la transition de l'kconomie du 
"nkolithique" h celle de "l'bge du fer"; (2) la datation 
et les circonstances Ccologiques de la domestication du 
riz africain (O~y ia  glaberrima); et (3) les mouvements 
des peuples aprks le dessdchement du Sahara pendant 
le holockne rkcent. 

Les fouilles ii Dia 
A notre arrive h Dia, nous avons kt6 accompagnes 

sur le site de Mara (la partie Sud Est du groupe des 
buttes entourant Dia; Fig. 1) par un ancien du village, 
Oumar Dienta. Mara, de nos jours est occupe par le 
cimetikre actuel de Dia. Sa partie est est rkputke pour 
avoir kt4 le premier emplacement de Dia. Aprbs cette 
visite, nous sommes revenus h Mara et l'avons 
soigneusement parcouru h pieds. Nous voulions im- 
planter le sondage h un endroit oh les tessons en sur- 
face indiquaient une longue sequence de ckramique 
comparable dans quelque mesure aux sequences de 
ckramiques de Jennk-jkno. Ainsi, l'emplacement du 
sondage dit D6 a kt6 choisi h cause de la prksence en 
surface de la grande quantitk des tessons des Phases IV 
et V (28me millknaire ap. J.C.) de Jennk-jkno. Des 
tessons de la Phase VII (c. 250 av. J.C. h 300 ap. J.C.) 
ktaient aussi prksents aux environs de D6. 

D6 ktait un sondage de 2m x 2m, orient6 N-S. La 
fouille Btait menke par stratigraphie naturelle. Toutes 
les trouvailles ont Btk ddposkes h 1'Institut des Sciences 
Humaines du Mali. La skquence de la ckramique de 
D6 ktait complbte pour les phases anciennes (Phase 
IAI), de meme que pour les phases rkcentes (Phases IV 
et V). Cependant, il nous manquait le materiel de la 
Phase 111. Donc nous avons dkcidk de fouiller dans 
deux autres endmltq sur le site de Shoma, la butte h 
l'ouest du Dia. A 1.1 pkriphkrie ouest de Shoma nous 
avons trouvk une tvldence nette du reste d'un mur 
d'enceinte. Le mur E ~ I . I I ~  visiblement construit selon la 
technique du chem~ssge: deux murs en briques crues 
ont kt6 construits h 2,40 m l'un de l'autre. La distance 
les skparant a kt6 comblee intentionellement avec des 
briques et de l'argile friable. La largeur du mur ktait 
de 5 m. Un sondage de 2 3 0  x 0,75 m, denommt SCW 
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et orient6 B 136", a dtd implant&. I1 sectionnait perpen- 
diculairement le mur d'enceinte. La c6ramique trou- 
vde au fond de la tranchde de fondation du mur dtait 
indentique B celle de la Phase 111 de Jennd-jdno, ce qui 
laisse B penser que ce rnur d'enceinte et celui du Jemd- 
jdno dtaient contemporains. 

Le dernier sondage B Shoma Ctait d d n o d  Sh7. I1 
faisait 2,O x 1'5 m, et dtait orienf N-S. Il dtait prdsents 
beaucoups de tessons de ckramique de la Phase IV, et 
tout autour, la cdramique des Phases 111 et 1/11. Sh7 a 
fourni ds c6ramiques in situ identiques B celles des 
Phases UII, 111 et IV infdrieure B Jemd-jeno. Les 
niveaux B D6 (Mara), SCW et B Sh7 (Shoma) ont dtd 
fouillds par stratigraphies naturelles. 

Prospection dans les environs de Dia 
Pour rnieux comprendre le processus d'urbanisation, 

il esr ndcessaire de comprendre comment une popula- 
tion se rdpartit dam une region donnde B wavers le 
temps. La prospection dam les environs de Jennd et de 
Tombouctou a montrd un grand mouvement des popu- 
lations de ces rkgions su cours des premier et deuxieme 
millhaires ap. J.C. Les villages de la plaine 
d'inondation dans la rdgion de Jennd et ceux des cor- 
dons dunaires dans la r6gion de Tombouctou ont dt6 
abandonnks par leur habitants qui se sont regroupCs 
dans de grands centres isolds. Les photographies adri- 
ennes des environs de Dia suggerent un processus 
semblable: plusieurs petits Btablissements au milieu de 

laplaine d'inondation (surtout ceux situds au bords des 
marigots saisonniers) ont Ctd abandonnds. Maintenant, 
on ne trouve plus que quelques rares villages autour du 
centre principal de Dia (Fig. 2). 

On peut se poser plusieurs questions: (1) Tous les 
petits sites voisins Ctaient-ils occupds simultandment, 
ou occup6s sQuentiellement?; (2) S'ils Ctaient occu- 
p6s B la m2me Hriode, y-avait-il des diffdrences fonc- 
tionelles entre eux?; (3) Pourquoi y-a-t-il des sites 
voisins groupds et des sites isolds?; (4) Les prdfdrences 
gdomorphologiques dans l'occupation changent-elles 
selon les pdriodes?; et (5) Tous les sites peuvent-ils 
apparaitre sur les photographie akriennes? 

Comme autour de Jenn6 et de Tombouctou, le nom- 
bre de sites est trks Blevd et tous ne peuvent Ctre visit&. 
Cependant, on peut faire un Cchantillonage des sites de 
chaque unit6 gdomorphologique (voir Fig. 2). La rC- 
gion de la prospection comprise dans un cercle de 2 km 
de rayon autour de lamosquke de Dia. Les sites dtaient 
divisds en deux groupes: les sites voisins et groupds le 
long des marigots et les sites isolCs dans la plaine 
d'inondation. Nous avons prospect6 sur les lev6es: (1) 
su sud, prbs de Taga Diabozo, et (2) sur un alignement 
de buttes situdes au Nord Est (faussement prises au 
debut pour les levbes) pour verifier si les sites Ctaient 
visibles sur photographie a6rienne. Dans la r6gion de 
la prospection, tous les sites isol6s (5) et toutes les' 
buttes prks de Dia (5) ont kt6 bien examinks et la 
cdramique de surface bien 6tudiCe. Dans les sites 
voisins group& de la plaine d'inondation (3 groupes = 

fi - 0cc& Pendant Phase . . . 

IC) -   ban donne Pendant . 
3 

- Vestiges d'0ccupation ~ 6 g e r s  
Pendant ... 

FIGURE 3 
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23 sites) il a Ct6 vCrifid que tous les buttes Ctaient de 
vCritables sites archCologiques. La moiti6 d'entre elles 
ont Ct6 sClectionnCes d'une manibre randomisCes pour 
une 6tude plus approfondie (h l'exception du groupe 
VIII oh un seul site a Ctb visitt?). De plus, nous avons 
sClectionn6 un tiers des sites dans une agglomCration 
plus loin au Nord-Est (groupe Ll). Au total, nous 
avons pu reconstituer la chronologie grace au matbriel 
dkouvert h la surface de 21 sites. 

Conclusions preliminaires 
Nos conclusions prkliminaires font principalement 

rCfCrence B la comparaison des fouilles et de la 
prospection B Dia avec celles 2 JennC et Tombouctou. 
I1 Ctait intCressant de constater que la cQamique 
provenant des dCp6ts profonds de D6 et de Sh7 Ctait 
presque identique 2 celle des Phases 1/11 JennC-jCno. 
Cela montre que les relations cornmerciales et cul- 
turelles Ctaient trks serrCes entre le Macina et le Delta 
intkrieur du Niger, et cela depuis 1000 ans. La similar- 
it6 entre la ckramique de Dia, celle de JennC-jCno et 
aussi celle de Tombouctou pendant les Phases 111 et IV 
montre que tout le Moyen Niger btait une grande 
sphke d'interaction pendant un millbnaire et demi. 
Cette similarit6 de la ctramique est trbs intkressante 
par rapport 2t la diffrence entre les Ctablissements 
autout de Jem6 et autour de Dia. Les sites de Dia sont 
assez pauvres en trouvailles (a part des tessons). I1 est 
difficile dans ce cas de parler des diffkrences fonc- 
tionelles ou ethniques. Les sites prbs de Dia sont moins 
ClevCs que ceux qui se trouvent prbs de Jem6. I1 y a 
aussi beaucoup de diffkrences dans le phknombne 
d'agglom6ration des sites voisins: (1) A Dia, seuls les 
sites le long des marigots sont group6s. Dans la rCgion 
de Jem6 les sites le long des marigots aussi bien que 
ceux de la plaine d'inondation sont group& et voisins. 
(2) Les sites groupCs voisins prbs de Dia sont presque 
de m&me taille. A JennC, plusieurs petits sites en- 
tourent les grands sites. La tiche principale de 
l'analyse final sera de dCterminer si ce sont les diffCr- 
ences gComorphologiques entres ces deux rCgions qui 
sont 2 la base de ces diffkrences dans le modble 
d'Ctablissement. 

Dans les environs de JennC, les sites ont CtC aban- 
domCs presque sans exception pendant la Phase IV 
(pendant les premiers sibcles du 2bme millCnaire ap. 
J.C.). Pr&s de Dia, la majorit6 des sites a CtC abandon- 
nCe pendant la Phase I11 (Fig. 3). Les quelques sites 
abandonnds pendant la Phase IV avaient une popula- 
tion trbs reduit durant cette pCriodes. I1 semble que la 
population pendant la Phase UII Ctait trbs grande. Avec 
la datation peu prCcise que nous possCdons en ce mo- 
ment, il est impossible de dire, parexemple, si les sites 
B l'ouest de Dia ont CtC abandonnks avant ceux qui se 

trouvaient prbs du Diaka. Nous pouvons cependant 
dire que pendant les derniers sibcles du ler millCnaire 
av. J.C. et pendant tout le ler millknaire ap. J.C. les 
environs de Dia avaient une population plus ClevCe 
qu'aprhs le commencement du 2bme millenaire. La 
diminution de la population et 1'6volution de 
I'6tablissement en agglodration h 1'Ctablissement en 
sites isolCs rappelle l'tvolution de l'btablisseement, 
d6jh documentee dam la rCgion de Jemt?, bien qu'elle 
la prCcbde de plusieurs sibcles. Ces populations con- 
naissaient l'utilisation du fer; nous n'avons jamais 
trouvCs d'outils en pierre taillCe, meme dans les 
niveaux les plus anciens B Mara et B Shoma. 

THEOCCURRENCEAND 
IDENTIFICATION OF RUNGWE 

('KISI') POTTERY IMPORTED INTO 
NORTHERN MALAWI DURING THE 

IRON AGE 

S. Davison-Hirschmann 
C/O P.N. Mosley 
British Geological Survey 
Overseas Division 
Keyworth, Notts. NGlZ 5FF, England 

Introduction 
In northern Malawi today, especially in the 

lakeshore area around Karonga, a distinctive type of 
pottery is seen at many homesteads and may be bought 
in local markets. These pots are most easily recog- 
nized by their pale surface colours, in which they 
contrast with local wares; they can be very large, are 
highly durable and are much sought after, although 
relatively expensive. They are transported by canoe 
across Lake Malawi 45 km or more from an area often 
referred to as 'Ukisi' on the Tanzanian shore (Fig. 1) 
and are hence commonly called 'Kisi' pots. 

K.R. Robinson (1966, 1982) noted that these ves- 
sels were being imported during the dry season in 
exchange for grain or cotton, commodities needed on 
the narrow 'Kisi' shoreline where arable land was very 
limited (Wilson 1972:144). Oral traditions record a 
long history for such transactions (eg. Kalinga 
1985:26) and the oldest import identified by Robinson 
(1982:14-22) occurred in Later Iron Age (LIA) Mwa- 
masapa deposits dated to the 11th to 13th centuries 
AD. This study was stimulated by the tentative identi- 
fication, during an archaeological survey in northern 
Malawi reported in Davison-Hirschmann (1986), of 
ceramic imports belonging to an even earlier period. 
At Ngosi, a site on the northwest coast of Lake 
Malawi, these imports were associated with early Iron 
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Age (EIA) material, typologically assigned to the lat- 
ter half of the fitst millenium AD. 

Robinson's criteria for distinguishing imported 
'Kisi' from local wares at various periods of the Iron 
Age rested in some cases on differences of style and 
in orhers on colour and texture of the fabric (1982:35- 
40). The archaeological utility of simply but defini- 
tively distinguishing imports from local wares, thus 
freeing their identification from time-bound factors 
like style, was evident. A 19th century reference sug- 
gested a useful method by which this could be 
achieved. "The villagers at the NE tip of Lake Malawi 
gain their livelihood entirely by fishing and pottery" 
the "fine grey" clay for pot-making being dug from "a 
tuff bed in the mountainside" (Thomson 1881 I:262- 
263). Fullebom (at the end of the 19th century) con- 
curs about the fine grey material, but records a differ- 
ent kind of extraction locality: "Das Material nu 
Herstellung der T6pfe ist ein grauer Ton wie er an den 
Flassmtindigen als Schlickstreifen abgelagert wird" 
(1906:413). The tuffs referred to here are the products 
of volcanoes of the Rungwe volcanic province located 
to the northwest of the 'Kisi' area (Fig. 1; Harkin 
1960); they comprise mainly a wide range of pyroclas- 
tics, and possibly some lavas as well as the reworked 
derivatives of these. The presence of volcanic ash has 
been noted as much as 150 km from the margins of the 
province (Spurr in Harkin 1960:28). 

The pilot study 
A pilot study was kindly undertaken by R. Crossley 

and P.N. Mosley in which six sherds, both pale- and 
dark-coloured (five of them EIA and one Modem) 
were checked to see whether a volcanic origin for the 
imported pot-clays could be traced by mineralogical 
analysis of ceramic thin sections. The results of the 
preliminary analytical exercise c o d m  a provenance 
within the Rungwe volcanic field for the palecoloured 
sherds in the sample (see Table A). Known volcanics 
within Malawi (eg. at Bwiba, and on the Songwe) are 
ruled out as raw material sources since they are either 
very impersistent or else distinct in grain size, texture 
or mineralogy (R. Crossley, personal communica- 
tion). While the potters exploited a wide range of 
ceramic materials, the angularity and size of the grains 
suggests that they chose ashfall tuffs rather than rede- 
posited vocanic materials. In addition, granulometry 
indicates that the Early Iron Age Rungwe pottery was 
made in more than a single centre, some of it closer to 
the volcanoes and therefore north of the confines of 
presentday 'Ukisi' (R. Crossley, personal communi- 
cation). It is significant hete that the early (pre- 
Nyakyusa) Penja in North Rungwe were also once 
renowned as potters (Wilson 1972: 144). 

In view of these results, the term 'Rungwe' is pro- 
posed insttad of 'Kisi' . 'Kisi' is in any case an impre- 
cise tenn from both ethnic and geographic points of 
view: Fullebom (1906.409-410) notes that it was a 
generic name for fishing peoples living along the coast 
to a point well south of 'Ukisi' as located for instance 
by Wilson (1972:137) and as shown in Fig. 1. To 
generalize then from the mineralogical analysis, 
Rungwe imports of all periods may be characterized as 
having light surface colours (typically Munsell 5YR- 
lOYR with lightness values c. 7, and generally low 
saturation), with fabrics containing angular minerals 
and fragments indicative of a predominately volcanic 
source. They tend to have little quartz or muscovite 
mica. Their pale colours are likely to result from a lack 
of iron; and calcium where present may also act as a 
discolorant (P .N. Mosley , personal communication). 
By contrast, the locally-made (Karonga district) wares 
are considerably darker in colour, generally iron-rich, 
and contain alluvially transported minerals of sedi- 
mentary and metamorphic oriin, often well-rounded 
and especially in the North Rukuru valley) much mus- 
covite mica; conversely, they lack volcanic con- 
stituents. Although analysts (eg. Kamilli and Stein- 
berg 1985:313) argue in favour of a more detailed, 
multi-method analytical approach, this is one case in 
which the simplest possible means of identifying a 
volcanic material assemblage within a pot fabric has 
archaeological utility. 

A review of Rungwe imports through phases of 
the North Malawi Iron Age 

For the sake of brevity the background to the archae- 
ological and historical context of Rungwe imports 
which' follows is obliged to ignore details of site data 
and comparative typologies (an extended discussion is 
contained in Davison-Hirschma~ 1986). 

(A) The 20th century. Today, Rungwe pots are 
offloaded at various points on the Malawi shore (Fig. 
2) and sold mainly at Karonga market. Since they are 
subject to customs duty they are sometimes smuggled 
in, and informally exchanged for commodities like 
soap powder which are periodically in short supply on 
the Tanzanian coast. Transport of pots is now possible 
by vehicle, yet distribution seems mainly confined to 
the coastal plain rather than inland. Ngonde house- 
holders around Karonga always own at least one such 
pot (Robinson 1982:39), and while Rungwe sherds 
were found during the 1983 survey in Nyakyusa viul- 
lages along the middle reaches of the Songwe valley, 
there were none in the upper North Rukuru or Sere 
River valleys. Wilson (1972: 144) records that in the 
1930s a pot market flourished at Pupangandu (Fig. 1) 
from which vessels were carried by Kinga porters 
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Fig. 2. Carinated and sub-cluinated pow imported from the NE si& of Lake Malawi stacked base-upwards on the beach near Kapom 
(northern Malawi lakeshore). The maximum diameter of those shown is about 3Ocm. Decorative bands of red ochre, and dark 
mottling are visible. Photographed October 1983. 

throughout Nyakyusa territory as far north as the Lupa 
goldfields. Table 1 shows that the modem sherd 
analysed (no. 6) had a largely basaltic mineralogy with 
alluvial additions, similar to that of the EIA sherds 2 
and 5. 

(B) The 19th century. During the 1983 survey some 
sites of this period, mainly on the Karonga plain, were 
identified by local informants. They contained locally- 
made pottery whose considerable stylistic variation 
probably results from the influx of 'foreigners' (Ngo- 
ni, Henga, Bemba, Mambwe, Swahili etc.) into what 
had long been the Ngonde heartland. Within all assem- 
blages (including one in the Sere valley) Rungwe pot- 
tery - which differs only slightly from modem imports 
- occurred in small quantities: the disturbed conditions 
of the time might have adversely affected production 
and trade. In Ukisi at the end of the 19th century at 
least, pots were fired in specially-built stone structures 
with a dish-like upper surface lined with sherds 
(Fulleborn 1906:416), a practice unknown west of the 
lake. They were sold at the manufacturing villages 
especially to neighboring mountain people, and were 
also widely car+ed through the surrounding highlands 

and valleys, as well as transported along the coast by 
canoe (Fulleborn 1906413). The recipients included 
the Bena, Kinga, Wanji, Ndali and 'Konde people' 
(the term includes the Nyakyusa). The industry was 
entirely, it seems, the responsibility of women 
(Fullebom 1906382,457; Thomson 1881:263). 

The specimens acquired in 'Wakissi' country by 
Fulleborn and Franke (now in the Museum fiir Volk- 

,erkunde, Berlin) are generally more elaborate than 
those of the same period so far found in Malawi. 
Though this may reflect the collector's choices, it is 
also possible that elaborate vessels were retained in 
Ukisi for ceremonial use in rainmaking and the Kyala 
cult, for while the Kisi maintained a reputation as 
rainmakers through the 19th and into this century 
(rainstones and medicines were important items ob- 
tainable in Kisi country), Mbande (sacred hill of the 
Ngonde west of Karonga) declined as a religious cen- 
tre, and such Rungwe imports as there were at this 
time may have been more specifically secular in na- 
ture, as they are today. 

(C) The later part of the Later Iron Age: the 
'Mbande Hill Phase'. Mbande Hill, which has given 
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its name to ceramics of the latter part of the LIA of 
northern Malawi (Robinson 1982:27-32,62-65) was 
the political and religious centre of the Ngonde under 
their rulers the Kyungus from their arrival, genealog- 
ically dated to the late 16th century (Kalinga 1985:49) 
but archaeologically to the 15th (Robinson 1982:43), 
until their decline late in the 18th century. The ceram- 
ics excavated on Mbande Hill summit in the 1960s by 
Robinson (1966: 176, 1982:38) had a component 
chracterised as 'Kisi', part of which (eg. the mammil- 
lated forms) resembled pots found in the sacred cave 
of Kyala in Ukisi and was thus interpreted as 'ceremo- 
nial'. Although it should not be overlooked that such 
vesseels are found elsewhere on the plain, and that 
purely domestic ones occur on Mbande, the inference 
does have support in the sacred nature of the Hill and 
the fact that the mythical founderlgod of the Kisi, 
Kyala, was considered to be a son of the immigrant 
Ngulube, founder of the Ngonde chiefly line (Kalinga 
l985:39-53). Similarly, migration myths connect the 
Kisi with the Nyiha of Kameme in northwest Malawi, 
to whom it is claimed that the 'Mkisi' clan 'intro- 
duced' pottery (Kilembe 1981:22). Mbande Hill be- 
came an important longdistance trading centre from 
which routes reached the East Coast; but comparative 
archaeological data from the preceding (Mwamasapa) 
phase of the LIA also suggest that from at least the 
17th century, the pre-existing interregional movement 
of Rungwe pots was intensified to create a pattern in 
which tribute was emphasized and directed especially 
towards the support of a transformed religious ritual 
centred on the Kyungu as 'divine king'. 

The Hill Summit collection made during the 1983 
survey included several vessels which, although made 
in the LIA Rungwe style, had a mineral content indi- 
cating that they were not in fact imports but were 
locally manufactured - whether by immigrant potters 
from the Rungwe area or by local potters following 
their example, or as a result of other less explicit 
means of cultural diffusion is not yet known. Kalinga 
(198596) remarks on the increase of actual immigra- 
tion, from 'Ukisi' and elsewhere, into Ungonde in the 
late 18th century, which may partially explain the 
phenomenon. 

(D) The earlier part of the Late Iron ~ g e :  The 
'Mwamasapa Phase'. Kalinga (198532-33,59) be- 
lieves the pre-Kyunga inhabitants of the lakeshore 
plain were derived from two major migrations: the 'Si' 
groups of clans (13th century and later) and an 'indige- 
nous' (pre-13th century) group. For some 200 years, 
all these 'proto-Ngonde' clans came under the rule of 
the Simbowes (probably hunters, ivory traders and 
also rainmakers) based at Mbande. The proto-Ngonde 
religion was based on a snake cult controlled by the 
Mwenekisindile, head of a clan probably originating 

in Ukisi, upon which the ancestor cult of the Kyungus 
at Mbande was eventually superimposed (Kalinga 
1985:35,42). Ceramic connections with the northeast 
side of the lake are well attested. The few sites of this 
period located on the Karonga plain contain pottery of 
mainly 'Mwamasapa' type, along which Robinson 
(1982:12-22) noted numerous 'Kisi' imports in levels 
dated at the type site to the 11th-13th centuries AD. 
Here, as in the succeeding Mbande Hill phase, import- 
ed Rungwe ceramics have their identical equivalents 
madae from local, coarser, darker-firing clays. In the 
Mwarnasapa period the forms identified as 'ceremoni- 
al' at Mbande are however absent. It is in this that the 
ceramics mat reflect the new focus of religion under 
the Kyungus. Otherwise, a comparison of the Mwa- 
masapa- and Mbande-phase Rungwe-style vessels, 
both imported and local, shows a continuity of style. 
The considerable political changes following the 
Ngulube migration did not interrupt interaction with 
the Rungwe potters across the lake, nor stop produc- 
tion of Rungwe-style vessels on the west shore. 

(E) The Early Iron Age. Two sites (Ngosi on the 
lakeshore and Kasumanguwo inland) discovered dur- 
ing the 1983 survey have yielded very similar ceramic 
assemblages, at present attributed on typological 
grounds to the second half of the 1st millenium AD; 
that is, several centuries earlier than Mwamasapa, and 
well beyond the recall of oral traditions. The pottery 
is quite different from that of the LIA and is closest in 
type to a part only of the material classified by 
Robinson as 'Mwabulambo'. The typology of 'Mwab- 
ulambo' and Ngosi is compared in detail in Davison- 
Hirschmann 1986: esp. 311-321). Five sherds from 
the EL4 horizon at the Ngosi site (situated on the 
lakeshore 7.5 km south of Karonga), were selected for 
preliminary analysis by thin section (Table 1). The 
results at present support the proposed correlation be- 
tween pale fabric colour and Rungwe provenance, 
since the three paler sherds contained minerals indicat- 
ing a volcanic source. Two of these (nos. 2 and 5) had 
'basalticy-type compositions similar to the modern 
sherd, but the third (no. 3) differed, being more prob- 
ably of trachyticlphonolitic affinity (R. Crossley, per- 
sonal communication). Two further sherds (nos. 1 and 
4). darker in colour, were non-volcanic in composition 
and thus are assumed to have a local origin on the west 
shore of the lake. The proportion of imports at Ngosi 
appears to be lower than in the LIA assemblages. 
However, until extended excavations can be done 
here, hypotheses concerning the precised nature of any 
exchange between Ngosi and Rungwe cannot be con- 
structed. It may, as in later periods, be found to in- 
volve commodity exchanges, or other reciprocal rela- 
tions such as tribute, marriage arangements, etc. 
Religious connections are also possible. Or pots may 
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TABLE A: 

PRELIMINARY RESULTS: PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSES OF MODERN & EARLY IRON AGE SHERDS 

FIELD DESCRIPnON (excludimg stylistic attributes) MINERAL ANALYSIS [I] 

Sherd Surface Matrix Inclusions: grain size Composiiton Sourcelsetting 
No.,Site colour colour & colour 
& Period 

Brownish 
buff 

Pinkish 
to buff7 

grey- 
buff, 
mottled 

Pinkish 
to buff 
exterior; 
greyish- 
white in- 
terior 

Ext. fine 
very pale 
buff layer 

Brown to 
black 

Pale red- 
dish brick 
to orange 

Grey- 
brown to 
buff 

Buff 

Much quartz (Q) & 
feldspar (F), rounded; 
reddened quartz (RQ) 
3 mm diam.; black 
grains 1 rnm 

Much F (large angular 
grains); brown-black 
grains 2.5 mm; rare 
large RQ 

Much F, grains 2,5 
mrn; dark brown 
grains 2 mm; black 
angular grains 1.5 
mm; a few sub-round- 
ed Q grains 

Large F grains 7 mm; 
tiny black grains; oc- 
casional Q 5 mm; fine 
mica flecks 

Microcline 
feldspar; quartz; 
quartzite 

Calcic plagioclase 
feldspar; devitri- 
tied glass; pyroxe- 
nes 

Alkaline pyroxenes 
or amphiboles; al- 
kali-rich feldspar; 
plagioclase (more 
& less sodic) 

Plagioclase F; pyri- 
boles; detritus incl. 
Q & sparsely dis- 
tributed muscovite 
mica 

NON-VOLCANIC: 
Mixed metamorphic 
minerals & grain 
types from sedimenta- 
ry source eg. river 
bank, soil etc. 

VOLCANIC: [2] 
Volc, provenance (py- 
roclastics) of 'basaltic' 
affmity; prob, closest 
in type to modem Kisi 
fabric (no. 6) 

VOLCANIC: 
Alkaline volcanic as- 
sociation, prob, pyro- 
clastics, possibly tra- 
chyticlphonolitic 
affinity 

VOLCANIC: 
Basaltic volcanic as- 
soc., incl. pyroclas- 
tics, with added de- 
tritus from sed. & 
metamorphic sources 
eg. riverside, volc, 
catchment 

[I] Analyses kindly undertaken by R. Crossley & P.N. Mosley using standard, polarized and unpolarized light and 
reflected light microscopy. Details in fmal column from R. Crossley. 

[2] All volcanics referred to must derive from the Rungwe field N of Lake Malawi (in present-day Tanzania). 
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have been transported around or across the lake simply 
as part of the household inventory of families reset- 
tling in new areas, for instance to exploit new fishing 
grounds. Whatever the case, it is clear that a base for 
the intensive cultural interchange of the LIA between 
the two regions had previously existed. 

Future work 
A priority is the enlargement of the ceramic sample 

for continued petrographic analysis in order to confnm 
the results so far obtained, to improve the mineralog- 
ical descriptions of the specimens, both local and im- 
ported, and to allow statistical treatment particularly 
of the hypothetical correlation of pale fabric with 
Rungwe provenance. Analysis of the pot-clays at 
source, and observation of firing techniques and tem- 
peratures, would help provide reasons for the special 
physical properties, like strength with tinness, of the 
Rungwe product. The ability to definitively classify 
sherds as imported will henceforth allow quantifica- 
tion of this component within excavated assemblages 
and a better assessment of the extent of the pot 'trade' 
through space and time. The details of the modem 
relations between makers, carriers, distributors, ven- 
dors, and purchasors of Rungwe pots have not been 
systematically investigated and would constitute an 
important basis for the understanding of earlier interre- 
gional connections. Considerable scope also exists for 
studies of the 'ritual' relationship between the little 
known 'Kisi' and the well-documented Nyakyusa and 
Ngonde societies in the present and recent past. 

Conclusions 
Interregional trade in pots is a rarity in this part of 

Africa, yet the supply of Rungwe vessels to areas 
across the lake has had remarkable longevity, contin- 
uing even through times of radical political reorienta- 
tion over a period of at least a thousand years. The 
persistent popularity of Rungwe pottery in northern 
Malawi may be an expression not only of the superior- 
ity of the product and of economic imperatives, but 
also of the underlying social (and especially religious) 
relations between makers and importers. For at least 
part of their history, the ceramics have been endowed 
with a mutually understood symbolic significance, 
which must ultimately derive from the longstanding 
role of the 'Kisi' as priests and doctors, mediums and 
rainmakers. The archaeological evidence from Ngoni 
suggests, indeed, that the roots of these interwoven 
religious and secular relationships may be sought in 
the Early Iron Age. 
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MISSION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF 
GENEVA TO THE SUDAN 

Charles Bonnet 
Mission Archdologique de lYUniversitd de Geneve 
17, chemin Bornalet 
1342 Satigny, Suisse 
(translated by Kitch Carter Young) 

The Mission of the University of Geneva to the 
Sudan excavated at Kerma (Northern Province) from 
December 5, 1986 to January 30, 1987. The highlight 
of the season was a discovery which adds an important 
new element to the history of Nubia. Remains of a 
settlement contemporary with the Predynastic period 
and the earliest Egyptian dynasties (ca. 3000 BC) was 
uncovered in the eastern cemetery which we have been 
studying for several years. Our study of the eastern 
quarter of the ancient city and its defense system has 
helped clarify our ideas about how Classic K e r n  
developed as an urban centre. In addition, we identi- 
fied the location of bakeries set up near the ramparts. 
Finally, the architectural analysis of the eastern &ffu- 
fa (funerary temple) revealed a vaulted corridor which 
housed a stairway. 

The pre-Kerma settlement 
During the excavation of the central zone of the 

cemetery, the remains of a settlement were uncovered. 
Nearly 70 round pits (-70 to 1.0 m in diameter) which 
were sometimes coated with plaster were identified, 
and these appear to belong to a more extensive com- 
plex. These pits, which were often cut into by Middle 
Kerma burials, contained significant archaeological 
material which is fairly close to Lower Nubia Group 
A. Two jars found in place inside one of the holes 
suggest that the pits were used for storage. At the same 
time, a group of postholes which were excavated en- 
abled us to determine the plan of a quandrangular 
house, 5.5 m square. Other postholes belong to flim- 
sier structures which are related to the pits. 

To the south of this area several partially preserved 
kilns were located, and one was completely excavat- 
ed. The steeply sloping firing chamber is deeply em- 
bedded in the soil and the walls are vitrified from the 
heat. We identified heat-reddened ducts and a sort of 
sole which had fallen in. Only one charred palm tree 
trunk was found, but the absence of sherds does not 
necessarily preclude the possibility that this was the 
site of a potter's workshop. A tomb, possible contem- 
porary with the settlement, was found in the same 
place. The state of preservation of the bones, the posi- 
tion of the body and the narrowness of the burial pit 
all suggest a date earlier than the Ancient Kerma peri- 

od. Research will continue in the future around this 
zone. 

The ancient city 
The eastern quarter of the city is bounded on the one 

hand by the the religious precinct, and on the other by 
a long winding wall, later replaced by a fence, which 
protected various flimsy structures. Dwellings from 
the end of the Middle Kerma period (ca. 1750) seem 
to be organized or grouped along two different spatial 
axes. Some of them are gradually remodelled and 
transformed while others will be tom down and re- 
placed by bigger houses with thicker walls. 

Three sides of a large building which is built up 
against the fortifications and covers a rectangular area 
extending towards the north were uncovered. On the 
south side it is flanked by an annex in front of which 
are two square supports. Inside a central court is a well 
and a series of ovens, ten in all, which are linked to 
one another and can be used simultaneously. Under- 
neath them are similar arrangements indicating a fairly 
long occupation period. 

The bread molds found in the rubble covering the 
building indicated that it was a bakery. Comparisons 
with similar structures that have been studied in the 
Sudan and Egypt suggest that the bread was made to 
be used as offerings in the temple. 

A large segment of the late enclosing wall of the city 
was also excavated, Most likely the earliest foritifica- 
tion, surrounded by a large ditch, was constructed at 
the end of the Middle Kerma period. Following a fire, 
the wall was razed and the ditch filled in. A new 
defensive system was built on strong stone founda- 
tions with mud-brick walls which were further consol- 
idated with baked brick facing. 

The eastern cemetery 
Two new sectors from the Middle Kerma period 

were excavated this season (CE 12 and CE 13). The 
14 tombs studied confirmed a general tendency al- 
ready noted in the cemetery, that is, as time goes by, 
the number of offerings placed in the tombs increases 
and more complex funerary customs are seen. 

In CE 12 the foundations of a chapel were discov- 
ered. Several metres away were found 46 bowls turned 
upside down on the ground; unfortunately a passing 
truck ran over them and destroyed four-fifths of the 
vessels. 

We have also noted an increase in the number of 
human sacrifices found. In half of the tombs there are 
at least two burials. In tomb 125, the principal buried 
person, who was over 60 years old, was accompanied 
by an adolescent between 10 and 12 years old, two 
children between 6 and 7 years old and a baby between 
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1 and 2 years old. In spite of the fact that the tombs 
have been systematically plundered, it is not unusual 
to find the disk of feather and the bead pendants that 
sometimes covered the head of the sheep buried in the 
pits as well. Pieces of meat are often placed in the 
burial pit along with several ceramic vessels. More 
unusual was the discovery of a wooden box that still 
contains a small cloth sack and 4 bronze objects: a 
fish-hook, a razor, a miniscule arrowhead and a tip 
affixed to a piece of wood. 

The eastern deffufa 
Continuation of the architectural analysis of the 

eastern deffufa led to several important discoveries. 
For one thing, we determined that the interior rooms 
had originally been vaulted and that the columns were 
introduced later on to support a lighter roof. For anoth- 
er, we found that a comdor giving access onto the 
upper terrace had been preserved inside the mass of 
mud-brick masonry. Abandoned following a massive 
destruction, the comdor was replaced by an exterior 
stairway. 

Restoration 
In collaboration with the Antiquities Service, a 

restoration project is continuing in the ancient city. In 
particular the foundations of the large round structure 
(possibly an audience hall) were consolidated. Other 
conservation and restoration work is underway in the 
religious quarter as well. 

RECENT RESEARCH IN CENTRAL 
SUDAN 

Isabella Caneva 
Dipartimento di Scienze Storiche, 
Archeologiche e Antropologiche del19~ntichith 
Sez. Paletnologia 
Universith "La Sapienza", Roma 

The 1986 campaign of the Italian Mission for Pre- 
historic Research in Egypt and the Sudan' focused on 
the southernmost part of the concession area, eastward 
from the village of Kabbashi (Fig. 1). Previous archae- 
ological reconnaissance in the area had revealed a high 
concentration of prehistoric sites along the ancient 
bank of the Nile and on the rocky outcrops overlooking 
the largest wadis (Caneva 1986). The deposits are 
always coarse, made up of wadi sediments and a rich 
archaeological debris, containing pottery, flaked and 
ground stone implements, and faunal remains. The 

morphology of the sites appears in most cases to have 
been modified by late post-Meroitic burial tumuli 
which were constructed by heaping up the ancient 
occupation debris. 

Among these sites, Kabbashi, 34 km north of Khar- 
toum and about 1 km east of the Kabbashi railway 
station, seemed to be one of the most promising from 
several points of view. First of all, the tumuli were 
bigger than the others, likely representing more mon- 
umental and prestigious burials and, therefore, ensur- 
ing an more extensive area of protected prehistoric 
deposits beneath the tumulus. Second, the surface col- 
lection seemed to reveal a peculiar aspect of the 
Mesolithic of central Sudan, including abundant dot- 
ted wavy line but no wavy line pottery. Such a context 
has never been excavated in pure conditions in the 
Sudan, where it has always been found mixed with 
older andlor later material as was the case at Qoz 
(Arkell 1953). Given the chronological implications 
attached by Arkell to the dotted wavy line decoration 
(considered characteristic of a transitional period be- 
tween the Khartoum Mesolithic and the Shaheinab 
Neolithic), and the Saharan connections recognized 
for the same pottery, Kabbashi was seen since the 
beginning as a fortunate combination of the expected 
information. 

There are 55 tumuli still recognizable at Kabbashi, 
including some which have been extremely eroded and 
now have only a few centimetres exposed above the 
surface. Three were selected for the first test excava- 
tion, and these were located some distance apart from 
each other to ensure exposure of any horizontal strat- 
ification present in the cemetery. 

Different kinds of graves were found. In one case, 
access to the small vaulted burial chamber was by a 
sloping ramp, while in the other two it was by a 
cylindrical pit. The latter were very similar, having a 
step which divided the pit into two pans, and each 
containing the same range of offerings including two 
jars, a bowl, personal ornaments and arrows. The 
other, some distance away, contained richer offerings, 
including 11 bowls and one jar (more precious objects 
had probably been removed by ancient plunderers). 
Only one of the pit graves was found intact and still 
containing, besides the usual pottery, iron and bronze 
objects, stone beads and a stone archer loose. A pecu- 
liar feature of this grave was a vegetable covering (not 
wooden) place over the mouth of the pit. 

The materials found in the graves can be ascribed 
typologically to the latest phases of the Meroitic cul- 
ture and similar graves seem to occur frequently in 
central Sudan (Hakim 1979; Geus and Lenoble 1983, 
1985). A radiocarbon date of 1690+60 BP was ob- 
tained fro a comparable grave at Geili (Caneva, in 
press b). 
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Two of the tumuli were built with archaeological 
debris probably collected all around the area selected 
for burial. Inside this area the ancient soil was appar- 
ently only levelled and covered with earth, being thus 
protected for the next seventeen centuries. Since the 
burial chamber was dug deep into the sterile gravel, 
only the access pit disturbed the ancient sites. 

Several soundings were made into the undisturbed 
soil beneath the two tumuli, revealing that different 
contexts were present in the two areas of what was 
thought to be a single component prehistoric site. One 
sounding revealed a wavy line occupation, with an 
occupation floor scattered with potsherds, animal 
bones and grinding stones. A contracted burial show- 
ing the same characteristics found at Saggai (Caneva 
1983) was found below this floor. The other site con- 
tained very different ceramics, so far unknown as a 
pure context in the Sudan. It includes coarse ware, 
ware decorated with rocker impressions forming a 
mat, zig-zag and dotted wavy line motifs. 

The discovery of different prehistoric components 
in the same area raises number of questions about the 
reliability of data obtained from surface reconnais- 
sance, especially in those cases in which the surface of 
sites has been modified by later occupations. The sites 
surveyed in the area seem therefore to represent the 
Meroitic cemetery distribution rather than the real pre- 
historic settlement pattern. The latter is likely to be 
more complex and to include a greater number of sites. 

In conclusion, the following results were obtained 
from this campaign. 

1. The discovery that relatively undisturbed 
Mesolithic contexts exist, paradoxically in precisely 
those areas where the greatest cultural disturbance 
took place in the past with the construction of burial 
mounds. 

2. Reconstruction of a sequence of prehistoric set- 
tlements in the area. The exploitation of the same 
environment was carried on for a long period, by 
people with different cultures but practising the same 
subsistence pattern. 

3. Study of the first pure dotted wavy line context 
in the region. An absolute date of 6150+80 BP has 
been obtained (Caneva in press b), thus completely 
filling the gap between the Khartoum Mesolithic and 
the Shaheinab Neolithic as suggested by Arkell 
(1953). 

4. Determination of a number of features which 
seem to connect the dotted wavy line pottery with 
contemporaneous Saharan cultures. It must be empha- 
sized that such connections appear only in a period 
which will end in the Sudan with the shift to pastoral- 
ism, probably following Saharan models. 

5. New findings concerning the wavy line aspects, 
confirm the presence of a funerary ritual with a body 

that was probably tightly bound and furnished with 
two bivalve shells placed on the ears (Caneva 1983). 

6. A preliminary outline of the typological variabil- 
ity of the late and post-Meroitic burial mounds on the 
eastern bank of the Nile in the Khartoum region, and 
of the links between the better known Shendi region 
and the southern provinces. 

7. Interpretation as transitional features, of some 
elements observed in Meroitic graves at Geili, such as 
the shape of the pit and the direction of the access slope 
(Caneva in press a) which now seem to link the two 
cemeteries and the sequence of Early and Late 
Meroitic evidence in a continuous cultural develop- 
ment (Geus and Lenoble 1985; Caneva in press b). 

Notes 

'University of Rome "La Sapienza". Annual grants are 
also provided by the National Research Council and 
the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Additional 
financial support for this specific programme was sup- 
plied by the M. Shiff Giorgini Foundation. 
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GASH DELTA ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
PROJECT: 1987 FIELD SEASON 

Rodolfo Fattovich 
Istituto Universitario Orientale 
Napoli 

Silvana Vitagliano 
Istituto di Paleontologia Umana 
Roma 

In January and February 1987, the Italian Archaeo- 
logical Mission in Sudan (Kassala) of the Istituto Uni- 
versitario Orientale, Naples, continued systematic ex- 
cavations at Mahal Teglinos (K 1) near Kassala, as 
part of the Gash Delta Archaeological Project that has 
been in progress since 1980 (see NA 17: 64-71; 19: 
26-30; 21:30-33; 23~17-19; 24/25: 20-22; 27: 45-48; 
28: 40-42). The Mission was supported by funds from 
the National Research Council (CNR), the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of Education (research 
funds 40-60%), Rome, the Centro Studi 'Uomo-Am- 
biente' , Rovigno (Italy), and the CNRS, Paris. The 
research team was composed of R. Fattovich as ar- 
chaeologist and Director, S. Vitagliano as prehistorian 
charged with the study of the lithic industry, and C. 
Fiorani as surveyor. The Directorate General for An- 
tiquities and National Museums was represented by 
Mr. Said Ahmed Kamair, Inspector for Archaeology. 
Miss N. Buchez, University of Paris IV participated in 
the fieldwork in February. 

The site 
Mahal Teglinos (15' 25' 30" N, 36' 26' 25" E) is 

located in a natural basin at the northern end of Jebel 
Taka, about 5 km to the east of Kassala. It occupies 
a surface of about 9500 square metres, with an archae- 
ological deposit about 2 metres in depth. The site was 
occupied from the 6th-5th millenium BC to the earliest 
1st millenium AD. It was also used as a cemetery in 
the late 1st millenium AD. 

The main period of occupation, going back to the 
3rd-2nd millenium BC, can be ascribed to the Kassala 
Phase of the Atbai Ceramic Tradition (ACT) of the 
Eastern Sudan (see African Archaeological Review 2: 
173-188). It is represented by a huge assemblage of the 
Gash Group, a local facies of the ACT, covering the 
whole surface of the site. In this period the site was 
occupied by a large residential village and one or more 
cemeteries with stone circles and stelae. The 1987 
excavation was carried out in the central sector of the 
site, in order to continue the investigation of the main 
Gash Group assemblage. In this season, two 4 by 4 
metre trenches were opened. They have been marked 

in conformity with the AAAA grid system, definitive- 
ly adopted by the Mission in 1985. The first trench 
included the 2 by 2 metre squares BQAS, BQAT, 
BQAX, and BQAY. 

Trench BSKP-QIBSKU-V 
This trench was opened in the settlement area along 

the eastern edge of the 1984 main trench (K 1 IV) (see 
NA 24/25: 20-25). At the depth of 25/30 cm, the 
trench was reduced to the squares BSKP and BSKQ, 
which were excavated to the depth of 160 cm. At this 
level, the excavation was limited to the square BSKP, 
in order to preserve a possible living floor with evi- 
dence of holes in BSKQ. The sterile soil, formed by 
the decomposed basal rock, was reached at a depth of 
220-225 cm. Twelve main strata were observed. They 
included: three major levels of compact soil at about 
60-90 cm (I), 115-140 cm (II), and 155-170 crns (111) 
in depth; a lens of black soil (ashes?) at about 45-55 
cm in BSKP; two lenses of gray soil, respectively at 
60-75 cm and 70-75 crns; and a thin stratum of reddish 
compact soil at 75-80 cm in BSKP and BSKQ; plus a 
thick lens of black soil at 80-90 cm in BSKQ. 

Phases of occupation 
Eight main Phases of occupation can be recognized 

in this trench on the basis of the features identified in 
the stratigraphical sequence and the different concen- 
trations of archaeological remains (potsherds, flaked 
stone industry, ground stones, minor finds, faunal 
remains, fragments of baked clay, etc.). 

In Phase A (strata 1-2, layers 1-8, 0-30140 cm) 
artifacts and faunal remains are very abundant, includ- 
ing about 500 potsherds, 200-550 pieces of flaked 
stone, and 10-50 ground stone pieces per layer. The 
uppermost layers 1-3 are probably mixed because of 
the washing of the superimposed strata which formed 
a compact deposit. The layers 4-7 most likely are a real 
living floor. In these layers the artifacts exhibit some 
spatial orgahization, with evidence of almost complete 
pots, big animal bones, and many baked clay frag- 
ments from possible hearths. This phase is well repre- 
sented also in the previous trenches K 1 1111981 and K 
1 IVl1984. 

In Phase B (stratum 3, layers 9-1 1 in BSKP, 819- 13 
in BSKQ, 40-55160 cm in P, 35140-65 cm in Q) pot- 
tery and flaked stones are still abundant, especially in 
BSKP. There is no evidence of a true living floor, save 
for a lens of black soil at the base of the stratum. 

In Phase C (stratum 4, compact soil I, layers 12-151 
16 in BSKP, 14-16 in BSKQ) pottery and flaked 
stones are not abundant; faunal remains are more nu- 
merous only in the upper layers. Fragments of baked 
clay from possible hearths also occur. 
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In Phase D (upper stratum 5, layers 17-18, 80-90 
cm) pottery, flaked pieces, ground stone and faunal 
remains are scarce. The occurrence of a possible 
hearth with some charcoal in BSKP 18 and a big 
stratum of hard black soil in BSKQ 17-18 might con- 
firm that these layers were part of a living floor, 

Phase E (lower stratum 5, stratum 6 corresponding 
to the compact soil II and stratum 7 a, layers 19-28, 
90-140 cm) is the most complex and important phase 
of occupation documented by this trench. The evi- 
dence from these strata suggests that this spot of the 
site was occupied for quite a long period, as we can 
also infer from the occurrence of many fragments of 
baked clay in the whole sequence. The pottery is abun- 
dant in the upper layers and decreases towards the 
bottom, The lithic industry, including the ground 
stones, is quite abundant in all layers. Faunal remains 
are present, but not particularly abundant. 

In Phase F (strata 7 b, c, 8, 9 a-the last ones corre- 
sponding to the compact soil 111, layers 29-34, 140- 
170 cm), artifacts and faunal remains are scarce. The 
occurrence of concentrations of charcoal in both 
squares, and holes to lodge likely grindstones in 
BSKQ suggest that the compact soil I11 was part of a 
living floor. 

Phase G (strata 94 b, c, 10, layers 35136-40141, 
170-205 cm) is characterized by a slight increase in the 
number of sherds and a great quantity of flaked and 
ground stones. The concentration of charcoal at the 
base of a possible compact soil in the stratum 10 might 
confirm that this was a living floor. 

In Phase H (stratum 11, layers 42-44, 205-220 cm) 
artifacts are very scarce. It is possible that during this 
phase this area of the site was visited, but not really 
inhabited. 

Cultural sequence: pottery 
The pottery evidence suggests a basic cultural con- 

tinuity along the whole stratigraphical sequence, con- 
firming the observations previously made in trenches 
K 1 1111981 and K 1 IVl1984. The scraped ware, 
typical of the ACT occurs in almost all excavated 
layers, increasing from the bottom to the surface of the 
trench in both absolute number and relative frequency 
of sherds. Other characteristic types of ware are: (a) 
wiped ware, occuring mainly in the lower and middle 
layers of the sequence (39-41.20-29); (b) simple dash 
roulette rim banded ware, occumng in the middle and 
upper layers (1-23); (c) black polished ware, occumng 
irregularly along the whole sequence, with a major 
concentratipn in the layers 18-32; (d) black topped 
ware, occurring in the middle and upper layers (1-3 1). 

Five main archaeological levels have been distin- 
guished on the pottery evidence. The upper four levels 

can be ascribed to the typical Gash Group. The fifth 
one can be attributed either to a very simple regional 
facies of the Butana Group, identified to the west of 
Kassala in the Khashrn el Girba area (see Africart 
Archaeological Review 2: 173-188), or to a local cul- 
tural unit tentatively identified with a proto-Gash 
Group (Winchell 1987, personal communication). 

Level Z corresponds to occupational phase A. The 
scraped ware is the most common type of pottery 
(about 80% of the sherds); it includes bowls and jars 
with direct, indented and pinched rims; sometimes 
clay balls are appliqued to the shoulder of the pots. 
Other typical wares are linear carved or combed ware, 
straight line incised ware, simple dash roulette rim 
banded ware (with linear or wavy vertical impres- 
sions), and black topped ware. Black polished, red 
polished and red stick burnished wares also occur in 
this level. Coiled sherds and fingernail impressed 
sherds, comparable with specimens from the 
Shaqadud cave in the northern Butana, have been 
collected in layers 5-6. A fragment of Classic Kerma 
type, decorated with incisions filled with white paste, 
and a wheel made sherd of fine buff ware of Egyptian 
origin have been found in layer 7. Two fragments of 
a burnished bowl decorated with rows of punctate 
triangles, like Classic C Group types, have been dis- 
covered in the layer 8. 

Level ZZ corresponds to occupational phase B. Typ- 
ical wares are the scraped ware, with direct, indented 
and pinched rims, and simple dash roulette rim banded 
ware with vertical wavy impressions. Linear carved or 
combed ware, black topped ware, red polished ware 
and red stick burnished ware also occur. A few coiled 
sherds and fingernail impressed sherds, like the 
Shaqadud cave ones, have been collected in the layers 
BSKP 10 and BSKQ 11-12. An imported (?) fine 
cream sherd has been found in the layer BSKQ 11. 

Level ZZZ corresponds to phases C, D, and upper E. 
It is characterized by fine pottery, often with a graphite 
black slip on the inside. Typical wares are: fine 
scraped ware with direct or indented rims; fine ware 
with rim bands of oblique engravings; zig-zag rim 
banded ware recalling C-Group and Kerma speci- 
mens. Black polished and red polished wares also 
occur. Black topped ware is still present, mainly in the 
upper layers of the level. 

Level N corresponds to the lower occupational 
phase E. It is characterized by fine scraped ware with 
direct rims and wiped ware. Black topped, black pol- 
ished, red polished and red stick burnished ware oc- 
cur. Some Early Kerma-like sherds have also been 
collected in this level. 

Level V corresponds to occupational phases F, G, 
and H where the pottery is mostly undecorated. On the 
basis of the fabrics, two sub-levels can be distin- 
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guished: V a (layers 30-36), with fine undecorated 
ware, and V b (layers 37-44), with coarse undecorated 
ware. In level V b the flake tool industry is particularly 
abundant. The pottery from level V a includes black 
topped ware, black polished ware, red stick burnished 
ware, black stick burnished ware, scraped ware, fine 
rim banded ware, and zig-zag rim banded ware. The 
pottery from level V b includes black polished ware, 
red stick burnished ware, black stick burnished ware, 
scraped ware, and wiped ware. The occurrence of 
Kerma-like sherds in the levels I to IV suggests a date 
od the late 3rd-mid 2nd millenium BC. The date of 
level V is uncertain, but might go back to the early or 
mid 3rd millenium BC. 

Lithic industry 
The preliminary analysis of the flaked stone indus- 

try suggests that the tools were made intensively in 
situ, as can be inferred from the great number of cores, 
remnants and chips. The industry is basically mi- 
crolithic. The blade index is practically insignificant, 
though it becomes slightly more evident in the upper 
layers. Often, the unretouched flakes may be larger. 
The debitage sometimes shows the traces of a 'sec- 
ondary' working: new flakes were obtained from other 
flakes, striking them with different orientations ac- 
cording to the thickness and surface size of the piece. 
This technique can be observed on flakes and chips. 
Among the flakes, primary flakes and those with par- 
tial dorsal cortical surfaces (sometimes obtained from 
hammerstones, upper grinding stones and pestles) are 
more frequent than those without cortex. The chips 
exhibit the same basic technological features of the 
debitage, including some evidence of bipolar percus- 
son and percussion on anvil. Another typical element 
of the debitage are the sealed pieces. They are usually 
bifacial and often on remnants. Frequently of quartz, 
like the cores, these pieces may be regarded as a 
byproduct of the 'coarse' stone working and might 
c o n f i i  the manufacture of the tools in situ. 

The tools fluctuate greatly in percentage when com- 
pared to the whole collection. In any case, they do not 
cover the whole number of used artifacts, as we can 
infer from the 'use traces' visible on the debitage. 
Typical tools of this industry are end and side scrapers, 
denticulates, notches, rare burins, truncations, re- 
touched flakes, perforators, very rare mkches de foret, 
microlithic or not, backed pieces and geometrics. The 
last ones are obtained mainly from flakes, like the 
backed pieces, without use of the microburin tech- 
nique. They include crescents, and in minor quanti- 
ties, triangles and trapezoidal pieces. The perforators 
represent a particularly interesting class of tools, 
which must be examined in correlation with the 

backed pieces and geometrics throughout the strati- 
graphic sequence. They show an appreciable typolog- 
ical variety including simple perforators (gravers), 
multiple perforators and becs, sometimes on a core. 
They are often microlithic, and the rare mkches de 
foret can be associated with them. The composite, or 
multiple artifacts, made with two different tools on the 
same frame, are an important, though limited class of 
artifacts, At present we can recognize some changes 
over time in the frequency of the raw materials used 
to make the flake industry. In layers 1-18, to the depth 
of 95 cm, quartz is dominant. Agate, other stones 
(basalt, chert, greenstone, jasper) and flint also occur 
in decreasing amounts. In layers 19-44, agate is more 
frequently used than quartz and other stones. In the 
lowest layers 37-41, particularly, agate represents 
about 40% of the total, quartz about 25%, flint 9% and 
the remainder, 20%. Most raw materials, namely 
quartz, agate and flint, are almost always available in 
the form of river pebbles. They suggest that the Gash 
was exploited not only to get water, lime, fish and 
shells, but also as a lithic source. 

Minor artifact classes 
This includes lip-plugs, stone, shell, and ostrich 

beads, figurines and other small objects. In particular, 
an anthropomorphic figurine from BSKP 13 is like 
some Middle Kerma specimens. We also note the 
occurrence of bone pins in layers BSKP 6 and BSKQ 
4. These objects have been found mainly in the upper 
part of the stratigraphic sequence, corresponding to 
occupational phases A-E and archaeological levels I- 
111 and upper IV. 

Trench BQAS-TIBQAX-Y 
This trench was opened 105 m northwest of the 

previous one and 7 m northwest of K 1 I/l% 1 (see NA 
21: 30-33) in the western part of the central sector of 
the site. This area was selected because the tops of 
some stelae were visible on the surface, indicating 
another cemetery at the site. The trench was excavated 
to a depth of 80 cm, the level of the original soil where 
most stelae were fixed. Three main strata of soil have 
been recorded during the excavations of these squares. 
Sixteen stelae have been uncovered in this trench. 
They were associated with burials, confirming their 
funerary meaning, as in the main cemetery discovered 
in 1985 (see NA 27: 45-48; 28: 40-42). They are of the 
same type described from the previous seasons: (a) 
pointed stones, (b) small pillars, and (c) flat stones. 
They are about 80-90 cm high. However, the tops of 
many monoliths were broken, so they were originally 
about 100 cm high. Many stelae were reinforced at the 
base with a circle of stones. A possible hearth has been 
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observed near stela 11. These stelae seem to be ar- 
ranged in a more regular way than in the main area. 
About 30% of the monoliths are associated with a 
small flat stone standing near them. This type of ar- 
rangement is completely absent in the 1985 excavated 
area. In particular, stelae 12, 13, 14, and 15 f o n d  
a compact polygonal structure. Three levels of mono- 
liths have been distinguished: (a) stelae 10, 12, 13, 14 
and 15 with the base at about 50-60 cm; (b) stelae 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11 are fixed in stratum 2 with 
the base at about 75 cm; and (c) stela 16, emerging 
from the soil at about 75 cm in depth. 

A badly preserved burial has been discovered in 
BQAS, about 30-50 cm in depth (layers 7-10). No 
evidence of the original edge of the grave has been 
found. Apparently, the body was buried within a stone 
circle, about 100 cm in diameter. It lay on the right 
side, in a very contracted position with the head to the 
northwest and the face to the southwest. The head lay 
on a flat stone and another stone was placed on the 
thorax. No grave goods were found, save perhaps for 
a large fragment of lower grinding stone close to the 
knee. It is most likely a later burial, as it is comparable 
to some intrusive burials discovered in trench K 1 
Y1981, 10 metres to the southeast (see NA 19: 26-30; 
21: 30-33). Some traces of other burials, probably 
associated with the stelae, have been recorded. They 
were very badly preserved and the body posture was 
not recognized. No grave goods were found near 
them. 

Three archaeological levels have been distinguished 
on the pottery evidence. They are comparable to levels 
I, 11 and upper 111 in BSKP-QIBSKU-V, confirming 
that the stelae were contemporary to phases A and B 
in the main settlement area. Level I is characterized by 
a high frequency of scraped ware, with direct, indent- 
ed and pinched rims, and the presence of linear carved 
or combed ware, simple straight line incised ware and 
simple dash roulette rim banded ware. Level I1 in- 
cludes the same types of ware and sherds of fingernail 
impressed ware, and coiled ware. Level I11 is charac- 
terized by scraped ware, simple dash roulette rim 
banded ware, and very few fingernail impressed 
sherds. Black topped ware and burnished ware have 
been recovered from all layers. Pan Grave-like pot- 
sherds have been found in layers 1, 3, 9, 12 and 13, 
and suggest a date in the mid-2nd millenium BC. 

MOLLUSCA REMAINS FROM 
SARURAB SITE, KHARTOUM 

PROVINCE, SUDAN 

Abdelrahim M. Khabir 
Dept. of Archaeology and Museology 
College of Arts, King Saud University 
Riyadh 11451, Saudi Arabia 

Introduction 
This report is on the mollusca shell remains which 

were recovered from Sarurab site of Early Khartoum 
tradition. This site is located some 30 krn north of 
Omdurman on the west bank of the main Nile at c. 15' 
56' 15" N, 32" 32' 30" East. The area of the site 
measures 75 m long from east to west and 35 m wide, 
but perhaps it might have extended further eastward 
inside the present day village. Surface indications sug- 
gest an estimated total area of 280 m2. The site was 
excavated in two stages. A small portion of the site 
was excavated by Abbas S. Mohamed-Ali in 1975 and 
labelled as SRB-I (Moharned-Ali 1982:41-45). The 
larger part of the site was excavated by the present 
writer in January to April 1987 and labelled SRB-II. 

Two uncalibrated radiocarbon dates on charcoal 
gave an age in the magnitude of the 8th millenium BC 
for SRB-11 (Khabir 198540) whereas the dates ob- 
tained for the other portion of the site (SRB-I) are in 
the range of 5th millenium (Mohamed-Ali 1982:86). 
The cultural similarities between the two portions of 
the site outnumber the differences. Both belong to one 
cultural component despite the apparent anomaly re- 
flected in the two sets of 14C dates. The microlithic 
flake industry and the 'wavy-line' pottery of this local- 
ity are unmistakably of Early Khartoum type (Khabir 
1981:130-172; Mohamed-Ali 1982:41-87). 

Molluscan remains 
The samples (31 specimens) from SRB-I1 were 

identified from shell characters by Mr. M. Nour of the 
Hydrobiological Research Unit, Khartoum Universi- 
ty. The following species were found: Pila ovata 
(freshwater amphibious snail), Lunistes carinat~ts 
(freshwater snail), Etheria elleptica (bivalve, Nile 
oyster), Aspatharia spathopsis nrbens (bivalve), and 
Limicolaria flammata var. gracilis (land snail). The 
commonest species is P. ovata followed by E. ellepti- 
ca , then L. carinatus, A. spathopsis rubens, while L. 
flammata var. gracilis is rare. Molluscan remains 
from SRB-I include Brrrroa nilotica, Limicolaria cail- 
larrdi var. Mts and Zootecus insularis (Mohamed-Ali 
1982: 171). All these species were recorded by Arkell 
(1949:28-30) in his work at Khartoum Hospital site. 
Molluscan shells have also been reported from several 
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sites of Early Khartoum complex. In Khartoum 
Province these species have been reported from Saggai 
I site which lies a few kilometres north of Khartoum 
on the eastern bank of the Nile (Caneva 1983). Pila 
wernei (freshwater mollusc) and Limicolaris caillaudi 
(land snail) are frequent. P. wernei appears to have 
similar ecological requirements to those of P. ovata 
(Gautier 1983:54-58). In the White Nile region Pila 
shells were encountered in large quantities at Shabona 
site (c. 14" 38' N, 32" 16' E) which lies 110 krn south 
of Khartoum. Two pits filled with Pila shells were 
found, which suggests that these molluscs might have 
been used for food (Clark 1984:l-7). 

The modem distribution of the species which have 
been recorded from Sanuab site is different than in the 
past. P. ovata is now mostly found in the savanna zone 
south of Kosti (13" N, 32" 40' E) specifically in 
swampy habitats. L. carinam seems to prefer stand- 
ing waters, as does A. spathopsis rubens. These two 
species are now found upstream of the Jebel Aulia dam 
(15" 30' N, 32" 30' E) but not near Khartoum (15" 30' 
N, 32" 30' E). The Nile oyster is known from both 
running and standing waters and therefore is of little 
value in indicating the physical nature of its habitat. 
The land snail L. flammata var. gracilis up to now has 
not been collected from Khartoum. Therefore it is 
difficult to say that this species is now living in this 
region (see Khabir 1981: 258-259). It is likely that its 
range shifted southward with the rain belt). Specimens 
of Burtoa nilotica, as reported from SRB-I, are con- 
fined at present to the extreme south of the Sudan 
(Mohamed-Ali 1982: 171). Empty shells could be col- 
lected from places like Dinder (13" N, 34" 30' E). 
These molluscs require rainfall of at least 500 mrn 
(Arkell 1949:llO). Hence, their habitat could be sim- 
ilar to that prevailing today in the region between 
Malakal(90° 40' N, 31' 50' E) and Kosti (13" N, 32" 
40' E) with a swampy character and a higher incidence 
of rainfall that at present. 

It could be concluded from the above that wetter 
climatic conditions were prevailing in the early 
Holocene when Sarurab site was occupied. The collec- 
tion seems to be of individuals who died naturally and 
were then embedded in the sediments. Their small size 
seems to discourage using them as food material. 
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RADIOCARBON DATES FOR 
FRANCO-SUDANESE EXCAVATIONS 

AT EL-KADADA 

J. Reinhold 
French Unit 
Directorate General of Antiquities and National 
Museums 
Khartoum, Sudan 

This report lists radiocarbon dares for excavations 
at El Kadada, that were inadvertently not included 
with the article by J .  Reinhold and P .  Lenoble in the 
last issue (NA 28: 46-48). - Ed. 

1. Neolithic period 

El Kadada 
-KDD 9813, grave 

El Kudra 
-KDR 1 lE .5 ,  settlement 

El Ghaba 
-GHB south T. 1 grave 

El Ushara 
-square 11-14, level 2, 
settlement 

-square 11-14, level 3, 
settlement 

Baqeir el Quddami 
-id. settlement 

El Ahamda north 
-id. settlement 

2. Historical period 

El Kadada 
-KDD 01/38, grave 
-KDD 9612, grave 
XDD. 10012, grave 
-KDD 10716, grave 

Gif. 6809 4840 + 70 

Gif. 6210 5230 f 70 

Gif. 6307 5020 f 100 

Gif. 6305 5000 + 100 

Gif. 6306 5350 + 100 

Gif. 6812 4620 2 80 

Gif. 6811 5080 f 70 

Gif. 6528 1770 + 70 
Gif. 6808 1680 + 50 
Gif. 6529 1590 + 70 
Gif. 6530 3010 f 80 

FRANCO-SUDANESE EXCAVATIONS 
IN 1985-87: THE HISTORICAL 

PERIODS 

J. Reinold and P. Lenoble 
French Unit 
Directorate General of Antiquities and 
National Museums of the Sudan 
Khartoum 

Research on the historic period at El Kadada was 
brought to an end in 1985. The post-Meroitic regional 
survey, launched in 1983, and which produced be- 
tween 100,000 and 500,000 mounds and some sites 
for giant barrows, was resumed in 1986 and 1987. Its 
completion is planned for 1988. Preparing in 1986 for 
its final test, the French Unit contented itself with the 
usual rescue operations. In 1987, a major excavation 
at Urnm Makharoqa near El Hobagi provided, as ex- 
pected, the 'royal' grave mound documenting the so- 
called end of Meroe in the Meroe region. 

Rescue operations 
1. Due to the final prehistoric excavations, two 

dozen historical graves have been removed at both El 
Ghaba and El Kadada. They range from the Late 
Meroitic to the Christian period. 

2. An inspection tour has resulted from a fortuitous 
discovery in Berber. Here a large collective post- 
Meroitic grave has been revealed, without a mound 
but with two ramps, recalling a type of burial found by 
Garstang at Meroe. A cemetery, presumably dated to 
about the 5th century AD, has been registered and the 
grave excavated. The grave goods found include the 
area in the central post-Meroitic region, thereby con- 
firming Crowfoot's expectations. 

3. The tiny settlement of Hillat Hassab Allah near 
Meroe is destined to disappear under the pavement of 
the new road between El Geili and Atbara. Its archae- 
ological significance, chiefly based on the huge quan- 
tities of stamped and painted egg-shell Meroitic fine- 
wared pottery, has been evaluated. The remains of 
what were apparently three dwellings connected to a 
small cemetery have been tested. A 'brazier' was dis- 
covered, and provided a radiocarbon date of 2020+60 
BP (Gif 7198). The French Unit is organizing an ex- 
haustive rescue operation for 1988. 

Preparation of the final test in 1986 
1. The Hosh el Kafir, a newly discovered post- 

Meroitic camp resembling the three known instances 
south of the 6th cataract (see NA 28), was tentatively 
dated to the transitional period (i.e. Final Meroitic). A 
section of its wall has been excavated, proving the site 
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to be of short duration with the usual three layers 
(building, use and destruction levels). A hearth was 
found, in the form of a ceramic 'kanoon' inside a 
fortified gate and a sample from this has been dated at 
1600k50 BP (Gif 7199). As the camp certainly con- 
tains data that will help in understanding the so-called 
"transitional" period, the Directorate has decided to 
pursue further work on this period which corresponds 
with the end of the pyramids (see Nigm Ed Din in 
Meroitica 5: 26-27, paras. 14 and 18) as well as with 
the beginning of construction of the El Hobagi 
mounds. 

2. Some El Hobagi barrows were endangered in 
1984. Their singularity is chiefly founded on their 
fencing stony wall (ascertained by H.N. Chittick) 
which differs from various kinds of stone crowns. A 
test revealed a section of the fence surrounding Mound 
In,  the smallest of the series in El Hobagi itself, which 
shows it to be a wall, 1.8 m thick, that was largely 
destroyed decades ago for the construction of the local 
mosque. Chittick's assertions having been checked, it 
was decided to excavated one of the peculiar mounds 
(number VI, located in Urnm Makharoqa and partially 
destroyed by public works bulldozers in 1984), to 
record a national monument of the 4th century AD, 
and also to attract attention to the importance of the El 
Hobagi site, thereby ensuring greater protection for all 
its antiquities. 

Umm Makharoqa excavation in 1987 
Work lasted from January to June. Fifty eight me- 

tres of the 180 m wall have been roughly restored. The 
original building of the superstructure, constructed 
from different sediments, has been described. The 
central grave yielded a magnificent picture of the 6th 
century AD depicting African divine kingship entirely 
comparable either to the last 15 pyramids at Bagrawiya 
North or to many of the Qustul-Ballana barrows in 
Nubia. The weaponry is plentiful: at least 10 fully 
equipped royal spears, two swords with their scab- 
bards, more than 300 arrows distributed among seven 
leather quivers, two "archer's rings" , and one bow 
(?). The funerary banquet, here in the form of alle- 
giance offerings, contains at least 71 large ceramic 
vessels, including 15 wheel-turned jars and 56 transi- 
tional "beer jars" produced by specialized workshops 
from various areas. Worthy of mention is the set of 17 
bronze vessels (of liturgical function) including six 
basins and bowls and a bronze statuette of a crocodile 
which confirms the Isiac nature of the funerary cult. 

More work is needed to complete the excavation 
which was interrupted by the rainy season. The search 
for secondary burials, for animal sacrifices, for all the 
archaeographical remains that describe the burial cer- 

emony and the renewal of the funerary cult, is post- 
poned until 1988 or 1989. Tumulus VI in Urnm 
Makharoqa ends the almost decannal Kadadian pro- 
gram. The whole site of El Hobagi, which might be 
described as a "southern Firka", deserves fnst a scien- 
tific debate before further excavation, and seconly the 
definition of a new program on a totally different 
basis. 

THE INTERLACUSTRINE REGION: 
NEW WORK ON THE LATER IRON 

AGE 

J.E.G. Sutton 
British Institute in Eastern Africa 
P.O. Box 30710, Nairobi, Kenya 

In the 1950s researchers into African precolonial 
history identified the interlacustrine region, and espe- 
cially southern and western Uganda, as one of excep- 
tional promise. It was known for its long tradition of 
kingship and bureaucratic institutions, with royal and 
clan genealogies and other classes of historically valu- 
able oral records. Equally exciting was the ability of 
authoritative informants to locate ancient "capitals" or 
abodes of kings (as well as their graves) whose posi- 
tions in the genealogies (and therefore whose approx- 
imate dates) were known. No less encouraging were 
the massive, extensive earthworks in both forested and 
more open terrain in western Uganda (Bigo, Munsa, 
Kibego, etc. recorded between the 1920s and the 
1950s by Combe, Wayland and Laming among oth- 
ers), and also abandoned sites with dense occupation 
rubbish, such as Ntusi in the rolling grasslands near 
Bigo. These seemed to be earlier than the existing 
kingdoms which should have been established some 
five hundred years ago; it has been generally held that 
they belonged to a previous (Ba)Cwezi stage. To some 
historians the Cwezi legends represent an extensive 
kingdom (or some form of federation) in existence 
around the 14th/15th centuries and ancestral to the 
later kingdoms; while several differences of emphasis 
occur in the historiography, the presence of big ancient 
earthworks has certainly encouraged this line of think- 
ing. Pioneering excavations in the 1950s by Mathew 
and Lanning at Ntusi, and then by S h i ~ i e  and Posnan- 
sky in turn at nearby Bigo (where the latter collected 
radiocarbon samples), produced results which, in the 
cautious words of the excavators and commentators, 
were "not inconsistent" with the supposed dating and 
connections. 

Since then, disappointingly, there has been little 
progress on the archaeological front (despite contin- 
ued discussion and useful syntheses, as in volumes I11 
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and IV of the Cambridge History of Africa). The 
stagnation of research in Uganda since the mid-1960s 
is well known and has more than one explanation. In 
adjacent countries, Rwanda and northwestern Tanza- 
nia, activity continued longer, notably through the 
efforts of Francis van Noten and Peter Schmidt. But 
even there specifically later Iron Age archaeological 
contributions since 1970 have been slight. 

In putting renewed effort into this region and subset 
at this time, the British Institute in Eastern Africa 
(helped by a supplementary grant for this purpose from 
the British Academy) is trying to do more than make 
belated amends for twenty lost years. The progress of 
archaeological practice and theory and equally of 
African historiography allows a more mature and crit- 
ical approach now. In particular, excavation need not 
be guided by the narrow concerns of verifying the oral 
traditions and genealogical chronology. It can, and 
should, make a more positive and substantial contribu- 
tion to the economic history of the region, and up to 
a point to issues of demography and social and politi- 
cal organization. From such results, as well as from 
dates obtainable from both radiocarbon and the cultur- 
al chronology, one could turn afresh to the traditions 
to ask questions of correlation or fuller historical re- 
construction from an archaeological vantage-point. 

What still impresses the observer is the potential of 
the sites recognized in the 1950s and earlier. Ntusi in 
the fine grasslands, a hundred miles west of Kampala, 
was clearly a place of concentrated population for a 
period. Vast amounts of cattle bones and of potsherds 
with rouletted decoration cover several square kilome- 
tres. Much of this spread derives from rubbish 
mounds, some of which have been largely flattened by 
new settlement. Others still stand, two of them five 
metres high. Such density of material, and especially 
the formal dumping on heaps, suggest a population, 
and perhaps a measure of urban organization, of a sort 
frequently encountered in western African but not 
elsewhere in the East African interior. 

Following some survey and testing two years be- 
fore, excavations were commenced at Ntusi in mid- 
1987 (with the cooperation of the Uganda Antiquities 
Department). The main effort this year was devoted to 
obtaining a section through the mound known as 
"Ntusi female". This excavation demonstrated that it 
is a genuine midden, consisting of successive tips of 
rubbish which were periodically burnt (thus providing 
excellent samples for radiocarbon testing). Prelimi- 
nary investigation of the finds, and especially of the 
pottery by Andrew Reid, indicates little change from 
bottom to top. This is broadly in accordance with the 
range of finds and pottery styles recovered from sur- 
face survey around Ntusi and argues for a relatively 
restricted period of occupation some time in the later 

Iron Age, at a guess about the middle of the present 
millenium. 

Not only does the dating of the site need clarifying 
- it could be earlier or later than assumed - so also does 
the supposed connection with the Cwezi. It may be 
doubtful whether fresh oral-historical materials relat- 
ing to specific sites can now be obtained; nevertheless 
the basis of the case for associating Ntusi, and equally 
Bigo, with certain of the mythical Cwezi figures needs 
reexamination (as Schmidt among others has noted). 
Particular sites have remained - or later became - 
shrines associated with the cults of named Cwezi fig- 
ures; this is not the case with either Bigo or Ntusi. 
Moreover, the latter name means simply "the 
mounds", which suggests that Hima pastoralists in this 
region in recent centuries were ignorant of any histor- 
ical explanation of these "prehistoric" monuments. 
This is perhaps to put the pessimistic line on correla- 
tion. More important are the new historical questions 
which the archaeology is now provoking. 

As mentioned, the pottery is mostly decorated with 
roulettes. Both twisted and knotted roulettes occur in 
all layers. The same was probably the case at Bigo (so 
it appears from the Uganda Museums's collections). 
This use of both roulettes together is a little surprising 
from the examples of other East African regions to the 
east and south, where knotted roulettes succeed the 
twisted ones and are normally assumed to be very late. 
The quantities of potsherds, together with grindstones 
and burnt sorghum, clearly indicate an agricultural 
economy. But the numbers of cattle bones equally 
show that the broad pastures controlled from Ntusi 
were well stocked. This raises again the question of the 
relationship of Ntusi to the Bigo enclosures and to 
other sites of this period in the vicinity. Bigo, so some 
have thought, was a place where royal herds were 
kraaled. 

One feature at Ntusi with apparently a specifically 
pastoral purpose is bwogero, meaning the "basins" 
(see Azania XX), where a minor valley bottom has 
been scraped down close to the water table, and the 
upcast dumped in mounds and banks. A small excava- 
tion was attempted in two of the mounds this year, 
confirming that they are indeed artificial dumps of clay 
scraped from the valley. Presumably this labour, 
doubtless undertaken year by year and not as a single 
or planned design, was needed to maintain sufficent 
water supply for herds brought into this centre of 
population, and/or government. 

Ntusi merits more intensive investigation which is 
intended for 1988189. Meanwhile another celebrated 
and related site, Mubende Hill to the north, is being 
examined by Peter Robertshaw assisted by Ephraim 
Kamuhangire and Andrew Reid. It is hoped in the next 
two years to include other archaeologists in this fertile 
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project, not only in Uganda but in the other countries 
surrounding Lake Victoria and adjoining the Western 
Rift. 

PUBLICATIONS OF INTEREST 

Editions ADPF (9 rue Anatole de la Forge, 75017 
Paris) has announed two new publications in their 
series on Recherche sur les Civilisations. 

Economie et Socidtd Ndolithique du Dhar Tichitt 
(Mauritanie) by Augustin Holl concerns the analysis 
of a series of prehistoric sites in southeastern Maurita- 
nia. Chapters include coverage of palaeoecology, the 
archaeological assemblages, spatial analysis, and sub- 
sistence patterns as well as a synthesis of the region. 
The price is 178 FF. 
Le Sarnyere Dogon: Archkologie d'un Isolat, Mali 

by Alain Gallay with the collaboration of Claudine 
Sauvain-Dugerdil, is primarily a study of the early and 
modem pottery from four Dogon villages that form an 
isolate. It is an attempt to apply some of Gardin's 
reflections of the foundations of archaeological ty- 
pologies to a case study, using componential analysis. 
No price was given. 

Nubian Culture Past and Present (ISBN 91-7402- 
188-5) is edited by Thomas Hagg and published by 
Almqvist & Wiksell International (Gamla Brogatan 
26, PO Box 638, S-101 28 Stockholm, Sweden) for 
SEK 195. It contains the main papers presented at the 
Sixth International Conference for Nubian Studies 
held in Uppsala in August 1986. Included are 22 pa- 
pers that cover palaeoenvironments, prehistoric and 
historic archaeology including architecture and art his- 
tory, and present-day populations and cultural pat- 
terns. 

There seems to be a spate of publication coming 
from researchers working in Gabon (see, e.g., the 
several papers in this number). Among the more inter- 
esting that have been sent us are: 

Mltntu, Revue Scientifique et Culturelle du CICIBA 
(ISSN 0768-9403). Number 6 for 1987 contains a 
variety of articles ranging from early human evolution 
in Africa, to Bantu cosmology, to ethnobotany, edible 
insects and ethnomusicology (to mention only a few). 
Munru is published twice a year, and two year sub- 
scriptions are available from CICIBA, PO Box 770, 
Libreville, Gabon. The price is 8,000 CFA (160 FF) 
within Africa and 10,000 CFA (200 FF) elsewhere. 

CICIBA also publishes NSI, which they describe as 

a "liason bulletin of the archaeologists working in the 
Bantu area". It is a newsletter edited by B. Clist and 
R. Lanfranchi, containing brief reports on current re- 
search in the region. There is no indication of subscrip- 
tion rate in the copy of the first issue sent us. 

Finally, we have received an announcement for 
L'An Pr4historique Gabonais, apparently a volume 
commemorating a century of prehistoric research in 
Gabon, written by R. Oslisly and B. Peyrot and pub- 
lished by Rotary-Club de Libreville-OkoumC, BP 
371 1 Libreville. The price is 10,000 CFA or 200 FF 
until 15 November 1987. 

THE MEGATCHAD NETWORK 

A. Marliac of the Laboratoire dlArchLologie Trop- 
icale er d'Anthropologie Historique (ORSTOM, Cen- 
tre de Bondy, 70-74 route dJAulrtay, 93140 Bondy, 
France) sends this report on the forindiiig of the 
Megatchad research network. 

On the eve of its IVth international Colloquium to 
be held in Paris in 1988 with, we hope, the joint 
financial support of ORSTOM, CNRS, and ACCT1, it 
appears worthwhile to introduce the Megatchad net- 
work to the readers of NA. This group consists mainly 
of cultural anthropologists, archaeologists, linguists, 
and geographers, along with some individuals from 
sociology, social anthropology, nutrition, etc. Their 
common interest is in the history of the Lake Chad 
region. Though it has contributed little to texts up to 
present, archaeology is now seen as one of the major 
components of the group due to contributions from 
ORSTOM archaeologists, the University of Paris X, 
and an archaeological team from the University of 
Calgary. Much field work and several publications 
have been produced by archaeologists working in 
north Cameroon prior to the creation of the network, 
but archaeologists succeeded in convincing at least 
part of the group that material culture could be an 
important way to reconstruct histories and History. 

Consequently, to assist in this, a descriptive code 
(common language) has been designed for pottery as 
well as for iron metallurgy (M4garchad special issue 
1987). Researchers interested should refer to these 
codes. Albeit incomplete and imperfect, they will al- 
low ethonographers, linguists, geographers and ar- 
chaeologists to work on the common dimension of 
their respective fields in order to produce comparisons 
in historical perspective. 

Archaeology is thus seen as one of the major con- 
tributors to the historical reconstruction of the Per- 
itchadian area. Another point of view that archaeolo- 
gists would like to emphasize together with geogra- 
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phers is history of environments (especially from the 
final Holocene to present). It appears that the global 
study of some particular eroded zones linked with 
archaeological remains (Iron Age most probably), a 
study which throws light on Iron Age habitats, is also 
a help for surveys. This is currently being explored 
with remote sensing imagery (SPOT). 

Mkgatchad Bulletins available are: no. 2 for 1986, 
no. 1 for 1987, special issue. h e e d i n g s  of the pre- 
vious three meetings (1984, 1985 and 1986) are in 
press. 

ORSTOM: Institut Fran~ais de Recherche Scientif- 
ique pour le DBveloppement en Coop&ation, Centre 
de Bondy. 70 Route d7Aulnau 93140 Bondy, France 
CNRS: Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, 
LACITO, 44 Rue de 1'Amiral Mouchez, 75014, Paris, 
France (Henri Tourneau) 
ACCT: Agence de Coopbration Culturelle et Tech- 
nique, 13 Quai A. CitrZKn, 75015, Paris, France. 

FIRST AURA CONGRESS 
Dr. Osaga Odak, Institute of African Studies, Uni- 

versity of Nairobi (P.O.  Box 30197, Nairobi, Kenya) 
sends the following announcement. 

The Australian Rock Art Research Association 
(AURA) announces the first AURA Congress to be 
held in Darwin, Northern Treritory, Australia, from 
August 29 to September 2, 1988. Congress attendance 
and participation are open to anyone with a genuine 
interest in rock art, and about 300 participants are 
expected. Papers will be given on all aspects of rock 
art research worldwide. Field trips are planned for 
before, during and after the conference. Further infor- 
mation can be obtained from the Australian Rock Art 
Research Association, P.O. Box 216, Caulfield Sth 
3162, Victoria, Australia. Dr. Odak is the African 
member of the executive committee for the congress. 

HISTORY OF AFRICAN 
AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY 

AND FIELD SYSTEMS 
Dr. John Sutton of the British Institute in Eastent 

Afiica sends the following announcement. 
A colloquium on this subject is to be held in Oxford 

on June 23 and 24, 1988, organized by the British 
Institute in Eastern Africa. While the concentration is 
expected to be on the eastern side of the continent, 
suitable contributions from West Africa and cross- 
continental comparisons and discussion will be wel- 
come. It is intended to combine the insights of geogra- 
phers, economists and cultural and social 

anthropologists with the results of historical and ar- 
chaeological research on Iron Age agriculture and 
technology, largely by projecting backwards from the 
present. It is not planned therefore as another 
"agricultural origins" conference or again as a 
"drought, famine and disaster" seminar, but it should 
be relevant to the understanding of both these issues. 

Among the subjects for consideration will be farm- 
ing strategies and the questions of intensification and 
specialisation, including field and tillage techniques, 
tenacing and ridging, manuring and irrigation. Some 
of these are being investigated for certain regions in 
the "ancient fields" project, information on which can 
be obtained from NA 22: 35-37 and Aiania XXI 
(1986). The more difficult questions of the effects of 
environmental and demographic changes on agricul- 
tural practices and crop preferences should also be 
addressed, as far as the present state of research al- 
lows. 

Short papers or summaries will be invited for circu- 
lation before June. The Institute intends that publica- 
tion should result from the colloquium. Those interest- 
ed in participating are asked to write to the London 
office of the British Institute in Eastern Africa (1 Kens- 
ington Gore, SW7) or direct to Dr. J.E.G. Sutton 
(B.I.E.A., P.O. Box 30710; Nairobi, Kenya). 

TENTH PANAFRICAN CONGRESS 
OF PREHISTORY 

Although it was agreed in principle that the 
Panafrican congress would be held in Egypt in 1988, 
no announcement has yet been received from the orga- 
nizers in Cairo confirming dates and arrangements. 

ERRATA 
There are two corrections to be made to items pub- 

lished in No. 28. The first is that the title of Peter 
Shimie's article on Meroe should have read 1983- 
1984, not 1984-1985. 

The second concerns several typographical errors in 
the article by Margherita Mussi on Buur Medow I. 
Pg. 34, col. 1, line 17 contains computer format calls 
which for some reason were printed in error. Please 
delete from that line the following: "wGF, wQG, 
wGH, wGI,". 
Pg. 34, col. 1, line 28 should read "13 subcircular", 
not 1. 
Pg. 34, col. 1, line 37 should read "293 plain 
bladelets", not 29. 
Pg. 36, the line for nucleiform endscrapers should end 
with a 0 not a 3 in the last column. 


